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Just Right
for your pocket !
THE

MULTIMINOR
19

Sensitivity

Ranges

10,000 ohms per

D.C. Voltage: 0- 1,003V in

7

range;

This splendid AVO Instrument has been developed to meet a
definite demand for a sturdy pocket-size multi -range test meter
at a modest price, suitable for use on modern electronic apparatus
as well as for radio and television receivers, motor vehicles, and
all hinds of domestic appliances and workshop equipment.

A.C. Voltage: 0- 1,033V in

S

ranges

Readings are obtainable quickly and easily on a very open scale,
and range selection is by means of a robust, clearly marked rotary
switch of the characteristic AvoMeter type. Measurements of
A.C. and D.C. Voltage, D.C. Current and Resistance are made
by means of only two connection sockets.

Weight

Designed and Manufactured by

i 'TD

D.C. Current

Resistance
Pocket Size
:

List Price

I

:

:

0 -IA in 5 range;

Accuracy

0- 20,003 D, 0 -2M D.
51 x 31 x

I

i inches.

D.C. 3% of full
value.

On

A.C.

92 -96

4% of full

scale value.

To

IOS

meet

requirements,

special

instru-

ments can be supplied
to a higher degree of
accuracy for a small
additional charge.

Complete with Test Leads and Clips.
Leather Case if required 32/6.
Telephone

AVOCET HOUSE

:

scale

On

lb. approx.

£9

volt

on D.C. voltage ranges.
1,003 ohms per volt
on A.C. voltage ranges.

VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD.

VlCtoria 3404 (9 lines)

:

S.W.1

LONDON

Ni

TIr! VrioÑ

straightforward guide to
the principles of television
a

:1

FIRST

('OUIQSF,

TIAES

l.'

WE OFFER

ISIIIN
TELEVISION

MULLARD

-

COSSOR

12" TUBES

Written

-A First

-

Course

in Wireless, this handy book can be
followed easily by the interested amateur
as well as those engaged in, or studying for
employment in. broadcasting and the servicing
of receivers. From booksellers, 15/- net.

PITMAN

-

EMITRON

Etc.. From Stock

By " Decibel." This new book not only
deals in a simple manner with the reception
of television pictures but also explains how the
signals originate and the techniques involved
in the transmission of pictures by television

including colour transmission.
by the author of that best seller

M.2

TECHNICAL BOOKS

Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Re 12' tubes, please

-

-

£6

-

confirm before placing order.

14" MULLARD TUBES

£6

(Or equivalent)

14" MAZDA TUBES £6 10.
I7 " TUBES - - £7 10.
Flease add 12/6 Carriage and Insurance.
12" tubes guaranteed for 3 months
14" &
17 ", 6
months
;

MARSHALLS
131

St.

for TELEVISION

Ann's Road, Tottenham,
London, N.15.

Callers welcome.
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS
38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON,
Nearest Underground Station, Chalk Farm.
EXPRESS SERVICE

1

!

!

E10 INSURED AGAINST
DAMAGE IN TRANSIT FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA.
ORDERS OVER E10 INSURED FREE.

ORDERS ARE CLEARED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
6/- 6AQ5
3/6/- 6AU6

IA3
IA5
ICS

6/6 6Q7G

12/6 6B4G
10/6 687
11/- 6B8G

ID6
IH5GT
I

8¡6 6L7GT
6L18
10/6 6N7

10/6 6Q7GT
4/6 6R7G

12/6 I2AH7

13/- 12AH8

8/- 12AT6
10/- 12AT7

II/-

12AU7
12AX7

10/6/6 6B8GTM 5/- 65A7GT 8/6
S/- 68A6
7/6 6SC7GT 10/6
5/- 6BE6
7/6 6SG7GT 8/II/- 6BJ6
7/6 6SH7GT 8/8/- 6BR7
11/6 6SJ7GT
8/8/- 6BW6
9/6 65K7GT 8/-

L4

ILDS
ILNS

N
1

IRS
155

IT4

1213A6

128E6

12C8
12E1

1U5

8/- 65L7GT 8/- 12K7GT 7/6
68X6
8/- 65N7GT 7/6 12K8GT 14/6C4
7/- 65Q7GT 91- I2Q7GT 7/6
6C5
6/6 6557GT 8/- 12SA7
8/6
6C6
6/6 6U4GT 12/6 125C7
8/6
6C8
12/6 6U5G
7/6 12SG7
8/6
6C9
12/6 6U7G
8/6 125H7
8/6
6C10
11/6 6V6G
7/- 12517
8/6
6CH6
12/6 6V6GTG 8/- 12SK7
8/6
6D5
6/6 6X4
7/- 125Q7 12/6
6E5
12/6 6X5GT
6/6 125R7
8/6
6F6G
7/- 6Z4/84 12/6 12Y4
10/6
6F6GTM 8/- 6Z5
12/6 14R7
10/6

10/10/6

7/6
4/6
7/12/6
12/6

3B7

5/-

3D6
3Q4

7/6
9/6
7/6

3QSGT
3S4

3V4

91-

4D1

5R4GY
SU4G
5V4G

5X4G
SY3G

7/6 6F8
17/6 6F12
8/6 6F13
11/6 6F17
12/6 6F32
8/- 6F33

5Y3GT
5Y4

5Z3
SZ4G
5Z4GT
6A8G
6AB7
6AB8
6AC7
6AG5

8/6
12/6
12/6
10/6
12/6
10/-

8/14/6/6
6/6

9/8/9/6/6

6AJ8

6AK5
6AK8
GALS

6AMS

S/7/6

6AM6

8/- 35Z3
7/6 35Z4
10/- 35ZSGT
9/- 41 MTL
10/- 5005
IS/- 50L6GT
30/- 615PT
4/6 72

12J5GT
1217GT 10/6 77
78
80
83V

6/6 6BW7

2A7
2D13C
2X2
3A4
3A5

12/6 6/30L2

7/6

IA7

12/6.787

II/-

8/- 35A5
10/6 35L6GT
10/6 35W4

ID/- 19AQ5
12/6 19H1
8/6 20D1

Ill-

15082
220P
807
956

4033L
5763

9/6 GZ32
9/6 GZ34
9/- H30
14/- H63

9/6
15/-

4/6
8/8/6 DK9I
9/- DK92

8/-

9/- EF80

8/6
20/EA50
2/EA76
9/6
EABC80 9/EAC9I
7/6

EF89
EF91

EF92
EL32
EL34

5/12/6

12/6

20/- QP2I
7/6/- QP25
15/5- KF35
8/6 QSI50/I5
10/6 KL35
8/6
10/6
8/- KT2
S/- QVO4/715/7/6 KT33C 10/- R2
10/.
14/- KT44
15/- R12
12/6
10/- KT63
7/- SD6
12/7
7/6 KTW6I 8/- SP4(7)
15/5/6 KTW62 8/- SP41
3/6
5/6 KTW63 8/- SP42
12/6
17/6 KTZ4I
8/- SP61
3/6
HVR2A

E(E)

10/- EF85
10/6 EF86

10/6
12/6
14/-

6/13/6
8/- HK90
10/6/- HL23
10/6
15/- HL4I
12/6
9/6 HL133DD

E F40

9/6
15/- F54
7/6 EF73

25K.
'. meg.

meg.

50K.
I

meg.

11/6 UBC4I
PEN4ODD
UBF80
25/- UBF89
PEN45 19/6 UCC8S
PEN46 7/6 UCH42
PLB I
16/- UCH81
PL82
10/- UCL82
PL83
11/6 UF41
PM2B
12/6 UF80
PMI2
6/6 UF85
PM12M 6/6 UF89
PY80
8/- UL4I
PYBI
9/- UL46
PY82
9/- UL84
PY83
9/6 UY4I

12/6 HABC80

10/6 EF41
10/- EF42
12/6
15/- EF50(A) 7/- HVR2

bK96

9/- PCL83

I0/-

%

16/- 9006
6/EL4I
11/- KTZ63 10/6
8/- 25L6GT I0/- ACEPEN 7/6 EAF42 10/6 EL42
11/6 L63
6/e/- 25Y5
10/6 AC/HL!
E834
2/6 EL8I
15/- LZ319
9/7,6 7H7
8/- 25Y5G 10/- DDD 15/- E841
8/6 EL84
10/6 MH4
7/6G6
6/6 7R7
12/6 25Z5
8/- EB9I
10/6 AC/P4
6/6 ÉL91
5/- MHL4
7/6
6H6GTG 3t- 7S7
10/6 25Z4G
10/- AC/VPI I5/- EBC33
7/6 EL95
10/6 MHLD6 12/6
6H6M
3/6 7V7
8/6 25Z6G 10/- AL60
10/- EBC4I
10/- EM34
10/- M L4
12/6
615G
5/- 7Y4
8/- 28D7
7/6 EBF80
7/- AP4
10/- EM80
10/6 ML6
6/6
6J5GTG 5/6 8D2
3/6 30
5/- EBF89
7/6 ATP4
9/6 EM8I
10/6 M5P4(7) 15/615GTM 6/- 8D3
7/6 30C1
10/- EC52
9/- AZ3I
5/6 ENSI
34/9 MUI4
10/616
5/6 9D2
4/- 30F5
7/6 EC54
8/- BL63
6/- EY51
OA70
S/6J7G
6/- IOC!
IS/- 30FLI
10/- CK506
6/6 EC70
12/6 (Small) 10/6 OA71
5/6J7GT
10/6 10H
19/6 30L1
6/6 ECC3I 15/- EY51
9/- CK523
0072 30/6K6GT
8/- 10F9
11/6 30P12
10/6 ECC32 10/6 (Large) 12/6 P61
12/6 CV63
3/6
6K7G
5/- 10F18
12/6 30P16
12/6 ECC33 8/6 EY84
16- CV85
17/6 PABC80 IS 6K7GT
6/- IOLD3
10/- 30PLI
10/6 ECC35 8/6 EY86
12/6 CV27I
14/6 PCC84
9 6K8G
8/- IOLDII 16/9 31
7/6 CV428 30/- ECC81
8/- EZ35
6/6 PCC85 12 6
6K8GT/G
10P13
17/6 33A/158M
DI
3/- ECC82 7/6 EZ40
8/- PCF80
9 11/- IIE3
15/10/6 ECC83 10/- EZ41
30/- D42
10/- PCF82 12 6
6L6G
9/6 12A6
6/6 3551
12/6 D77
6/6'ECC84 10/- EZ80
9/6 PCL82 12 6

10K.

UY85

TP22

TTIS

9/-

15/11/6

8/6
10/6

/-

VPI3C

7/-

VP4I

6/6

VRI05/30
VR150/30

9/-

9/5/5/7/6

6/-

12/6

10/-

14/- X65
12/6
10/- X66
12/6
10/6 XD( I.5) 6/6

U31

U43
U45

10/6 XEGI

(8/-

I5/- Y63
10/6 Z63

17/6
10/6

Z66
10/6 Z77
10/6 Z719
121 Z729

20/7/6

8/- XFYI2 6/6
8/6 XH(I.S) 6/6
7/6 XSG(I.5)
7/15/6

USO

U52

U76
U78

U25
U404

UABC80
UAF42
U841

I5/6
10/6
10/6
10/6
10/6

VI-5492A [3
VMP4G 15/VP2(7) 12/6
VP4(7) 15/.

20/- W76
U16
12/- WBIM
U18/20 10/- X61
U22
8/- X63
U26

II/11/6

VI507

10/6 VT6IA
85/- VT501

SU61

10/9/6
10/6
10/6

8/14/-

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
Standard Can.

Tag

32 x 32 mfd 450 V.
64 x 120 mfd., 350 V.

60 x 250 mfd., 275 V.
100 x 400 mfd.. 275 V.
100 mfd., 275 V.
200 mfd., 275 V.
100 x 200 mfd., 275 V

I00K.
2 meg.

4/6 each.

RM-0

12/6

5/-

12:6 7C5
10/6 7C6

switch.

DRM2B
DRM38

8/-

7/6
5/6

VOLUME CONTROLS

DRMIB

11/- ECF82
6/6 ECH35
10/- ECH42
ECH8I
DH63(C)
10/- ECL80
ECL82
DH63(M)
17/6 EF36
DH76
7/6 EF37A
D1477
8/6 EF39

12/6 E8OF

7193
7475

5/6 FW4/800

7/6 DF9I
9/- DF96

7/- DLS 10
12/6 DM70

1203

9/6 EZBI
13/6
13/6 GZ30

10/6 DF33

I5/- DL2
32/6 DL33
15/- DL66
10/6 DL92
7/6 DL94
3/- DL96

I0/- 9002

All with long spindle and double -pole

J

DAC32 111- ECC85
9/6 DAF91
8/- ECC9I
8/6 DAF96 10/- ECF80

12/6

85A2
90AG

PRlmrose 9090,

ANY PARCEL UP TO

PHONE OR WIRE THAT URGENT ORDER FOR
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH C.O.D.
ALL POST

OZ4

N.W.I

or Wire-ended Tubular

mfd., 450 V.
mfd., 450 V.
32 mfd., 450 V,
8 x 8 mfd., 450 V.
16 x 16 mfd., 450 V.
32 x 32 mfd., 350 V.
8 x 16 mfd., 450 V.

5

9

8

1/9

8

3

16

2/9

9 6
12 6
2 6
3 6
6 6

3,'9

3/3/9

4/4Í-

NEW METAL RECTIFIERS, FULLY GUARANTEED
15/4
16/2

23/3
7/11

7/-

RM-I

RM-2
RM-3
RM-4
RM-5

W4

76

9/6
18-

24-

W6
WX3

WX4
WX6

3/6
3/6
3/6
3!6
18/-

14A97
14A100
14A124
14A163
148130

I4A86
Metal rectifier technica leaflet free

3,'6

TERMS OF BUSINESS -CASH WITH ORDER OR
C.O.D. ONLY.
POST /PACKING CHARGES 6d.
PER ITEM
ORDERS VALUE E3 OR MORE POST
FREE. C.O.D. 2'6 EXTRA. WE ARE OPEN FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS MON. -FRI. 8.30 -5.30.
SATS.
8.30 -1 P.M.
;

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR

25

-

27-

'28-

3635-

on

2-I-8-I

148261

11/6

16RE

I4RA
I4RA
I6RC
I6RD

19/23/6
8/6
12'-

IBRA I.1-8-1
I8RA 1-1-16-I
IBRA 1-2-8-1

1-2-8-2

I-2-8-3
I-I-16-1
2-2-8-1

18RD 2-2-8-1

8/6
4/6
6/6
11/15/.

receipt o( S.A.E.

ALL VALVES NEW, BOXED AND SUBJECT TO
MAKERS' FULL PERIOD GUARANTEE.
FIRST
GRADE GOODS ONLY, NO SECONDS
OR
REJECTS. LATEST CATALOGUE OF OVER 1.000
DIFFERENT VALVES, INCLUDING MANY SCARCE
TYPES, WITH FULL TERMS OF BUSINESS,

ANY VALVE NOT LISTED.
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PRICE 6d.

3d.

STAMP, PLEASE.
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Pullin Series

the corn ponents
ineluding metal
chassls,valves.

MAll
Eá3

Eá3

Eá3
Eá3

91

metal rectifier, coils.
tuning condenser,
etc.
etc., required

to build the " Beginner's Superhet "
as described in the January. 1958,
Price

,

93 issue, are available as a parcel.
u3 £3 plus 3,- post and insurance

i

A.C.

Volts:

-.
1

0-10. 0

0 -100.

ditto D.C.

pp

-.'s

:

TV Masks

& ms.

La ÇC,i

14ín., 10. -;
17tH., 12'

Plus

;

l'

1

-

post.

,

Inductance

0 -100 henrys,

Bargains
Metal Rectifier.
Equivalent of
ni4., 250 v., 12:6.
Welding Transformer.
12v.-50
amp.
continuous
rating-intermittent rating for spot weldingexceeand
2,000 amps.
45: -, carriage
pacds king 5. -.
Eft, Unbreakable Mains lead.
Type of lead fitted to electric razors.
makes fine lead for test meters and
any other devices where subject to
continuous bending.
Twin figure
eight construction, soft cream
P.V.C. covered. Normally costs 21per yard-we offer three leads for 2/-.
.1 mEd 350. Small tubular metal
eased condensers made by Dubilier,
2 13 doz.
Connecting Wire P.V.C. Covering.
All colours. Sale price
rice
per 100 ft.
coil or 5 coils different colours, 10'the lot.
50 Assorted Resistors. Well mixed
and useful values i and l watt. 5'for 50.
Ditto. but 1 watt, &8 for 50.
former. Standard 230
v., input 25o -0 -25o at 80 mA., 6.3 v.

'

.

l

,

I

etc.. etc.

Famous Transmitter

93
83
93
93
93
93
93

Unrepeatable
RM5-250

FREE GIFT.-All purchasers of the above item this
month will receive Range Extender scale and data
which add : capacity 2pF.- 1mFd., in two ranges.

c1 pe
Kra y
rystallate,

93

ff,Offiffi SSiZlfffiM®Bi®iHE3EiEEÌ

Test Set

Current 0-100 mA. D.C.
Current 0 -2.5, 0 -10, 0-100. 0500
mA. Resistance 0 -1M and
0-l0K. All at 10,000 ohms per
volt Price 812.7.6 or 81 deposit and 24
fortnightly
payments of 10' -. non callers add 51- carr.
g
A.C.

,i

63

100

Undoubtedly a most useful instrument by a firm long famous for
fine Instruments, entirely redesigned. it has a square movement with diacon plastic cover.
this makes for a brighter more
readable scale, extra scale
length and wider angle of vision
With the test set is included a
pair of combined test prods and
crocodile clips also a stand for
inclining the meter at the best
reading positions. Ranges
0 -250, 0 500, 0- 1.000,

ti

January, 1959
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BEGINNER'S SUPERHET

MI

TELEVISION

Virtually Given

Away

atMa5ins
A.Trans12.6.

Toggle Swláh.
Standard metal
body, type with round dolly. fixing
ring and onloff indicating plate. 1 3
or 12r- doz.
3t,'tal Rectifier. 250 v. 60-80 milliideal for mains set or instru,ent or to replace that expensive
valve. 4.8.
screened Cable. Rubber covered
flexible with metal braiding, ideal for
microphone or gramophone extenslons. 4d. per yd.. 30/- per 100 yds.
Install 2-way Switches. Our outfit
comprises 30 yd. multicore cable.
two 2 -way switches, two wood blocks.
Full instructions. 9í6 each, post and
insurance 218.
Neon Lamp, midget wire ended. Ideal
for making mains tester or for any of
the dozen- and -one applications
to
c-.
which a neon c an be putap. 2.
Instrument Transformer. Input 200230 v., output 6.3 v. at 34 amps.. and
two separate
v. 10 milliamp wind 'ings which can85 be
joined in series or
parallel, gig, plus 1:6 post & packing.
31in. Meter Moving Coil. flush
mounting, really beautifully made by
G.E.C. Two types available 500-0-500
microamp and 1 milliamp f.s.d. 37 .-6.
Plus 2;- p. & i.
Winking Eye, telephone or circuit
Indicator,
I

Cabinet Snip

f
133

93

:

93
Eá3

93
93

cabinet as illustrated but
less control knobs Is available this
month at special snip price of 1218,
plus 316 post and Insurance. Size is
® 130in. x Ain. x 4 in. and it is nicely
MI covered in two tone I.C.I. fabric.
g3This fine

The famous 111154- unused but .Tightly soiled and nut
tested. Covers 200 -500 kas., 3 -5.5 Mss and 5.5 -10 Mc, s.
mechanism 17 stops) and
Has unique " click stop
permits selected frequency to be held, returned to,
etc. Hartley oscillator, power amplifier. keying and
speech. Wonderful breakdown value meters. relays,

Hi-Fi Snip

infinite Wall Baffle

®

=Nicely
veneered
al
63

and poI',shed.
Corner fit-

I

ting
selaches to
picture rail'
Takes up no
ei floor space.
!$ Gives really
Ei fantastic regi sults with sols'
low -priced Sin.
speaker.
Fit Ling for tweeter..
99 Only 45,- each.
B insurance 3 6.
pig

Vd
Vd

e3
B3

Carriage

and

-

l':
,

-

Adapt Your Gram for Stereo
recorddg
adapting existing
record players fora stereo-available
exting
£2.15.0 each -please state make or
player when ordering.
Portable Stereo Amplifier.-7 watts

watts each channel) with four controis as follows
Ganged tone control, ganged volume control, balance
Eá3 control and operational switch giving
R3 one amplifier for monaural records,
g3 both amplifiers for monaural records.
i.e., Increased output, and both amplifiers for stereo. For A.C. mains only,
chassis size 121n. x 3in. x 5tin. Prier
nj £8, plus 3.6 post and ins. Con Ill temporary designed fabric covered
cabinet to
iler,
ecords
Rer, speaker and motor or records
Ib £4.10.0. plus 3.6 post and insurance.
04.

switches. Complete with valves -real bargain at 29 6.
5; -.
plus 10'- carriage.
Cathode Ray Tube VCR517, 7 6.
carriage, etc., 3 6.
Install Those Extra Power Points :
Gram into Tape Recorder
3 core cable 7.029 (15 Amps) 500 v.
grade-a big purchase enables us to
sell this at 3718 per coil t50 yds.)
carriage 7,6.
Auto Transformer.
Totally enclosed, primary 200,250 v.. secondary
110 -120 rated 3(10-250, 27 6. carriage
and insurance 2'6.
simmer or Regulator. Total resistance 1,000 ohms. Maximum current of .59 amps. This is a beautiful
unit which uses a 32 position stud
switch, resistance is divided into 31
sections each approx. 30 ohms. In
ventilated metal case, size approx.
Convert your Record Player or 7in. x Tin. x 5 ?.in. with wall mounting
Radiogram into
a
Tape brackets and large control knob.
Recorder. Can be fitted ,or 15!- plus 2.6 post &insurance.
removed)
you is a
seconds and E.H.T. Transformers,
',..
Standard
then you have all
eel tse facilities mains input, three secondaries, one
afforded by a normal Tape gives 1.540 v. at 20 mA, another gives
Recorder, record, playback, 2 v. at 2 amps. the third 4 v. at 1 amp.
erase, rewind, etc. As top part This is a heavy duty potted transo illustration with circuit of suitable Pre-Amp. Price former in a cast case but where
only 87.10.0 or 10.- down and 16 fortnightly payments extreme ruggedness is not required
of 10:- or as per illustration that is with Pre -Amp it can be taken out of its case. Price
813.2.6. or 81 down and 29 fortnightly payments of 10 - 20 -. carriage 3;6.

(31

:

'

i

-

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD.
66,

GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX.

This is the correct address for post
orders and for prompt
P
mark
P
P attention please
P
your envelope Dept. 5., also enough for postage.
Eá3 ®E3iERES®®®® 1339381393938393133Eá3®® ®®E:993Eá3E0Eá36383 003393 dlil393H6383iHEb8393B1BlfEá363EbEbP9 ®®9393ib®®0®9b&
I
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E33E33E33E33E33E33E33E33EBE33®FES3E33EBE33E33E33®E33E33E33EíiE33Ei;EBE33®E3,E3;E33EE3; 33E33EBE£E33EBEäE33E3E3rFEEEE33E33ÉEEBE33Eb®ff

Band

Suitable
Wales.

EPBFE®EBEf EnFEE3rEhEL+E33®

Ill Converter

BUILD THIS 17" TV FOR
22 GUINEAS

E33.

®

LonMid This is a very modern circuit and when you have
lands.North,
completed it, it will be equal to any factory made
Scotland,
model. Note these special features
etc. All the
Miniature valves and metal rectifier.
parts including 2 EF60
12 channel turret tuner.
valves. coils,
fine tuner, contrast control, conFerrox E.H.T. and scan coils.
densers and r sistors. (Metal case
A.G.C. and A.C.C.
available as an extra.) Price only
196. plus 216 post and Insurance. Supplied in component form with all metal work
Data free with pet, nr available prepared and supplied with ,pictorial layout and
separately. 1 f)
theoretical wiring diagram r these are available
separately, price 3 6'. total cost is only £23.2.0.
don.

03
E33
E33

:

E33
E33
E33

E33

®
EB
E33

Mains Isolation Transformer

Now

2

Models

®

Turret Tuner

Brand new stock not surplus, with coils for Band
I and III complete with
valves. Model I I.F. output 33'33 Mc's.
Series
heaters Model 2 I.F. output 16.19 Mc's. Parallel
heaters.
With instructions and circuit diagram. 79'6. With knobs
3'6 extra, post and insurance 26.

Makes servicing
safe. Input tapped 200 -250 v., output tapped 200 -

v. Rated at 500 watts, intermittent rating 2,000
watts. Screens
250

Kit Short Wave Communications Receiver

volts
0-5, 0-50, 0 -100, 0 -500,
0- 1,000.
A.C. volts

R208.

U.C.

10- Down.

0-5, 0 -50. 0 -100, 0 -500,
0 -100.

Ohms

EH

m

m
FE

03

D.C.

0 -5,

0 -500.

0- 50.000

with
internal
batteries.
0500,000 with external batteries.
Measures A.C.!
D.C. volts, D.C.
current
and
ohms. All the essential parts including metal case, 2in. moving coil
meter, selected resistors, wire for
shunts. range selector, switches,
calibrated scale and full instructions
price 19/6, plus 2.6 post and insurance.

Novelty Radio
Completely wired tunable medium and long
wave. originally intended for B7G valves and
external batteries but
could easily be converted for transistors with
internal batteries. Less
valves and speaker.
otherwise complet e.
15 -. plus 1/6 postage.

Instantus Heater

E33

EE

EB
Eí1

ES
FB
ES
E#3

[33

in
EH

a!
a!
aa3

EE

03
a33
E33

a!
1.13

EB
Eta

EE

03
E33

E33

This is a super short wave receiver covering 5 -30
metres (10 -60 Mcis). Uses 6 valves. Has R.F. stage, 2
I.F. stages B.F.O., etc. Muirhead instrument drive,
two internal power packs, mains and battery vibrator
pack. Complete with own P.M. speaker. Provision
for phones and speaker muting. Complete in metal
owosRf:s:;`^m,a.
transit case size approx. 24 x 18 x 12in. weight 70Ió
The advantage of these test prods Suitable A.C. mains, 100 -250
and 6 volt battery. In
is that by pressing the trigger at perfect condition, practically unused.
Tested before
the side they become crocodile
despatch and guaranteed. Handbook free with each.
clips and can be left in circuit. This Price 66119/6, carriage and insurance 15/ -. Or 10.
is a great time saver whey servicing. deposit plus 15 - carriage, and 15 fortnightly payments
Price 151- pair.
Convector heater made from heavy
of 10 -.
gauge sheet steel (galvanised). For
greenhouse, workshop, aviary, etc.
500
watt, 61.12.6:
1,000
watt.
For convenience of callers all items advertised may be obtained by the following companies
£2.10.0. 1,000 watt with wired but
separate
Electronics (Ruislip) Ltd.
£3.17.6.
2K
Electronics (Croydon) Ltd.
Electronics (Finsbury Park) Ltd. watt free thermostat.
standing or wall mount42 -46. Windmill 11111,
266, London Road,
29, Stroud Green ltd.,
ing, 63.19.6: 2K watt with built -in
Ruiclip. Middx.
Croydon.
Finsbury
Park,
N.4.
thermostat,
Carriage
£4.19.6.
and
Phone
RUISLIP 5780.
Phone
CRO 6558
Phone
ARChway 1049
insurance 5/- per heater. ALL ARE
Half day. Wednesday.
Half day. Wednesday.
Half day, Thursday.
GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS.

Avo Prodclips

:

FE
FE

ES

and packing 3'6 extra.

milllamps

E33

cost. This is an ex- These are complete fluorescent
Government switch- lighting fittings. Built -in ballast and
-stove enamelled white and
board. It contains starters
ready to work. Ideal for the kitchen.
three reverse current over
the work -bench and in similar
relays, one voltmeter, locations.
one main ammeter, Single 40. 4 ft. 3 in. long, uses a 40
two secondary am- watt tube.
meters and three 'rain 20. Uses 2 20-watt standard
variable resistors for tubes.
for either type 39'6. with tubes.
controlling circuits. Price
Inductor 80. Uses one
5 ft. e0 watt
These are
original tube,
59 6.
cases. Price £2.15' -. Carriage
and ins. up to 150 miles 5/6.
Carr. 10' -.
up to 250 miles 7f0.

-beautifully veneered and polishedlimited quantity-15 -each. Carriage

0- 1.000.

EH

at about onetwentieth of original

T.V. cabine of the latest styling
made for one of our most famous firms

;

E33

Lights

Offered

14"

Ranges

®

Fluorescent

Charging Switchboard

T.V. Cabinet

A.C. /D.C. Multimeter

E33

E33

for suppressing mains interference.
Size 14in. x bin. x 61n., weight 401ós.
Price £5/12'6. Carriage 7,6 (up to 250
miles).
14"

®®

:

:

E33

EB

Fil

c

113

113

Eä3

E3
E33
E33

ER

E$
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CERAMICS

for all electronic applications
Silvered Ceramic Condensers cover a variety of useful shapes, including
Pearls, Discs, Beads and Tubes, and have many applications in R.F.
particularly where ultra -high frequencies are present, when
circuits
their low inductance and excellent power factor are of special advantage.
A wide choice of negative and positive temperature co- efficients permits
the temperature compensation of other components, and frequency
stabilisation of tuned circuits.

-

Hi -K CERAMIC DISCS

Hi -K TUBULARS

for decoupling purposes in T.V. and
spark suppression in small electrical
apparatus -extremely low inductances.
Up to to,000 pF at 50o v. D.C. working. Finished in a moisture -resisting
compound that does not soften or crack
up to too °C.

combine high capacity with small
physical size : used widely as by -pass
condensers in T.V. and other H.F.
receivers where low inductance is of
special value.

LOW -K TUBULARS

with the choice of four temperature
co- efficients and a wide range of
capacity values, serve many purposes
in general circuitry.

LOW -K PEARLS

of up to to pF capacity and
LOW -K DISCS of up to 5o pF. with
high negative temperature co- efficient
permitting compensation of other components and frequency stabilisation in
tuned circuits.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION:

NORTH ACTON

LONDON

W.3

Telephone

ACORN 0061

:

21

'141111H1111/

RANGES
covering

10 -1,000
10 -1,000

d.c. volts
a.c. volts

100

Microamps to

500

Millizmps d.c.

100

Microamps a.c.
I
Megohm

0

0

to
to

10,000

ohms

All voltage measurements
a.c. and d.c. are at 10,000
ohms per volt.

TEST SET
NOW
Its

as simple as this.

You just

,end 47!6 deposit to have one
or the newly stylised M.I.P.
Multi -Range Series 100 Test
Sets posted to you almost by
return of post.
Balance is
payable over 6 or 12 months.

MULTI -RANGE
TEST SET- SERIES 100

Cash price is £12.7.6.' Post
coupon now for full details.

PAYMENTS OVER

MONTHS

6

(2.7.6
E12.17.6.
Cxtended Terms Price
deposit and 6 monthly payments of E1.15.0.
PAYMENTS OVER 12 MONTHS
(2.7.6
Et3.2.6.
Extended Terms Price
deposit and 12 monthly payments of 17 /II.
C E24
:

:

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD.
Electrin Works, Winchester St., Acton, London, W.3.
Please send illustrated leaflet of the Series 100 Test
Set with details of new easy payments scheme.
NAME
ADDRESS
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for publicatit in "Practical Television."
a
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responsible for manuscripts, every eat!
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HE present BBC financial agreement comes to an end on
March 31st, 1960, and very soon decisions will have to
be taken which will affect the future of television. The
first item which will undoubtedly have to be decided is whether
the present 405 -line system will be replaced by the 625 -line
standard which is used by all the European countries running a
television service. Another problem will concern the introduction
of a Third Programme. The present BBC charter comes to an
end on June 30th, 1962. The Television Act which controls
ITA has to be renewed after July 29th, 1964. There is also the
question of colour television, and the date of its introduction.
This question is somewhat urgent, for the trade must be given
ample time to tool up for colour receivers. It seems reasonably
certain, however, that the date will be some years ahead. The
line standard is the first consideration since it affects all others.
The present 405 -line system is an anachronism, an unwanted
heritage from the early haphazard days of television. No one
quite knows why such a frequency was adopted, for there is no
sound technical reason for it and many reasons against it. The
committee which decided on the system had the choice of the
alternative Cossor system, employing velocity modulation and a
higher line frequency. it was demonstrated to be far superior.
Programmes on the 625 system are vastly superior to ours,
and its adoption would greatly simplify the problems of Eurovision. It is not a complicated matter to change the line
standard. No doubt, if a change is made, programmes will be
put out on the present as well as the new frequency for a period.
Regarding the mush wanted Third Programme, will it be
handled by an entirely new authority, or by the BBC or by ITA ?
These are problems of policy. We favour the BBC handling
such a programme because of its longer experience, not only in
television but of sound broaädasts.

:

I.
ì
!

!.
!

Strand, W.C.É.
Owing to the rapid p'ogre.s.s in the
design
of radio and television Apparatus
d
and to our efforts to Aeep our readers
in; touch with the latest developments. !.
we give no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the
subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photo graphs
and articles published in
1.,
Practical Television " is specifically
reserved throughout
the
countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations i
of mty of these are therefore express /i
forbidden.
ï

THE "P.T." FILM SHOW
P.T. Film Show, organised by this journal in collaboration
THEwith
Millard Ltd., takes place at the Caxton Hall, West-

minster, on January 22nd, 1959, at 7.30 p.m. prompt. Three
most interesting films dealing with transistors, the manufacture
of junction transistors, and a colour film entitled " The Conquest
of the Atom," will be shown, with an interval for refreshments,
which are provided free.
The meeting will be under our chairmanship. Mark applications for free tickets " Caxton Hall Lecture " in the top left -hand
corner. You are entitled to bring a friend, but you must, of
course, make application for an extra ticket. -F. J. C.
Our next issue, dated February, will be published on January 21st
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Transistors in TV Receivers
THE

FIRST

ARTICLE

OF A

SHORT SERIES DEALING

WITH THE

OF TRANSISTORS

USE

IN MODERN TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

can produce a base of graded resistivity and hence
TV tuner or receiver using transistors, a drift field.
However, contact has to be made to this thin
and the number of inquiries has
increased considerably since the Radio Show. It base layer and it must be bounded by the emitter
and collector junctions. 1f these junctions are
is apparently thought that the design of this
type of equipment is now fairly simple, and that made after the base has been formed there is the
an all- transistor TV set is " just round the grave risk of damage to the thin base. The alloy
corner." Unfortunately, this is far from true, diffusion process avoids this difficulty in the
and although transistors may replace valves in following manner An n -type layer is first diffused
some parts of the equipment, there are many on to a p -type germanium block. The emitter
sections where their use has not yet been satis- material is doped with both p- and n -typen
To answer the many impurity and then alloy- diffused in'o the thin
factorily developed.
problems which have been raised the following layer. The doping materials are chosen so that
notes have been taken from a Paper read before the n material diffuses most rapidly. The result
the Television Society, and detail the many is an accurately controlled narrow base region of
to the
problems which have to be overcome, and show n material of graded resistivity connected
be readily
how they have been tackled in very well -equipped original n layer. The base contactthecan
thin n layer,
fixed to
......._
research laboratories. In
but the contact must be
`
view of the power which f
The information given in this short series is
close to the emitter to
is required for scanning,
taken, with permission, from a Paper read to
resisnot the least important t the Television Society by B. R. Overton, I obtain a low obasee e t o r
tance. The e
the
i B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., and published in
unction is limited by
n the
covering the
;
IJournal of that Societ y'
lacquering and etching
lion of the scan in the , ...................._......................_............_............
..............................:
ant the lacquered area
tube itself.
to
a minimum to obtain a low
kept
be
must
has
already
techniques
The use of diffusion
The final construction of
produced practical high frequency transistors, but collector capacitance.
is shown diagrammatically in
transistors
the
not
has
receivers
for
television
an H.F. transistor
yet been produced commercially. However, the Fig. 1.
As no attempt was being made to achieve the
new technique of alloy diffusion holds out some
hope of being stretched to meet the requirements ultimate in performance or elegance of receiver
of a television I.F. and R.F. transistor. Short grid- design. V.H.F. transistors from widely different
base picture tubes. and transistors able to stand experimental batches were used and each circuit
high collector potentials, offer possible solutions adjusted accordingly. It is too early to forecast
of the video drive problem. Finally, a form of how far the designer of the future will have to
scan magnification, an invention of D. R. Skoyles, go to accommodate final production spreads.
of the Mullard Research Laboratories, described
here for the first time, reduces the scanning prob- Choice of Radio and Intermediate Frequencies
lern to manageable proportions. All these techniques are still in the research laboratory stage to achieve a complete replacement of valves by
but they do point the way' for the future.
transistors. In this way the wholo problem of a
An experimental receiver will now be described transistorised receiver would be studied. As the
stage by stage. The thoughts behind the design complete receiver was more important than the
of a particular stage will be coupled with some individual problems there was no hesitation in
attempt to forecast the future trend and special making individual problems as simple as possible.
attention will be given to the new techniques
nt Base n Emitter pimentioned above.
MANY readers write to ask for details of a

:

1

F

f

1

R.F. and I.F. Amplification

Experimental V.H.F. transistors made by the
alloy diffusion technique were available in the
laboratory for the construction of the R.F. and
I.F sections of the receiver. The construction
and properties of these particular experimental
transistors are of interest and they will now be
discussed briefly.
The diffusion technique for making the base
material has two advantages. First, it is a relatively slow controllable process and second, it

Co /lector

Fig.

1.- Diagrammatic

representation of
diffusion junction transistor.
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These considerations largely governed the choice
of R.F. channels, I.F., and oscillator frequencies.
From measurements taken at 100 Mc /s it seemed
likely that the gain of a single R.F. stage employing a typical transistor of the batches available
would be approximately 16 dB for Channel
Band I. and 2 dB for Channel 13 Band III. Thus
it was early to embark on the design of a
thirteen channel tuner.
Having decided on a Channel I only receiver
there was a wide choice of I.F. and oscillator frequency. To make the design problems as simple
as possible and yet retain some realism the 16 -19.5
Mcis band was chosen for the I.F.. with oscillator
low. Later a very simple Band III to Band 1,
1

279

magnetic coupling to a winding (L6) in the
emitter. The winding (L4) to provide oscillator
injection to the mixer is closely coupled to the
oscillator coil L5. The D.C. operating conditions
are stabilised by the usual potentiometers (Rl and
R2) in the base circuit and a resistance (R3) in
the emitter. In an attempt to stabilise the circuit
the resistor R3 is unbypassed.
The Channel I signal is switched through to
the output when the conversion is not required.
Care with layout is needed to avoid cross talk.
In the experimental unit the measured Channel
rejection when converting from Channel 9 is
1

62 dB.

R.F. Stage
The R.F. stage of the receiver proper employs
an experimental alloy- diffusion transistor in the
grounded emitter configuration. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 3. Simple capacitive neutralisation
is effected by a trimmer C13 connected between
the base and the secondary winding L9 across
.vhich appears a signal opposite in phase to that

at the collector.
CI

0

Bond Ill

Mixer
L2

O

Input

D

1
/92
Mc/s,

4

-/2l<
SmA.

L5

S

/49.75

P/
4 711]

P2

/`°°°T
PF

C25
/OOpF

Fine
Tuning

TP/

L6

l SKCI
P3

P/5

680C2

2pF

Mc/s.

The conventional D.C. stabilisation circuit is
RV I) is
varied to effect gain control. This gain control
has a wide range (40 dB approximately) and at
minimum gain the stage will accept a 10 mV
vision signal before cross -modulation occurs. The
aerial is matched for the full gain setting of the
control and the mismatch accepted for other settings. The tuning capacitance CIO swamps the
change of transistor input capacitance with gain
control. At present the gain control RV I serves
as the contrast control.
The components Cl2 and R7 in the collector
circuit help to swamp changes with contrast control setting of the output impedance of the
used, but the base potentiometer (R4 and

C2

Preset
C6

C7

56OCI

o
Fig. 2.

-A Channel 9

to Channel I Converter.

single channel, converter was added so that both
programmes in the London area could be-received.

Bund III to Band I Converter
'1-he

converter (Fig. 2) for Channel

9

to Channel

has no R.F. stage, the aerial being fed to a
crystal mixer through a band -pass coupled circuit
1

tuned to the centre frequency of approximately
192 Mc /s.
The oscillator, employing an experimental alloy diffusion transistor, operates in its fundamental
mode at a frequency of 149.75 Mc /s. Feedback
from the tuned circuit in the collector is by loose

Fig. 3. -An R.F. stage.
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transistor TR2 and also make the circuit less
dependent on the mixer transistor.
The noise factor of the receiver is 4.5 dB; the

gain of the R.F. stage is 17 dB.
If one makes the optimistic but not completely
unreasonable assumption that techniques at
present in the research laboratory will be
improved to the extent of, say, one octave in fl,
then an all- channel tuner, comparable in gain,
selectivity, and noise factor with its valve counterpart, becomes possible.
The R.F. stage will have one serious drawback
in comparison with its valve counterpart, namely
the need for neutralising. How important the
accuracy of neutralising will prove depends largely
on the gain achieved, the range of H.T. potential

/

Re

-6V.

1mA.

+C/7
SO00pF

Mixer

The oscillator signal is fed to the emitter of
the mixer transistor and is of sufficient amplitude
to cut off the emitter -base diode during part of
each cycle. The output of the R.F. stage is fed
to the base.
The required I.F. components in the collector
are selected by two separate tuned circuits. The
vision circuit is tuned to 17.5 Mc /s and is damped
by the coupling to the vision I.F. amplifier to
have a working Q of about 10. The corresponding sound circuit, tuned to 16 Mc /s, has a working Q of 40 and is tapped down to avoid a series
resonant effect occurring in the vision pass band.
Neutralisation is not required as the emitter
and base are effectively short circuited at I.F.
The conversion gain is approximately 10 dB
sound and 8 dB vision. The mixer is shown in
Fig. 5.

Sound I.F. Amplifier

Cé
pF

500000

Emitter

of Mixer
R9

10111
Cl9

S6goF

The sound I.F. amplifier ( circuì to be shown
next month) has two straightforward grounded
emitter neutralised stages. As the circuit impedances are high, individual neutralisation is
employed. The neutralisation and the tuning
interact so that they must be adjusted in turn
many times before alignment is complete. The
second stage (TR6) is operated at a higher current
to achieve a high output signal level before
limiting.
The I.F. gain of the amplifier (base of TR5 to
winding L22) is approximately 54 dB with

RIO

-6V

5mA.

11f1

L16

r, A

L/7
To Vision

C24.1.

Fig. 4. -The transistorised local oscillator.

A/3

to be accepted and the tolerances achieved in the
Cross -modulation and
transistor production.
range of control available for A.G.C. need
to be investigated, but preliminary results are
encouraging.

681(0

To Sound

/.FAmplifier

C23
/5OpF
To PF
8-t(!9e

01_11

Local Oscillator

The local oscillator circuit (Fig. 4) operating
at 25.5 Mc /s is similar to .the one already
described in the converter unit.
The oscillator is reasonably stable as the circuit
capacitances tend to swamp the transistor capacitance.
Achieving stability in the local oscillator which,
in its final form, must operate at about 230 Mc /s,
may well prove to be the major technical problem
of using transistors of this type in a television
receiver. The use of H.T. stabilising circuits
springs to mind. So does the use of extra transistors to increase the power gain of the feedback
loop and so reduce the loading on the oscillator
tuned circuit. Clearly the aim will be to achieve
the desired performance without these complexities, but this may have to wait for yet another
completely new transistor- making technique. In
the meantime the problem is a challenge to circuit
designers.

IF Amplifier

/2OpF

L15

L/4
TR4
Exp.

C1s

/000pF
C2/

5000pF

PI4
L/O
Secdndery of
'Oscillator coil

Fig. 5. -The Mixer.

The detector effi3 dB bandwidth of 300 kc /s.
ciency is approximately 80 per cent. An output
of 0.3 volts of audio signal (30 per cent. modulation) can be achieved before limiting. No attempt
has been made at this stage of the work to effect
A.G.C., but this should not, in principle, be a
great difficulty.
(Continued on page 282)
a
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ARTICLE, GIVES

INFORMATION

ON

THE

CONSTRUCTION OF THE CABINET
By P.

Green

IN

the previous articles of this series, the author
has outlined the construction of a modified
version of the ViewMaster television receiver
which he has built.
_- Groove

/4

x

6Bead
s
I

'Ó

gauge railway rail
fit tight in
Speaker hole with
ends brazed

bent to

together

Suitable

wood frame

to be made

for Speaker
glued to

Ply

front pane/

Underside view of the chassis.

The construction of the bottom parts of the
sides of the cabinet are shown in Fig. 18. The
groove into which the panels slide is marked in
this diagram.

Sides

and

Front

4 -x

Brass gauze
soldered to

rail,
gilt finish

Speaker Fret
The speaker fret. Fig.

6,

The Cabinet
A great deal of thought was
given to the design of the
cabinet to allow for easy
access to all trimmers and for

the removal of any part or
chassis.
This was accomplished by making the sides
and top of the cabinet removable for servicing purposes. In
the photograph on page 248 of
the December. 1958, issue of
PRACT ICAL TELEVISION,

4 Brass

sheet

Js:±
Fig. 20. -The dimensions of the screens, two of which
are fitted into each of the converters.

Lid

front
%2

x

j2

2BA tap

wood pinned
and glued
This bead glued
to lid
to sliding side

%gxj2x/Angle

the sides

have been removed. The ease
of access thus provided enables
any necessary repairs to be
made with little difficulty.

made from brass

3'

Bottom

Flg. 18 (Above, left) --Shows the construction of the
bottom part of the sides of the cabinet. The loose
wooden sides slide into the groove indicated.
Fig. 19 (:Above, right). -Shows the method of improving
the appearance or the speaker opening.

19. is

Screws tight fit
in wood

Fig.

21. -The

method

of

attaching the lid to the top of the
cabinet.
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toy railway line, to which is soldered brass gauze,
allowed to extend tin. all round. The fret is
then pressed into the opening at the
front of the cabinet and is secured
by a wooden frame, on which the
V/
speaker is fastened.
pCF84

/901/Hr

Output

Converter Screens

Across each valveholder of each
converter is fitted a metal screen made
from /64in. brass sheet. The screens
are fixed to the sides of the
chassis of the converters
00/
with 6 B.A. bolts. These
bolts are also used in order LT v
to secure the mounting legs
The
of the converters.
necessary measurements for
the making of these screens
are given in Fig. 20.
1

Heater
choke

V2

PCF80

Fixing the Lid
The method of fixing the
top in position is shown in
Three locating
Fig. 21.
pieces of wood, tin. X ¡in.
are fixed at the sides of the
front. On the side pieces
are screwed four pieces of
brass angle, with a 2 B.A.
tapped hole in one flange
located from holes in the
top -side struts t h r o u g h
which pass thumbscrews.

n

Co-ox/o/

socket

IF..

LI

pF

}

The Converters
There were a number of
errors in the circuit diagrams, of the ITV and BBC
converters, which w e re
given respectively in the
October and November,
1958, issues of

o0I
PF

rl

Ch assis

Fig. 22. -The circuit diagram for the ITV converter, incorporating the
corrections mentioned below.

PRACTICAL

(a revised circuit diagram is given in Fig. 22 and

TELEVISION.

In the ITV converter, a connection should be
made from the bottom of L6 to pin 9 of V2.
The 10 pF condenser from pin 2 of V2 should
not be connected to coil IA. but to pin 3 of V1

should make this clear).
In the BBC converter, a 2 pF condenser should
be inserted in the connection from pin 5 of VI
to the 75 pF condenser and top of coil. L3B.

TRANSISTORS IN T.V. RECEIVERS

reason. The feedback capacitance varies with the
supply potential so that if a range of H.T.
potential is to be tolerated. so must an unbalance
in the neutralisation. The maximum stage gain,
or more accurately the base to collector gain,
permissible without risk of distortion to the
response curve or oscillation will depend both on
the initial accuracy of neutralisation at nominal
H.T. line and the range of H.T. to be expected.
In the complete experimental amplifier some
stabilisation is attempted with unbypassed emitter resistors and the response curve is maintained
effectively constant over the range of H.T. -9 v.
to
Also on the score of stability the sound rejector
must not be of a type which tends to isolate the
collector from the base of the following stage.

(Continued from page 280)

Vision I.F. Amplifier
The vision amplifier, to be shown next month,
has stagger -tuned neutralised stages. Although

the stage damping has been adjusted slightly to
suit the particular transistors used, there has
been some attempt to deal realistically with the
problem of transistor parameter spreads. As
examples, the base resistance accounts for only
half approximately of the stage damping, the
transistor input capacitance accounts for only
30 per cent. approximately of the total tuning
capacitance in a stage, and the neutralising capacitor is fixed. The result is obviously a considerable loss of gain in comparison with that which
could be achieved if conditions were carefully
made optimum for individual transistors. The
gain has to be restrained anyway for another

-Ilv.
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An Automatic Aerial Switch
AVOIDING AERIAL CHANGES WHEN TRANSFERRING FROM ROOM TO ROOM
By

S.

WITH the introduction of television into the
home, the need for some form of aerial
switching soon becomes obvious so that
the set may be used in more than one room.
In areas of strong signal strength an arrangement with three 27 ohm resistors as shown in
Fig. I may be used which will enable the signal
from the aerial to be fed into two outlet sockets
thus providing a signal source for two rooms.
The writer has used this type of " two -way
split " for a number of years until the commencement of Band III signals, when difficulties began
to arise owing to a weak signal.
After a Band III aerial had been erected and
positioned for maximum signal. the picture was
weak and showed considerable noise. The crossover unit coupling the Band I and Band III

Outlet l
2711

Fig
Fig. 3

2711

switch
Outlet 2

Out-let

Addis
Fig.

2.
In one or two prototypes made up, the
unit was constructed in a disused cross-over unit

box. The coaxial socket was already attached,
the switch fitted neatly inside and the existing
cable fittings could be used.
The lid switch must be arranged so that its
actuating lever is immediately below and in line
with the hollow centre pin on the coaxial socket.
A small length of knitting needle or similar
material of suitable diameter is then cut and
filed to form a piunger. and this is then dropped
into the hollow pin on the socket.
Some experiment will be needed to find the
correct length for the plunger, and any obstruction such as a screw or solder tag should be
removed from the bottom of the centre pin.
connection for the coaxial lead being made by
soldering to the side of the pin.

The Action

Aerie/

2711

E

Out /et 2

t

(Left).-Theoretical circuit for two outlets.
(Right).- Arrangement of the switching system.
1

aerials together was changed with no noticeable
improvement.
Considerable gain in signal strength was
obtained when the coaxial down -lead was changed
for the " low- loss " type, but the final and best
improvement came when the three-resistor two way split was removed from the circuit.
We now had a good picture on Band I and
Band III but were confined to one room. As a
temporary arrangement a coaxial plug was fixed
to the lead to outlet No. 2 and this was then
plugged into outlet No. I to pipe the signal into
the next room. Apart from being untidy this
arrangement does not seem satisfactory for
permanent use. Some form of switching seemed
to be the answer and this was tried for a time
until it was found that the switch was very
often left in the wrong position.

The action of the unit is as follows. Insertion
of a coaxial plug in the socket depresses the
plunger in the hollow centre pin which in turn
actuates the portable lid switch. thus switching
the aerial to the desired outlet socket. Removal
of the plug returns the switch to normal as it
is spring loaded.
The electrical arrangement of the system is
shown in Fig. 3. where it will be seen that
Band I and Band III aerials are coupled together
and fed via the low -loss cable to outlet No. I
(Continued on page 286)

-

Fig.
2.
Avoiding
aerial changes when
transferring
f r o ni
room to room.

The Switch
After some experimenting a form of automatic
switch was made which has proved very successful
in use. The basic pays needed to construct the
unit are a coaxial socket and a portable radio
lid switch. The coaxial socket must be of the
type having the centre pin hollow right through.
The socket should be mounted on a suitable base
with the lid switch fixed below it as shown in
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No. 44, -THE DECCA DM3, DM4 AND DM5
(Continued from page 254
By

L.

of

the December issue)

Lawry -Johns

spark test to the nearer (anode) end
where a healthy spark should be obtained.
If it is, suspect the EY51 itself and replace. Cut
the connecting wires to the right size and solder
with clean round blobs. If, however, the EY51
still does not light up, remove the C.R.T. anode
clip to check for internal shorts in the tube.
This latter procedure should be carried out
of the EY51 is subdued,
FURTHER faults will riow be detailed, but it if the spark at the anodeimposed
upon the EY51
should be remembered that the chassis denoting a heavy load
and thus the line output stage. If, however,
should he respected as it is " live."
the PL81 anode is glowing red hot, check the
Low Sound
valve itself which may have an internal short.
Check VIS. V 17, V18 and R90. 220 Kit load If the valve is in order, check C44 500 pF
capacitor wired from one of the line output
resistor of V18 triode section --pin 1.
transformer tags to the linearity coil-width switch
panel under the chassis. A short in this capacitor
No Vision -No Sound
The line output
Valves not lighting up; check mains input, a. is quite a common occurrence.
To 6,55 -R52
Frame Sync.
fuse and continuity of valve
heaters. If fuse and circuits
205V HTt
are in order, check on /off
switch.
R70
Valves lighting up. Suspect
C56
VRS
C54
/00Kí)
22
05pr VR7
500 mA H.T. fuse and check
Height
,Frame Form
/SOpF
KO
iM
H.T. line for shorts.
lighting
valves
S o in e
R67
220Ki
brightly, others not at all.
circuit diagram of
Study
2B -70V
heater chain and suspect last
C53
.02/IF
valve in chain to be alight.
cNThe ECL80 is a frequent
R74
offender here, check V9. V15
and V8. The effect of such a
Kn
short can be cumulative and
the heater /cathode insulation
of the PY82 valves may fail
a. fuse
resulting in a blown
and the necessity to proceed
5
with caution after the apparent
Veh
cause has been established and
the offending valve(s) replaced.
Always be ready to switch the
receiver off at the slightest sign
220Kí)
of excessive heater glow in a
R65
few of the valves.
470/:12
VR6
500Kí1
The PL81 may present a
Frame
normal appearance and the
Hoa
500 /IF
line whistle fully audible. in
which case the EY51 should be
Chassis
more closely inspected -but
not too close. Is the heater
and outwit stages.
Frame,osciUator
glow visible ? If it isn't, apply
a

'

1

GIC41.1171

1
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transformer can produce several fault symptoms
if defective, from a simple case of non -operation
to the symptoms just described. Replacement
of this item needs no description as it is quite
simple and straightforward provided a note of

285

Line Hold
If the setting of the control has to be varied.
check V9 and the 220 KS! resistor R45, in series
with control to pin 9 of the ECL80 valve base.

the connections is made.

Frame Timebase

Excessive EHT

The number of " usual " faults are comparitively few. mainly being restricted to linearity
and hold troubles. As there is no interlace
diode incorporated in the circuit, it is essential
to set the frame hold correctly to secure a good
interlace free from line pairing.
The main complaint is compression at the
bottom of the picture and this occurs after the
set has been on a short while. It should be
noted that a certain amount of bottom shrinkage
normally occurs due to temperature rise after
the set has been on some time but the compression referred to is more severe. Generally a
replacement ECL80 in the V15 position will
restore normal conditions. Insufficient height.
equal top and bottom may indicate a faulty R67
220 KS! resistor in series height control to pin of
V8 ECL80. A similar resistor R68 is wired from
the frame hold to pin 2 of the V8 valve base
and should be suspected if the control is at the
end of its travel.

obvious fault produced by the line
output transformer is reduced width with excessive EHT, producing a very sharp picture lacking
some -2in. either side. Considerable caution
should be used in approaching this fault symptom;
note that the picture is bright and clear -not
blurred at all. As a quick check, a 2.000 pfd
high -voltage working capacitor can be wired
across C44 (500 pfd previously referred to) and
whereas under normal conditions this would
spoil the picture completely, it may restore
normal width and working conditions, thus
indicating the real culprit. Where the width is
reduced and the picture blurred, check the
ECL80 (V9). PL81 (V10) and PY81 (V12), the
setting of the line drive control (pre-set to the
right of width knob) and the resistors associated
with the V9 valve base and R49. the 4.4 KS!
screen dropping resistor to pin 8 of the PL81.
A Iess

1

1

205V. H,f

Vision Noise Limiter

Spot

Limiter

100Kfl

22

VP/

/00

Kn

KO
VSb

P27

2 E89/

4.4 Kn

75Kn

/00

0/

Kfl

//F
Vision
Detecto,VSa

4pF

Vision'

//2E89/

EF8

/0

ier

IOK0

7

To

P42

V6

/,uF

b
pqL2,

Contrast
30Kn

Q

and
V9a
Grid

---7e

3\

680KC1

4

80

V8a

k2 ECL80

27

KO

/20
KO
Test

Sep.

.004
/uF

Point

/8Kn

68

n

22

C3/
5O0

Kn

A.GC.

to V3

NF

l

....

V7a

j2 E891

i

Cathode circus t V3
,OS

3

FF

1

To

Sync.

n

3.9

/BKCl

NVW
SOKCl

To

cathode of CPT

NF

680Kf2

Frame
Sync.

Circuit of the vision detector, amplifier, limiter and sync separator stages.
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will remain all the time the
brilliance control is kept down
VR4
ACfL2ç
to minimum, fading as it is
5
Moins
advanced. A 6 v. isolating'
transformer should be fitted to
3
W3
000\+ divorce the tube heater from
1.30
Fuse
IA.
the valve chain. It should be
Fuse
noted, however, that unconr
245
trollable brilliance can. and
245 225
often is, caused by a brilliance
control open circuited at its
chassis end -in this case, one
C48
C48A
o
200 r-+i side of the on /off switch.
r-.i
/00
L__
TpF
Similar symptoms again are
provided when the load resistor
EOM02
of V6 (EF80) becomes open
%//i.
PF
circuited-R27, 4.4 KIZ -this
P64
V
V
V
fortunately does not happen
TAermisior
/3 /4 /2
very often.
54n
670
The "usual " fault symptoms
having been discussed, a few
items of interest may be pointed
VV V 8V 15V 9V IOV
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
out. Valve V7. EB91. is the
3 /6 /7
2 4
6
5
/
7 çRT l8
vision A.G.C. clamp and sound
noise limiter double diode. The
The power supply.
sound detector is a crystal diode
but may be an 0A79 or
GEX34
a
-normally
Faults Affecting the Video Section
12E.
CG
a
It will have been noted that when the fault ofit
" no vision -sound in order " was discussed,
Line Linearity
was terminated by the conditions obtaining due
The line linearity control expands and contracts
sugnot
is
It
timebase.
line
the
to a fault in
sides of the raster, mainly the left in relation
the
can
troubles
timebase
line
only
gested that
to the right.
is
it
but
picture)
(not
of
raster
cause a loss
The C.R.T. heater is not the final one in the
certainly most often the case. However, there heater chain -V7 is.
mentioned.
be
may
which
are several possibilities
Focusing on the DM 1 receiver is by means
The tube itself may develop a heater /cathode of selecting the position of a wander plug on the
cause
will
short which most often (not always)
tube base.
The frame form (VR7) control (on chassis)
the raster to illuminate fully before dulling and
fading as the EY51 and the line output stage should be adjusted to give uniform vertical
and
becomes unable to cope with the increased scanning in conjunction with VR5 (height)
current demand. Sometimes the bright raster VR8 (frame linearity).
To

S2

205V
HT

on

q
i

pFT

AN AUTOMATIC AERIAL SWITCH
(Continued from page 283)

No. 2
which is on the automatic switch. Outlet switch.
the
is connected to the aerials via
1
Insertion of the coaxial plug in outlet2. No.
automatically disconnects outlet No. it mayIf bea
double -pole lid switch is .available
wired in such a way that outlet No. is switched
out when outlet No. 2 is in use, but this is not
connections
really needed as due to the short performance
to socket No. l it has no effect 'on
when socket No. 2 is in use.
If no box is available in which to construct
the unit, i' may be made up on a wood or metal
The
base with a lid to cover it if desired. small
coaxial socket may be mounted on a direct
metal bracket and the lid switch mounted
on the base.
Some care is needed in forming the plunger
to ensure that it has free movement in the hollow
centre pin, and all rough edges should be filed
down to avoid any possibility of sticking.
If the plunger is made of material such as a
plastic knitting needle, it will be found that if
the lower end of the pi:meer is touched with a
1

warm soldering iron, a slight spread will be made
which will stop the plunger from falling out,
should the unit be turned upside down.
Two holes should be provided in the base for
screwing to a skirting board or wall. When the
unit is complete and installed it will be found that
one has all the advantages of the arrangement
in Fig. 1. but with none of the losses.

PRACTICAL
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RELES

CHIEF CONTENTS OF JANUARY ISSUE

NOW ON SALE, 1/3.
A LOW -PRICE QUALITY AMPLIFIER
MAKING OHM -METERS
XENON POWER SUPPLIES
LOUDSPEAKER MATCHING
A

THE USE OF TAG STRIPS
VALVE -TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO
SERVICING RADIO RECEIVERS
A MAINS TRANSPORTABLE
AND ALL THE USUAL FEATURES

12

v.
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By D.

S.

Malcolm

rA MOBILE TROLLEY FOR THE TELEVISION
RECEIVER

THE simple assembly of this contemporary
television table is shown in the exploded
view (Fig. I).

The Legs
The legs are secured to tho underside of
so that the feet of the legs rest on E in
the approximate positions shown.
Mark
circles on E round the feet of the legs and
bore out ¿in. deep. The legs sink into

I)

these holes. Continue drilling with a tin.
drill to take the No. 12 screws which pass
from under E into the legs. Dismantle the
legs and plane back all the edges tin. in
and round the corners. Glue and screw the
legs into position. Shape the pieces C to
a curve and glue and nail to D.

Wheels
Be sure that they are capable of taking
the load of the television receiver. Those
with a bearing plate can be screwed direct
to the underside ,of E, with -,'in. screws.
Those with a stem and commonly used on

trolleys require

a

block A. Fig.

2.

To hide

the block an apron can be nailed thereto.

Apron
Fig. 3 shows the block screwed to the
underside of E with a hole drilled for the
trolley wheel stem lying on a diagonal
drawn across E. Saw off the overhanging
corners and plane back to the slope of the
undercut edges of E. Then saw off a piece
down the dotted line shown in the lower

-

1 (left).
An exploded view
of the table.
Fig. 2 (right). -Showing how the

Fig.

wheels

are

fitted.
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Plane to angle
then saw to
dotted line

Fig. 3

(above).- Fixing the apron.

Fig. 4 (right).-The completed table.

MATERIALS REQUIRED

:

Two sheets of iin. multi -ply with a mahogany,
oak or walnut veneer 18ín. x 17ín.
Four round tapered hardwood legs 12in. long with
blocks and screws.
Four wheels.
Two pieces mahogany, oak or walnut 18ín, long
x lin. square for C.
in. long.
Four No. 12 screws (steel)
Apron (optional).
6in. long x Sin.
softwood
Four blocks of planed
wide x 1¡ in. thick.
Four lengths of in. plywood 19ín. long x 3in.
deep to be cut and planed to size when fitting.

l/

A Slide Projector

RCA GREAT BRITAIN LTD. announce the
U.K. availability of the new RCA type
TP -8B Random Access Slide Projector which
provides a means of projecting standard tin. X
2in. slide transparencies, remotely selected, into
a monochrome or colour television vidicon film
camera. Up to 36 slides may be projected either
in fixed sequence or in randomly selected
sequence; in addition to handling the programming of a series of slides in sequence the TP -8B
assures, at any time, the immediate availability of
slides such as standby or emergency slides.
The optical resolution and detail contrast
provided by the RCA TP -8B are sufficient to
fully satisfy the requirements of television slide
programming. The projector has ample light
output for 3-V colour film camera systems
(approximately 450 foot candles with open gate)
and provides uniform brightness over the entire
field of the projected image.
Designed to operate in television film rooms, it
is optically interchangeable with the RCA TP -7
slide projector as already installed in many television studios in this country and may be used

halt of Hg. ?. equal to the thickness of the apron.
and nail on the apron, cutting and planing it as
required. Round off the corners.

Finish

An ebony effect on the legs and undercut edges
can be achieved by painting with three coats of
black lacquer followed by two coats of clear
varnish, allowing twenty -four hours between each
coat. Rub lightly with No. 7 garnet paper and

then burnish with metal polish or car polish. The
flat surfaces can be waxed, french polished, or
given three coats of clear varnish and rubbed
down as with the legs.

with any vidicon film camera using proper multiplexer mounting facilities and projection lenses.

Two Channels
The type TP -8B Random Access Slide Projector
consists of a projector, a control chassis, a remote
control panel and a remote indicator panel. The
projector employs a dual condenser lens system
which forms two optical channels. A drum type
magazine associated with each optical channel
change is made possible by projecting successive
slides first from one drum and then from the
other.
One projection lamp is used in conjunction with
both optical channels. Light is collected from
both sides of the lamp filament by these optics
and directed to each of the two slide gates which
are offset from, but symmetrically located with
respect to, the projection axis. One movable and
three fixed front surfaced mirrors located between
the slide gates and the single projection lens
multiplex each of the channel axis into the
centrally located projection lens. Split second
movement of this mirror into or out of the optical
path provides the multiplexing action between
channels.
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SECOND OF A SERIES OF NON- MATHEMATICAL ANALYSES
(Continued from page 245 of the December, 1958 issue)

THE transitron -connected pentode is in itself
a curiosity. If you look at the characteristic curves of a pentode, you will see
that the sum of the anode current and screen
current is almost constant. At low values of
anode voltage, the screen conducts much more
heavily than the anode. As the anode voltage
rises, so the anode current rises, and the screen
current reduces. until the anode takes over
practically all the current which was originally
being -passed by the screen. This is the normal
operating condition.
It is found that the suppressor grid voltage
plays a considerable part in deciding the position
of the change -over point, where the anode current
becomes greater than the screen current. If the
H.Tt

0

Sync.

By R.

Couvera

to drop faster. Thus a landslide is started again.
ending up with la cut. off. Ig2 at maximum, and
Vg3 well below zero.
C will then discharge towards Vg2, through
R2, and the circuit will be in relaxation until
the rising Vg3 permits anode current to flow,
thus reducing Ig2. The cycle then repeats itself.
From the above. it will be seen that a square
wave is available from either the screen or.
preferably, from the anode. the two being in
antiphase. It is normal to take the output from
the anode, as this is not required for any other
purpose. so the coupling network will not have
any effect on the performance of the oscillator.
It will be seen that we have only one time
constant which controls the frequency, namely,
C /R2. Thus, the frequency will be given by
f

-

/2CR2

I

As in the Multivibrator, this formula is to be
taken only as an approximate guide, for the
same reasons. As an example. if C = 0.001 pF
and R2 = 100 k-2,
f
X 10' = 5 1:c /s.
2.105.10 -9
2.10
Control of frequency may be obtained by variation of either C or R2. or both, i.e.. C coarse and
R fine.
There is no danger of appreciably

R/

'

unequal pulse widths.
The anode load may be determined by the
same means as given in the last issue for those
of the Multivibrator. RI may be the same value.

R2

The Transitron Timebase (Fleming -Williams
Timebase)

Fig.

Fig.

1.-(Above, left) Basic circuit of
3.- (Above, right)oscillator.
Circuit of transitron
generator.

transitron
time -base

suppressor is held very negative. the changeover
point can be very high. Effectively, the anode
is thus cut off.
The transitron relaxation
oscillator relies on these facts for its operation.

The circuit of the transitron relaxation
oscillator modified to function as a timebase is
shown in Fig. 3. In this circuit, as in the neon
timebase. the sweep is obtained by slowly charging
a capacitor through a resistor. On switching on,
the transitron oscillator cannot act, as Va is too

Action of the Transitron
Consider the circuit of Fig. I. In a stable
condition. C is charged to Vg2. Vg3 is zero.
Now, in the event of a slight increase of Vg3. Ia
will increase. Ig2 will decrease, causing Vg2 to
rise. This rise is transmitted through C to Vg3,
which also rises. Thus. the initial change becomes
a precipitate change in the same direction, until
Ig2 is cut off completely. so Vg2 equals VH.T.
and Vg3 is at its maximum value. The anode
is now conducting heavily.
C will then charge towards full H.T. value
through R2. thus slowly reducing the value of
Vg3. until this voltage reduces sufficiently to
reduce Ia. thus permitting the presence of Ig2.
The occurrence of 1g2 drops Vg2, which transmits the drop to Vg3 through C. causing Vg3

_

HT

1/92

o
Fig.

2.- Waveforms

www.americanradiohistory.com

in the transitron.

small. Thus, this part of the circuit assumes
the condition of the transitron just before la
flows, i.e., Vg3 is zero, and Ig2 is at maximum.
As C charges, however, Va rises, and as it does
so Ia rises, following the characteristic curve.
This action reduces Ig2, so the transitron effect
takes over, and la is permitted to flow freely,
This discharges C.
Vg3 falling below zero.
When C is discharged, the anode current drops
to a very low level, supported only by R, so
the screen current rises. Thus the circuit is
restored to its original condition, and C once
more charges through R, and so the cycle becomes
repetitive.
The transitron frequency should be made very
considerably higher than the required sawtooth
Fig.

4.-Circuit

of cathode
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multi vibrator.

coupled

Syne

output frequency, as half the cycle time of the
transitron is used as the discharge time of the
capacitor, and thus determines the fly -back time.
The transitron frequency should not be high
enough to prevent the complete discharge of the
capacitor, otherwise the sweep amplitude will
suffer.

As a very rough indication of the frequency
of the sawtooth, f -- /CR may be used although
this formula should not be relied upon, as the
frequency will be very dependent on the
characteristics of the transitron used.
We will now consider the modification of
another circuit to act as a timebase.
1

multivibrator, which is the circuit shown in Fig. 4.
Its action is as follows
Assume that both valves are conducting
normally. Then, if the grid of V2 were to rise
slightly in voltage, the cathode voltage of V2
would follow, bringing with it the cathode voltage
of VI. Now, as VI grid voltage is constant.
this has the same effect as reducing the voltage
on V I grid, keeping the cathode voltage constant.
i.e., la of VI falls. This causes the anode
potential of VI to rise, which is passed on through
C to the grid of V2. thus causing a landslide.
As with the normal multivibrator, this ends
with V2 conducting heavily, and VI cut off.
There then follows a period of relaxation, during
which the voltage of V2 grid falls towards earth
potential, until V2 reduces current. Then V2
cathode voltage falls, VI cathode voltage falls,
la of VI rises, VI anode voltage falls, causing
V2 grid voltage to fall, and there is once more
a landslide.
We finish with VI conducting and V2 cut off,
with the grid of V2 well below zero, rising towards
cut off, when the cycle is repeated.
It will be seen that this multivibrator has many
advantages over the conventional version. This
one has automatically equal pulses widths, and
only one CR net' or to control frequency, thus
avoiding the necessity for ganging. Sync is easily
fed into the grid of VI. and the anode of V2 is
left free for output purposes.
We find that V2 is cut off for much of the
time, and it is from this fact that we obtain
the sawtooth generator. by connecting a capacitor
across the output, as shown in Fig. 5. When
the valve is cut off, the capacitor charges through
the anode load; when the valve conducts, the
capacitor is discharged. As in the transitron
Fig. 5.
:

Method

of

obtaining
triangular
- form
from multivibrator.

wave

The Cathode-coupled Multivibrator Timebase
First, let us consider the cathode -coupled
pair amplifier, sometimes known as the long tailed pair. In Fig. 4, if we temporarily ignore
C, we see two valves using a common bias
resistor. As there is no decoupling capacitor used
on the cathodes, any signal fed to either grid will
not only appear, amplified, at the anode of the
same valve, but the same valve will act as a
cathode- follower, which will inject the signal into
the cathode of the other valve. As the grid of
the other valve is held constant, the signal will
appear amplified at its anode. The main usefulness of this circuit lies in the fact that the two
anode signals thus obtained are in anti -phase,
and of equal magnitude: moreover, the circuit
will function equally well from either grid,, or
from both simultaneously.
Action of Circuit
From this we derive the cathode -coupled

timebase, the multivibrator frequency is made
much higher than the required sweep frequency,
and the anode load of the output valve is made
much higher than usual.

Note on Formulae Given for Oscillation Frequencies
Accurate formule would take into account the

H.T. voltage, valve parameters, and many other
factors. These approximate formule have been
given in the belief that the average experimenter
is only interested in a rough guide upon which
to base his own experiments.
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Three
National
stations
Marconi
stations
Adelaide

out of the four new
television transmitting
to be built will be
cooperation
between
Hungary.
These
- equipped.
Television Receiving Licences in
will be at Brisbane,
force at the end of October, 1958, France and Great Britain.
One
of
the
British
Pye
outside
and Perth.
in respect of receiving stations
vans
with
three
Each of the three stations
situated within the various Postal broadcast
cameras
fed
and
sound
pictures
will be
equipped with two
Regions of England, Wales,
to the French C.S.F. stand Marconi 10kW television transScotland and Northern Ireland.
whose
transmissions
were
picked
mitters Type BD371, two 2kW
Region
Total
up by the Hungarian Orian sound
transmitters
Type
London Postal
1,624,280
...
receivers
various
in
at
points
Home Counties
BD325C. a control desk, pro1,076,325
Midland
..
...
1,358,754
and around Plovdiv.
gramme input equipment (vision
North Eastern
...
1,380.313
The illustration below shows and
sound) and extensive
North Western
1,196,236
very
the
attractive
dresses
of
South Western
682,043
...
monitoring facilities and spares.
Wales and Border Counties ...
498.015
modern Budapest being televised. The aerial system will consist of
a split 8 -stack array.
Total England and Wales
7,815,966
Scotland ... ...
...
662.028 New Television Stations for
At each of the three stations
Northern Ireland
...
93,497
Australia
the outputs of one vision and
EW contracts have been one sound transmitter will be
Grand Total ...
...
8,571,491
av,arded
Marconi's combined to feed four stacks of
to
Wireless
Telegraph Company the aerial array. while a similar
No "Pay TV"
Ltd.
for the supply and installa- procedure with the second set of
NO
" Pay TV "
will be
authorised in U.S.A. until tion of further television trans- transmitters will feed the remainmitting
stations and studio ing four stacks. The two vision
next summer at the very earliest.
Replying to a request by Chair- equipments in Australia. These transmitters are thus effectively
orders
have
a total value of in parallel, as also are their
man Oren Harris (D. -Ark.) of
so!ntl counterparts. The effecthe House Interstate and Foreign approximately £400.000.
Commerce Committee to give
Congress further time to study
the entire issue of pay TV, the
commission
stated it would
refrain from approving any
application for broadcast subscription TV until the adjournment of the next session of
Congress. probably in July or
August, 1959.
This applies to on- the -air
pay TV only. and not closed circuit wired systems. over which
the FCC has no jurisdiction.
statement shows
THEthefollowing
approximate number of

...

.

Bulgaria's First Outside
Broadcast

THE first Television Outside
Broadcast in Bulgaria took
place recently when a fashion
show was televised from this
year's International Fair at
Plovdiv. This was as a result of
a very satisfactory international

Bulgarian TV.

See Bulgaria's first Outside Broadcast, on the left.

4
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A bell radiated power (vision) in while, if it rains, those taking Hartman of Monaco.
house
to
was
container
shaped
enjoy
still
bars
can
the
shelter
in
100kW.
will
be
case
each
the lights. scanning disc. camera,
the thrill of the race.
etc., with a propeller drive to
Peter Dimmock's New Clothes
aid movement.
PETER DIMMOCK has had Radio and Electronic Com1959
Show,
ponent
-not
made
a new suit
Television on Tape
THE sixteenth annual Radio
because he wants to add to his
AS Tar as the U.S.A. is conin
wear
wardrobe, but to
and Electronic Component
cerned, it is certain that
Dimmock Show, organised by the Radio magnetic
" Grandstand."
tape will be used far
can
he
Component more extensively in the near
Electronic
and
requires the suit so that
the
studio,
to
Manufacturers' Federation, is
move unfettered about
future for the recording of comtalking to viewers and keeping be held at Grosvenor House and mercial television programmes.
various
W.1,
Park Lane House, London,
in touch with all the
The companies responsible for
items. It is fitted with a radio from April 6th to 9th, 1959.
this side of the business are
hearing
microphone and a small
Admission (from 10 a,m. to purchasing camera chain s,
means
aid receiving set. This
6 p.m. daily) is by invitation generally of the vidicon type and
miniature only, applications for tickets to also the actual tape recorders'
stowing batteries,
other
various
transmitter and
be made to the secretary, themselves. There should be a
pieces of equipment about him, R.E.C.M.F., 21, Tothill Street, distinct saving in cost when comwas
and when the programme
London, S.W.1.
pared to the film counterpart for
its first " dry run
given
the tape can be erased very
bulging
its
with
recently, his suit
readily and used again. ' In
more
and
more
pockets became
addition, films have to be prounsightly.
cessed, cut and edited and there
he
needed
decided
So the BBC
is a considerable time delay
the
suit
and
a specially made
factor. whereas, the tape may be
Curter
and
Tailor
editor of the
played back immediately and
a
He
suggested
was consulted.
any corrections made straight
Dimmock
build
would
tailor who
away.
placed
cunningly
one with
hangs
it
that
so
pockets, cut
Increased Colour TV Viewing
properly when the pockets are
to the latest
that
a
cloth
from
made
full, and
ACCORDING
number of
the
reports.
well.
televises
in
receivers
television
colour
I
could
a
suit
not
" It's
use in the U.S.A. now exceeds
wear outside the studio," says
350,000 which is an increase of
Dimmock. " There are holes in
nearly 150,000 since the autumn
various places to thread wires
Considerable
of last year.
through -and I'd hardly want to
efforts are being made by the
Walk about London with aerials
step up sales
to
interested parties
sewn into the seams of my
but price is the biggest stumbling
trousers."
block -£180 to £340 at the present dollar rate of exchange. The
TV in Japan
biggest single expensive item is
THE Japanese are making
still the complicated catháde -ray
every effort to expand the
tube using three .guns and
commercial television coverage in
although research is going on, an
their country and by the end of
alternative device which can be
next year it is anticipated that
mass produced has not yet been
40 stations will be in operation.'
found. There is the inevitable
Furthermore, in Tokio itself,
cycle of opinion that additional
what is claimed to be the world's
television transmissions
largest television tower is being Part sectional view of the under- colour improve
sales but bearing
would
water TV camera.
erected.
in mind that advertisers foot the
transmission bill, they quite
The Redcar Racecourse Relay Underwater Television
naturally want to see more
think
to
amazing
IT
is
circuit
closedTHE value of
viewers for their outlay. Plans
underwater
although
that
made
been
television has
are afoot, however, to provide
a
reached
only
has
television
Racemanifest at the Redcar
more colour programme hours
during
efficiency
high
state
of
television
course, for eight 17in,
during the Festive season and
had
the
idea
years,
few
the
last
in
been
installed
receivers have
this will gain momentum in the
inventors
of
minds
the
occupied
in
and
also
the popular stands
New Year.
definilow
first
the
after
soon
sets
these
to
the bars. Signals
been
had
demonstrations
tion
cameras
are fed from television
Mr. F. J. Camm
on the course itself. This has given in Europe. As evidence
R. F. J. CAMM has been
be
made
can
reference
of
this,
racecourse
the
enabled some of
elected Vice -president of
group to obtain a better view to the accompánying drawing
of the finish of the race by which shows the features of the Incorporated Practical Radio
watching the televis:on screens, equipment proposed by Dr. Engineers.
Live
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There's
P4410 RE SCOPE
#ór the Tecliiìica! man
IN A R.A.F. SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION*
In this age of missiles, electronics and nuclear weapons, the Royal Air Force
offers almost unlimited scope for technical ability. As a R.A.F. Technical
Officer you would be a key man in a key branch of the Service, doing work
that is absorbing, responsible and, above all, varied.
In fact, if you have recently qualified, a R.A.F. Short Service Commission for
3, 4, 5 or 6 years in the Technical Branch gives greater opportunities for gaining
all -round experience than almost any civilian appointment.

Good prospects in the Service -and
The main need is for electronic engineers and, to a lesser
extent, for mechanical engineers. Promotion comes fast
in this vital Brandt. If you join at, say, 244 you could be
earning £1,250 a year by 30 if married. There are also
opportunities of applying
for a Permanent Commission; but, if you return to
industry, special facilities
are available to help you
obtain a post in line with
your age and added experience. On leaving the R.A.F.,
you receive a gratuity of
£135, free of income tax, for
each year served.

after

THESE ARE THE QUALIFICATIONS
You do not necessarily have to be a university
graduate; a sound scientific or engineering training is the essential. You must be medically fit
and hold, at least, the Higher National Diploma
or Certificate in electrical or mechanical engineering, plus G.C.E. at ordinary level in English
Language -or equivalent qualifications. You
can join as soon as you are qualified, and up to
the age of 37 (or 45 if you have previously held
a Service Commission).
This is a priority job in a foremost technical sertice. It offers you valuable experience for your
career, excellent pay -and all the wider interest
of life as a R.A.F. officer. Write now for full
details to Air Ministry (PTN211), Adastral
House, London, W.C.I.

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
*If you are a grad uate
with a Science or Engineer!ne degree, and under 30, you
can apply for a R.A.F. Permanent Commission straight away. Write for details of the
tine career prospects and pay offered.
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SPECIAL OFFER!

THE "STIRLING"

BAND

III

Standard 90' Deflection Coils, Line
Output E.H.T. Transformer (Ferroxctbe core) and Frame Output Transformer incorporating width and
Post
linear controls.
2 6.
Lasky's Price, the Set

CONVERTER

AVAILABLE ON VERY EASY TERMS

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS

S

59/6

CASH
PRICE

SPEAKER BARGAIN

6 GNS.

ANGLE 33 aril.
Line E.H.T. Trane. Ferroscube core, 9 -18 kV.
25/.
Scanning Coils. Low imp
25'line and frame
-cube
cored
Scanning
Ferrox
Coils and Line Output
Trans., 13-15 kV. EY51
winding Line Trans. with
circuit dia., pair
Frame Output Transformer 6!8
Scanning Coils. Low imp.
line and frame
17/6
Frame or line block ose
Transformer
418
Focus Magnets Ferros-core 19/8
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron
Cored
19/8
Duomag Focalisers
22/8
309 m/a Smoothing Chokes
15/STANDARD 35 mm.
Line Output Transformers
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 63 v.
winding. Ferro c-cub^
19/6
Scanning Coils. Low imp
line and frame
12/8
Ditto. by geranio
14)9
Frame or line blocking
oscillator Transformer
4/8
Frame Output Transformer 7/6
Focus Magnets
Without Vernier
12/8
With Vernier
17/8
23) era S:noothin1 Chokes 1016

Purchase of Plessey P.M.
Speakers. Sin. round or lin. x
4
Lasky's Price
elliptical.
Special

Post

%VIDE

2/6

Post 1/6.

or only

ill-

deposit and S monthly payments of 21/This very efficient CONVERTER employir; R.F.
amplifier ECCB5 and metal rectifier is TUNABLE

ALL 13 CHANNELS and incorporates
its own power supply for 200-250 v. A.C. mains.
Can be fixed to rear of sec or. used as separate
unit. Metal brown crackle finish case 4in. wide,
7in. deep, tin. high. Secure yours NOW.
OVER.

:

-

All types in stock
Cyldon, Brayhead, Telenge, Valradio. Describa your
se: and wa will quote you. Prices from 79/6.

TURRET TUNERS.

C. R. TUBES, new, unused. 14 ". £14.19.6. 17 ",
£16.19.6. 12', £8.19.6. 9', £5.17.6. Corr. & ins. 22/6.

MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD,

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.

42,

MUSeum 2605.

Telephone :

370.

W.9.
HARROW ROAD. PADDING=TON.
1979.

LADbroke 4075 and CUNningham
Open all day SATURDAY. Half day Thursday.

211 Streatham Road, Mitcham, Surrey.
VALVES LISTED ARE NEW STOCK.
o Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Postage 3d. per valve.
MITCHAM 6201.

AZ31 10/8
B65

8/6

DAF91 9DAF93 9/6

DD620 10/8

DF91

8'8

DHTl9 918
DK91
9/DK33 9/6

EABCd)

EAF4210/6-

5/9
EBF3) 9/6
EBF3) 9/6
EC)( 8/9
ECC33 8/8
ECC31 8/8
ECC33 9/F.COBt 10'ECC85 10/8
ECFd)
12/6
EB)1.

EBCI1 9/3

ECF,32

ECH33

12/3
12/6

ECH42 9'8
F.CH3l 9/6
ECL33

EF37A

13'6

10/3
EFT) 15/EF4I 9/8
EF42 121EF50 tA)
EF83
EF85

6

S/-

EF83 12!EFd) 10'EF91 8l8
EF95 14/EL42 10/EL90
EM80
EM81
EY8I
EY84

11/6

EZ3

8/8

81/8

101101-

13'-

EZIO
8/EZ41 10/6
EZ80
8/EZ91
81-

FC2 14I8
FC4 23/6
FC13 1418
FC13C 19/6
GZ32 11/6
4/9
H33
H83
10/HBC90 8/HL92 11/6
HL133D

KT33C

1118
1162;66

KT63
LZ319 1216
MKT4(5)

(or 7) 21/MLI 12/6

MSP4 151MU14 10/MX40 15/Ni12 9/6
NI53 11/3

11/3

ITF41

9/-

PCC8411/8

UL41

9/8

N151
N727

PCF80

816

UFd9 10/-

ULM

97/8

12/6
PCF8211/6

UY41
UY85

PCL92
12/8
PCL23

W81M 8/8
W142
9/-

15:8

PENA11/8
4
PEN4VA
11/8
PL36 151PL92 10/PL83 14'PY80 8/3
PY81 9/8
PY82 8/6
PY83 8/8
R10
R19

221-

19/TDDI 15/TP22 12/8
U142

818

9/9
9/6

U147
U153

UABC80
10.'-

UAF42

178C/11861i

UBF83 9/8
UCH42
UCH31

UCL93

10/-

1018

8lVP4B 17/6

8/8
8/8

W719
W727
X78

19/11/9
10/8

X79
Z21
Z77
Z152
Z719

10/8
8/6

8/8

1135
9/5Y3GT 8/8
5Z4G 10/6A8GT

6AL5
6AM6
6AN5
6AQ5
6BA6
613E6

6BJ6
6BR7

10/b/9
91-

5/7/8
8/6
813

7/6
1QQ/-

6BW6 8/8
6BW7 9/8
6BX9 8.'8
6D2
5/9
6F1
19/8
6F12 8/8
6E13 18/8

6J5G 6/6
6J7GT

4 -6

6K7

MOOT 10'BK3GT

12/3

6L1
17;6
6L6G 7'6
6L18 12/8
6L19 21/-

6N7G/GT

6SL7GT
7.6
6SN7GT
/6
6X5GT 8'6
7S7
12/6
7Y4
8D3

RC.

incorporates auto and
Complete with
control.
crystal P.U. and /sapphire
List £13/17!-.
£7 I9.6

456,

manual

Studio
stylus.

Lasky's Price

Post 5/ -.

7 6

12AH8
12AT6
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
12BA6
12BE6
12BH7

... £6. 0.0.
...
Type MW 31 -74
.. £6.10.0.
Type MW 36 -24/44 ...
£8. 0.0.
...
17in. Type MW 43 -64/69
E10.10.0.
21in. Type MW 53 -20/80 ...
Customers must supply own tubes for rebuilding.

COMPLETE NEW ASSEMBLY
PURCHASE TAX PAID
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
12in.
17ín.

-

8/9
9'-

9'-

Post 5f-.

I4in.

14'9

89

£6.19.6

B.S.R. ful -fi P.U.

12in.

I4in.

10

type UA8, 4 -spd.. mixer
auto-changer with latest
B.S.R.,

REBUILT TUBES

8/6

1OLD11

Type
Type
Type

MW
MW
MW

31

-74

36 -24/44
43 -64/69

£8. 0.0.
E8.10.0.

...
...
...

£9.I0.0.

Carriage and Insurance 10/ -. Free delivery Greater
London.

8i9

9/3

101-

COMPANY

12J7G/GT

VIDIO

12K7GT

HALES STREET, DEPTFORD HIGH STREET

10'6

REPLACEMENT
LONDON,

12K8GT
12Q7

18/6

12Q7GT

35Z4GT818
50L6GT

8/6

10119'6
isted. Obsolete and old
Quotations given for any types notSend
for lists.
types a speciality.

7/6

MIXER

AUTO CHANGERS

LASKY'S (HARROW RD.) LTD.

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

RST ALL

PLEASE

COLLAR
4 -SPD.

Telephone

:

S.E.8.

TlDeway 4506.

:-

Midland Distributors
INRAXIA LTD., 65, Coleshill Street,
Aston Cross 1829.
Birm cigham, 4.
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Vision -on- sound and Sound-onBy G. Earl
vision Problems
CAUSES AND CURES OF

TO MISALIGNMENT

INTERFERENCE DUE

SOUND -ON- VISION

represents the most
troublesome of these two problems. and is
inevitably experienced at some time or other
by the experimenter and viewer. The closely
related symptom known as vision-on -sound is
probably less likely to develop without provocation, but under certain conditions there is a
chance that both effects will exist simultaneously.
The television aerial is designed to respond
equally to both sound and vision signals, and

camera. This, of course. does not make sense
when heard from a loudspeaker since it consists
essentially of quickly changing pulses and constant
frequency synchronising signals. The vision modulation. in fact, occupies a very wide frequency
range. well outside the audible range at the higher
end of its spectrum. However, there is considerable signal material, including the frame pulses, at
lower frequencies corresponding to the audible
spectrum. and it is this material which is
demodulated
by the
sound
detector when the vision signal
1st Vision
inadvertently becomes mixed
2nd Vision
/F
/F
with the sound signal in the
Amplifier
Amplifier
sound I.F. stages.
Sound and Vision signals
To
It is heard accompanying the
Vision signal only
Vision sound as
a rough buzzing noise
Detector
HCommon
Common
Common
and the pitch of the note and
PF
Frequency ?-l.F
the volume may alter on different
Amplifier
ATp /ifier
Changer
Sound scenes and on camera changes.
Sound signa/ only
Detector The effect may also become
Fig. 1. -A block diagram showirg
more troublesome as the contrast
the common and individual sourd
1st Sound
2nd Sound
control is advanced.
and vision stages in a typical
/F
/F
Amplifier
television receiver.
Amplifier
When the sound signal enters
the vision channel, it also
both signals are fed to the set through the aerial is demodulated by the vision detector, and
feeder cable and amplified together in the first the sound signal then accompanies the vision
two or three stages. At a certain point in the signal at the input to the picture tube
receiver the signals are separated and then fed and sync separator. This causes the picture to
to the sound and vision amplifiers for individual jump vertically in sympathy with the sound
amplification.
modulation and in severe cases, where excessive

)

7-o

Receiver Front End

Band!'

The idea is clearly shown in Fig. 1. Here it
will he seen that the sound and vision aerial
signals are first amplified by a common radio -

frequency (R.F.) amplifier. and then fed to a
common frequency changer stage. This results
in the production of sound and vision signals at
intermediate -frequency (I.F.).
Again, these
signals are amplified together in the common
I.F. stage. but in its output circuit they are
separated and fed to the appropriate sound and
vision I.F. amplifiers.
Provided the signals do not lose their identity
in the common stages, and can be adequately
separated one from the other in the sound and
vision individual amplifiers. all is well and the
symptoms under consideration will not occur.
However, if there is considerable unbalance in
the individual amplifiers or excessive non-linearity
in the common stages the troubles will be very
much in evidence.
It v,ill now be realised that sound -on-vision
means that the sound signal has found its way
into the vision channel. and vision -on -sound
results when the vision signal " spills " into the
sound channel.
The vision modulation is the electrical representation of the image " seen " by the television

Aerial

Band III
Aerial

Cross -over

Unit

Frequency
selective
Attenuetor

(b)

To Set

Fig. 2.-Showing at (a) the position for the introduction of an attenuator for eliminating cross- modulation
on Band I, and at (b) the position for a frequencyselective attenuator which serves to adjust the level
of the Band I signal with respect to the Band III
signal, which is hardly affected by the unit. This method
is essential where a combined aerial and single down lead are adopted.
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sound signal gets into the sync separa`.or, both
line and frame holds may be completely destroyed.

Cross Modulation
If both symptoms

are present, cross modulation
the sound and vision signals should be
suspected. This is often responsible in areas of
very strong signals, especially if a set has been
moved from an area of poor signal to a site
near a transmitter, or if a local station is put
into service. According to the large number of
problems of this nature which are dealt with

of

by our Query Department, it would seem that
the trouble is still very widespread.
What happens is that the very strong signals
picked up by the aerial push the " common
valves well into overload where they fail to

(a)

(b)

-Pi -type

attenuators (a) for coaxial feeder
Fig.
R1 -Z(N" -1)/2N and
and (b) for twin feeder.
R2= Z(N- 4- I)N -1, where Z is the feeder and receiver
the
ratio of input to output
N
is
and
input impedance,
signal voltage (attenuation ratio).
3.

amplify linearly, which means that amplitude
variation of the signal at the input does not
result in a corresponding amplitude variation at
In other words, the overloaded
the output.
valves tend to rectify partially both sound and
vision signals.
The sound and vision signals thus become intermodulated, for the effect is exactly the same as

that purposely created in a frequency changer
valve in mixing the local oscillator signal with
the incoming signals to give the intermediate f requency.
When this happens the sound and vision
signals immediately lose their identity and can
no longer be individually amplified, even though
the sound and vision amplifiers may be adjusted
correctly and be themselves working perfectly
normally.

The Solution

The solution to the problem is simply that of
reducing or attenuating the aerial signal before
Various types of
it is applied to the set.
attenuator units are now readily available for this
purpose, and consist essentially of resistive
elements. It should be noted, however, that
where the signal on one band,only requires such
treatment. the attenuator must be introduced into
the lead appropriate to the aerial of that band.
If the attenuator is fitted in the lead carrying
both BBC and I.T.A. signals, then both will be
attenuated to the same extent, but this is not
usually desirable since the BBC signal is generally
the stronger of the two and responsible for cross
modulation. Fig. 2(a) shows where the attenuator
should be connected in this case.
However, frequency- selective attenuators are
also available. and these may be connected in the
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lead carrying both programmes, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). This may, of course, be essential if
a combined aerial and single down -lead are
adopted. The frequency- selective attenuator can
be adjusted for the correct level of Band I
signal in relation to the Band III signal. which is
hardly affected by the attenuator. It should also
be noted that variable attenuators of the ordinary
kind can be obtained.

Pi -type Attenuators
A few resistors can easily be arranged to form
a
-type attenuator, as shown in Fig. 3; the
idea being to maintain correct matching between
the feeder and the receiver while reducing the
-watt resistors are very suitCarbon
signal.
able. and should be arranged in orderly form
as close as possible to the aerial socket.
At locations close to a powerful transmitter,
it is often necessary to reduce the aerial signal
by at least 10 times (20 db) before applying it
to the set; and where large attenuation ratios
two or more series- connected
are
needed

attenuators are more suitable than endeavouring
to secure a high ratio with a single unit.
The ratio should be adjusted to reduce the
signal to a level sufficient to remove the cross
modulation effects without detracting from the
quality of the picture. If " grain " becomes
troublesome after attenuation, however, the
signal level has been reduced too much and a
smaller attenuation ratio should be used.

Vision -on -sound

When this symptom is not partnered by sound on- vision, it is invariably caused by misalignment
of the sound I.F. stages. Misalignment, apart
from reducing the sensitivity of the sound channel,
results in the spreading of the sound response as

o

Sound
Vision IF
Fig. 4.- Vision -on -sound is often caused by misalignment of the sound I.F. channel. This causes the sound
response to spread out and embrace the vision response,
as indicated by the broken -line curve.

illustrated by the broken -line curve in Fig. 4.
Here it will be seen that the curve " spills " into
the vision I.F. response and thus causes the sound
channel to respond to some of the vision signals.
The response should, of course, be relatively
narrow (usually about 200 kc /s), as indicated by
the full -line curve.
The trouble can be cured quite easily by adjust ine the sound I.F. transformers for maximum
sound after first ensuring that the local oscillator
is adjusted for the best quality picture consistent
On some
with minimum sound -on- vision.
receivers sound channel instability may occur if
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the sound I.F. transformers are all peaked at one
frequency. Should this happen. the I.F.s should
be peaked as far as possible at a low contrast
setting. and then slightly detuned to avoid
instability and the effect of oscillator drift. It
is important not to adjust tuning cores other
than those in the sound I.F. transformers.

Sound-on-vision
This trouble is nearly always caused by wrong
adjustment of the local oscillator. On single channel and five- channel superhets, the oscillator
trimmer or channel adjusting knob should be
very slowly rotated first one way and then the
other while observing the picture. Adjustment
should initially be made for maximum sound.
and then a very slight detuning adjustment may
be required to eliminate sound -on-vision.
On multi- channel receivers careful adjustment
of the fine tuning control should solve the
problem. but if this does not help much and
it seems as though the picture could be cleared
if the fine tuning control could be rotated past its
stop. the oscillator tuning on the channel affected
probably requires balancing.

Oscillator Tuning
This is a simple operation which can be
performed by most viewers. On most receivers
employing a turret tuner, the oscillator tuning
core appropriate to the channel to which the unit
is switched is adjustable from outside the cabinet
by removing the fine tuning and channel selector
knobs and inserting a non -metallic trimming tool
through the small hole adjacent
the spindle. A
thin knitting needle (plastic type) filed at one end
to the shape of a screwdriver serves admirably

Modifying the -Unit
Correction
error occurred

161

AN

in the circuit diagram which
was published in last month's issue: the wire
from R13 (to C22) should have been taken to
the junction of C21 and R12. A revised diagram
of the oscillator circuit is given below.
In Fig. 2 on page 230 of the December. 1958.
issue. the wire
4 " marked " Yel Blk " on the
wafer switch should be marked -131k." The
To

junction L4/C /3

R.FC

To

/0 Kn
GREEN

maximum sound consistent with minimum sound on- vision with the fine tuning control set to the
centre of its travel.
On other tuners. the oscillator cores may be
differently placed, but the procedure as detailed
above is still appropriate. It is usually necessary,
however, to make adjustment individually on each
channel affected or in need of balancing.
If oscillator misadjustment does not appear to
be the cause of the symptom, misalignment of
the sound rejectors in the vision I.F. channel or
the I.F. transformers themselves should be
suspected. It the picture definition is very bad.
then the whole vision channel tuned circuits
should be realigned in accordance with the
makers' instructions. However, if the definition
is of a reasonable standard, it is often possible
to re -set the rejectors fairly well without instruments.
The oscillator should first be very critically
adjusted for maximum sound, after which the
rejectors should be adjusted in turn for minimum
sound -on-vision.
If a signal generator is available, a modulated
signal at the sound carrier frequency should be
applied at the aerial socket with the aerial
removed; the contrast should be turned fully
on and the brightness adjusted to produce a
raster. The level of the applied signal should
then be increased until dark horizontal bars,
representative of the modulation. appear on the
screen. It is then a relatively simple matter to
adjust the rejectors to eliminate this modulation
pattern.

positive and negative wires from the 24 v. D.C.
supply are respectively yellow and black.
The author also points out that if the unit is
used with the standard I.F. (36 Mc /s), second
harmonic mixing must be used, for the correct
relationship of vision I.F. to sound I.F. Positions
and 2 would give oscillator frequency 240 -280
Mc /s; positions 3 and 4 would probably be too
high.
If the unit is converted to Band I or Band II.
the input circuit must be modified to suit each
band. otherwise users might blame the unit for
poor performance.
1

R//
/OKn

R/3

C23
11

C22

C2/

20pF 25

pF

Corrected diagram of the oscillator circuit which was shown
incorrectly on page 229 of the
December issue.

A Standard Work

TELEVISION PRINCIPLES
AND PRACTICE

LS?

To

chassis.
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as a trimming tool. This should be inserted in
the hole. pushed lightly against the core and
rotated until the blade engages with the slot in
the core.
Adjustment should be made for

2nd Edition
F. I. CAMM
Price 25/ -.
By post 25/8.
By

From GEORGE PNEWNES, LTD., "rower House,
Soisthampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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THIS series is presented for two reasons.
One is that there is a tendency for service
manuals to gloss 'over the mechanical
details of television receivers and concentrate on
the circuitry. The other is that no matter how
many tubes one changes in other people's sets,
confidence vanishes immediately one removes the
back of one's own receiver.
Changing the tube in the greater majority of
them will involve unboxing and enable the inside
of the safety glass to be cleaned, but where
these two operations do not form part of the
tube change, or where there are short cuts, these
will be included for the sake of completeness.
Wherever possible advice will also be given on
fitting low -capacity boost transformers.

Handling C.R. Tubes

Because television tubes are completely
evacuated they can be extremely dangerous to
handle. The entire glass surface is continually
subjected to atmospheric pressure of approximately 141b. per square inch, which works out
at about one ton on the face of a 17in. tube.
Any fracture of the glass will produce a violent
implosion, the glass bulb collapsing with such
force as to make a loud report and send fine
slivers of glass across the room. For this reason
it is advisable to wear protective goggles when
handling, and in the home it is essential to keep
the tube away from the rest of the household
where it cannot be knocked. A suitable method
of handling a tube is shown in Fig. 1, with one
hand gently guiding the neck and the other

Fig.

1.

-

The

correct way to
hold and carry
the cathode - ray

tube. Never
handle by the
neck atone.

ep acing Cati
O

REMOVING, CHANGING AND

placed squarely underneath taking all the weight.
Never lift a tube by the neck alone. In the
case of 21in. tubes, which are large and very
heavy, it is as well to enlist some aid when changing them, for if they become stuck during fitting
it is almost impossible to support the weight in
one hand for any length of time whilst the
other is used to free the tube.
Always discharge the anode to the aquadag
coating before handling, and if a spark is
observed repeat the process once or twice more.
Cathode -ray tubes can hold an EHT charge for

-A

safe way
Fig. 2.
to remove a stiff tube
holder.

many days, and although it is not a dangerous
amount, it may' be sufficient to make you drop
the tube involuntarily.

Examining Your New Tube

This can be done very quickly (in the presence
of the carrier if necessary) and should be carried
out immediately if any claim for damage is to be
made.
Open the box at the bottom (heavy end).
Check that the tube face has been protected by
a soft cloth and that it is free from scratches,
Lift the tube
large bubbles and glass folds.
out, place it face downwards on a soft cloth
and examine the gun for a loose base and check
the gettering. This is the metallic " splash " on
the side of the glass wall. If this has turned
a milky colour or is white round the edges your
tube has gas or air in it and should not be
accepted.
A good tube will give a clear ringing tone if
tapped gently on the gun with the fingernail.

Preparing the Old Tube for Removal

It is here that the instruction book lets you
down badly. It will merely say " remove the
anode and base connections, and slacken off the
scancoils." No allowance is made for the usage
the set has had, which is understandable as most
manuals are prepared from a shiny new chassis,
and it has been the writer's painful experience
to have had a few tubes implode whilst trying
to remove stubborn EHT caps and stuck deflector
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Tubes-1
BY

H.

coils. A useful s ;ay of removing the EHT cap
is to insert a screwdriver between the cap and
Focus
the anode and twist. If it is badly stuck it is magnet
safer to renew the whole EHT lead than try
to force it off.
The tube holder may be dealt with similarly,
but the majority of the 12-pin types can be
removed by gripping the outside of the holder Deflector
with the fingernails and pressing the thumb on
co//s
the spigot. Never pull the holder off against (For tiltedpicture
the weight of the tube. Stuck deflector coils
readily come loose if you run the set for about adjustment)
half an hour before you remove the tube, and
dusting the neck of the tube with french chalk
will prevent them sticking again on the way out.
Despite the fact that most scancoils will only
fit one way round it is surprising how many of
them can reverse themselves and remain unnoticed
until switching on. It always pays to mark
them and the ion -trap 'magnet whilst they are
still in situ on the old tube and a suggested convention, i.e., an arrow top dead centre pointing
forward, is shown in Fig. 3. The writer uses
quick- drying cellulose paint, but a small quantity
of nail varnish is a useful substitute.
(To be continued)
A USEFUL TABLE OF TUBE SUBSTITUTES

TUBE
Ediswan

CRMI23
Ediswan
CRM141

CRM152B

CRM172

/on trap
magnet

I

PETERS

Picture
pos/tioner
Shuffle
plate
Fig.
3. -Mark
top of the
deflector coils and
ion
trap
with
crrows
facing
forward
before
the

removing.

Can be used instead of :

Notes
CRM121,CRM121A,CRM121B. No electrical change but will give a softer picture when
Brimar Cl2A
EHT is below 7 kv.
CRM142

CRM142 has grey face.
CRM141 has white face.

CRMI52, CRM152A

CRM152B has grey face.
CRMI52A has white face.

CRM171

Connect aquadag coating to chassis.
cap adaptor.

Mullard MW 43/64 and 43/69

CRMI72 12.6 v.,

May need C.R.T.

3 amp. heater. MW43/64 and 69 6.3 v.
amp. heater. In series chain reduce heater ballast
resistor by 20 ohms.

.3

Mullard
MW3I/16, Cl2 FM Brimar,
MW31/74 Cossor 121K, 12Xp4A Emitron

Mullard
MW36/44

No change. M W31 /74 has grey face, most of the others
have white face.

Ediswan CRM121, 121A, 12IB,
122, etc.

Supply 6.3 v. for heater and 350 v. -450 v. D.C. to Al Pin 10,
earth aquadag coating, reduce focus field using magnetic
shunts around existing magnet. Fit ion trap magnetic.

MW 36/24*, 14KP4A,

Connect pin

141 K

7

to cathode pin

Ediswan CRM143, 144
MW43/69

or H.T. rail.

Mullard tube 6.3'v..3 amp. heater, Ediswan tubes 12.6 v.
MW43/64, Ediswan CRM17I and Ediswan tubes have 12.6 v. heater, Mullard 6.3 v.
172

*

11

Now obsolete.
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An Inexpensive

F+TIT

voltage.

Unfortunately, the EHT systems in modern
television sets are only capable of supplying
current in the region of 100 microamps at most.
A meter to measure these voltages must, therefore, have a very high resistance in order to draw
an extremely small current from the source. The
only really practicable meter for such a purpose
is the electrostatic voltmeter which does not
require any current for its operation.
An electrostatic voltmeter to measure up to
14 kilovolts is a relatively expensive instrument
and beyond the reach of most readers. However.
there are available from time to time, exgovernment meters of the 'electrostatic type which
have a full -scale deflection of 2 kilovolts. These
are reasonably priced; the author paid only £1
for one in brand new condition. As they stand
they are of little use in measuring the EHT voltage in a modern television set, for which a range
of up to 14 kilovolts is required.
By means of a simple potentiometer, however,
the 2 kV. meter can have its range extended to
read up to 14 kV. or even higher.
The orignal one was made to read up to 12 kV.
But, of course, any range can be made up by
using different values of resistors in the potentiometer.
A current of 100 AA was decided upon as a
suitable load for the EHT system to be tested
with. This gives a fairly severe test to the EHT
system: if all the parts of the line output stage
are in good condition. then it should be capable
of supplying this current without a severe drop
in the voltage. In practice it is found that this is
better than measuring the voltage with a meter
that takes no current at all as it gives a good
indication of the state of the line output stage.

Construction

The construction of the meter is very simple.
First the value of resistors has to be calculated.

In the original, a full -scale deflection of 12 kilo volts was decided on. The total resistance is
found by dividing the voltage (12 kV.) by the
current (100 microamps): the result being 120
megohms. Six 20 megohm resistors were used.
connected in series. The meter was connected
across one of the end ones and consequently reads
one -sixth of the total voltage across the chain.

Using the Meter

To use the meter it is necessary to multiply the
reading shown by six. Or, alternatively, the meter

Voltmeter
By K. A.

A USEFUL TES!' INSTRUMENT

AVOLTMETER which will measure voltages
up to 12 or 14 kilovolts is a very useful
addition to the normal range of test equipment. With one. the EHT in a television set
can be measured accurately instead of the usual
haphazard sparking test which only indicates
vaguely that some EHT is present, and by the
length of the spark a rough idea of the actual
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can be carefully dismantled and the scale altered.
In this case the meter was left severely alone.
The construction of the potentiometer can take
many forms, the only points to watch are:
1. In view of the high voltages present. keep
the resistors well clear of each other and of any
other parts.
2. Use a piece of high quality paxolin to
mount the parts on.
3. Remember to keep the meter to the low
potential end of the resistor chain by marking
the terminals clearly.

Assembly
In the original the construction was as follows:
A piece of high quality paxolin 32in. X 41in. was
used as the base and the meter was mounted in
the centre, using the terminal screws to hold it
to the paxolin.
The six resistors were mounted around the
Series Resistors

Bieck Socket

Red Socket

The meter in its case, and a rear view of the panel.

meter on the reverse side of the paxolin. Small
solder tags were used on which to mount the
resistors. All soldered connections were made
with care and carefully rounded to eliminate any
tendency to corona effect.
The meter was connected across one of the
end resistors. The two ends were connected to
two small sockets mounted at one end of the
sheet. Solder joints were made. One socket was
red and the other black. The red one was connected to the high potential end of the resistor
chain and the black one to the end which had the
meter connection.
The whole unit was fixed into a small wood
box which was big enough to allow an inch
clearance all round the resistors.
If seven 20 meg. resistors were used instead
of six. then the range would be extended to 14
kilovolts and the current for full -scale deflection
would remain at 100 microamps. The reading
on the meter would then have to be multiplied
by seven.
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Quad Aerial for the

Loft

AN AERIAL ARRAY CONSISTING OF DRIVEN MEMBER AND REFLECTOR
By L. S. King
LOFT aerials for Band I with quarter- room to manoeuvre the aerial for best
results.
wavelength components are often difficult If the direction of the transmitting station
or
to accommodate in the roof-space available, the most favourable direction of the received
but such an aerial is attractive because of the signals coincides with the length of the roof,
or
protection and accessibility afforded, compared is even broadside on to the roof, no difficulty
with outdoor aerials. An elaborate array can be should generally be experienced
designed to take its support from the internal aerial parallel to the party wall or in placing the
at right -angles
root members, whereas its outdoor counterpart to it (see Fig. 1). But, in a large
number of
would- possibly he difficult to construct. The cases, it will be found that the direction
of the
normal indoor loft aerial has a V -shape and is received signal is not so accommodating
and when
fitted into the apex of the roof. It is merely the aerial is aligned, it will have
to be somewhere
a dipole, bent for convenience and not quite so in between the above
positions. This
good as the dipole from the point of view of means that inches will fortunate
count and probably some
signal pick -up. The normal half -wave dipole for compromise will be necessary
between the usually
vertical polarisation is an impossible arrangement accepted size for the aerial and
a size suitable
for a loft aerial owing to its length alone.
for the available space.

Increased Gain and Directivity
In order to give reasonable gain an aerial array
driven member with a
reflector behind, and perhaps a director in front.
This arrangement will give increased gain and
directivity. A suitable array is the quad aerial,
which is reasonably compact, even on Channel I.
It was described by S. A. Money, in the July,
1958, issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION. A difficulty
arises when the ceilings of the top -floor rooms
are built up to some extent into the roof space,
so that the sloping -roof beams come down to
meet the corners of the quad and there is little

Author's Arrangement

is needed, consisting of a

Fig. t. -A quad aerial positioned parallel
party wall which is shown shaded.

to the

-

For several years the author has had in use
an arrangement as shown in Fig. 2 at a distance
of about 20 miles from the transmitter, and results
were very good, far better than those obtained
with a dipole or any of its variants.
Firstly, the length of the side of the driven
member had to be somewhat less than the
5ft. 6in., which was given in the table in the
July issue; secondly, the side of the reflector can
be no longer than the side of the driven member
and it is the roof space available which determines
this length. A director if used will be smaller.

Fig.

2.- Optimum
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Thirdly, some degree of side -stepping of the
reflector relative to the driven member became
necessary. because a true in -line position was not
possible. The writer's loft would not accommodate a larger quad than the one having a side of
Mt. 3in. when in the position of alignment. and
this length made the optimum frequency of
operation 45 Mc /s. a frequency which is higher
than that normally used by aerial designers for
Channel I. It is. in fact. the vision carrier
frequency of Channel I. so that 5ft. 3in. represents
about the minimum size for a quad that can be
used without resonating the aerial too far away
from the sound carrier frequency of 41.5 Mc /s
and some may think that the departure is already
rather excessive.

Driven Member

At 45 Mc /s. a quarter wavelength (1 y), equals
5.47ft. Therefore, the side of the driven member
needs to be 95 per cent. of 5.47ft. which is
Mt. 3in. (see Fig. 3). which gives a total wire
length for the driven member of 2lft. The driven
member can be soldered directly to the down lead. and no trouble will then arise owing to bad

connections.

1

DRIVEN MEMBER

Total length

2/'

S' 3°
Fig.

3.-Active

It will be

4.- Reflector

design.

have been suspended between the roof members
and the ceiling. This may mean a little adjustment first with a string hook -up, so that any
compromise required is not made at the expense
of one dimension alone. This freedom gives an
advantage over the use of a couple of pre constructed frames which may be more difficult
to fix into position. The perpendicular distance
between the respective planes of the driven
element and reflector is usually taken as 0.2 y,
which will give about 4ft. Owing to space
restrictions this had to be reduced to 3ft. 6in.
and even then the reflector was out of the true
in -line position by some 8in.
The writer has set out to show the effects of
space limitations, and the picture obtained on
his set is at its bes( when a quad aerial is used.
Several quad aerials with reflectors have been
used. and there is absolutely no ghosting. but
a good clean picture is obtained which seems
to indicate that the aerial gives a useful gain in
the direction of the transmitter. On sound. there
is ample quality, and quantity too, which does
not suggest that the resonant frequency of the
serial is too far from the sound carrier.

element of aerial.

Now the reflector cannot be accommodated
any more easily than the driven member and the
side of its quad cannot exceed 5ft. 3in. if that
is the settled maximum dimension for the driNwt
member, but for the reflector to be 97 per cent.
of 5.47ft. or approximately 5 per cent. greater
than the driven member, each side of the reflector
of
should be 5ft. Sin. or a total wire length be
21ft. 8in. is needed. This extra length can
in each
taken up in loops symmetrically arranged
vertical side of the reflector. The reflector
designed by the author is shown in Fig. 4. The
loops could be turned away from the driven
member, so that there is no pick -up. but their
position is not critical.
Quads Suspended Between Roof Members

and Ceiling

Fig.

notild from

Fig.

2

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP
Edited by

F. J. CAMM

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ...
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...
...
...
.. ...
CYCLIST
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Winner

Latest 4 -sp. BSR Player
Unit end P.U.
... 64.12.6 carr. 3/6
2 v. Amplifier wired complete with speaker, etc.,
on Mounting Board
E3. 5.0 carr. 2/6
Contemporary
styled
lightweight
case
in
Maroon and Grey. 141 in.
x Ilan, x bin. ...
... El. 7.6 corr. 2/6

=

SPECIAL OFFER

all 3 units

f9

only

corr. 4'6

1á-N111 III IIIIIIIII II I/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
3 WAVEBANDS.
S VALVES

S.W. IB m.-50 nt.
M.W. 200 1n. 5110 to.

LW.

BARGAIN A i
PRICE
U2
or Dlls. speakers to match, 20 -and 25 -.P.

gns.

P.

,e

1

9

141a

ahtc.
,

,

battle Award and
anio:ised
metal
fret. Space :available for all modern antpliflernand

13V.

.3A

..

61'l'6
087
uEs

AMPLIFIER Mk

1Q7

2

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS

New Reduced Prices I
SINGLE PLAYERS 4-speed BSR (TI'S),
92 8 ;
4- .speed COLLAR() JUNIOR,
904 -speed GARRARD a
M.P.), 67.15.0.
GAR ;

Mk. 11,. 69.5.0. Care. and Ins-

3 9.

AUTO- CHANGERS

a'epeed BOR (t'AS).
4 -speed
COLLARO,
67.19.6
GARRARD 1111'111, 1H 2), 69.15.0.
GARRARD IRC121 I) Mk. II) Plug-in head,
10 ens. Parr. said Inn. J' -. All above units are
latest 4-speed models, fitted lightweight.
.r -std pick -up and twin sapphire styli. Complete and readv to Ilse.
;

FINEST SELECTION
ALL BRAND NEW
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8 8
8 6
8 6
7 6
; 8
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plastic
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TRANSFORMER & COIL WINDING CAPACITY
AVAILABLE FOR PROTOTYPES A SMALL RUNS

rte, payable to T.IF.S. Post /Par fns up to IIh 71., 115. 1/1, 3(0.
I/6,
9 a.m. -6 p.m.
I p.m. Wed.
Open all day Saturday.
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1,190111,, 45
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RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
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wird

80 OHM CO -AX CABLE

12in. E8.
14ín. E8.10.0.
17in. £10.
Regret only Mull:rd and Mazda types at 110seilt,
Delivery appros. 7 days. Can. .t ins. 12 Iii.

:
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v. B.E.C. 11 6
2511'278 v. B.1:4'. 12 6
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NEW REDUCED PRICES!

-

Hours

8 8

RECORDING TAPE. --I.20u ft. on 7 In. Plastic reel.
.+ alpe.
Hi Quaiily Product. Each boxed, 296.

TV TUBES

GENUINE OFFER
New Heater, Cathode and Gun Assembly
can now be fitted to your old Tube
Reconditioned virtually as new.
Fully
guaranteed to highest standards-as used
by our own Service Dept.

Kindly male

4 8
4

6 6[

,

(EMI), 3,8.

35-

Listed above re only a few items from our very large
stock. Fend 3d. stamp today for Complete Bargain List.
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D.

5

4
5 -

Spare Reels I11/1)10so', l) 7in. metal, 1,6

27 6

...

5 8

:11''75 v. Hunts

12

6

4

Tt'I'

.'

9 8
8 8

SPECIAL PRICE PER SET

T.C.C.

;

98

984I'1I

V.

451) V. H11111,

;

is

138
88.,C4'11r2106
10 6 1'1.41

Ill

IC 450 v.
.x' 35111. B.E.C'.

32 181) V. T.C.V.
3 6 .01
4
'250 350 v. B. E.C.
5 9 ;0 3811, T.C.C.

:

11 6

6'("2.2

a

4 6
5

8

ea.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
E.H.T. Type
back Voltages. K3 25 2 IIV.. 5 - ; K3 4(1 3.2 FlykV.,
69; K3 48 3.0 kV..73: K3 5114 kV.,79: K3;101)
s kV., 13 6. MAINS TYPES. -RMI,
125 v. lip 40A.,
4 9
R612 125 v. tau 1114.,5 6
1161:3 125 v. 1201,0 A.,
7 6; RM4250 v.2511 n1A.. 16 -; R514R type 270111
A.,
17 8 ; Ií1115, 3511 v. 3111) mA., 21 -.
SPEAKER FRET. Expanded Bronze anodised
metal
Nin., 23: 12x Nin.,3 -: 12 .x12 in..
4.6
18 s 15in., 6 -; 21 a 12in., 9, -, etc.
TYGAN FRET (Murphy pattern) 12 .s 13in.. 2,
12 s lain., 3 _
12 s 24in., 4, -, ate.
SPEAKERS P.M. :) ohm 21óu. Elae, 186.
11oodnlans, 188. sin. R. A .4.. 17 8. sin. Celeetion,
18 6. 7 a din. 000duun,a, 18 6. Sin. Rolo, 20 -. Sin,
Special Cone I ,''1aans, sel 8.
loin. R. R A., 25 -.
EMITAPE Recording Tape ALL NEW Q BOX EII.
Type NS Iotunil.
Type 99 (Long Play l'
31n.
...
175)1.,
350ft., 9,i1
...
14111111., 19 92011.,24' 81in. ...
N.lun.. 24 6
1,2ouft., 31 8

146

86FY5

PCrso 1081'111

- I:CI.s'a 12 8

9

S

2

Clips 3d.

1

Ouly 66.19.8. Ready
tested, 8 gus, Carr. and dus. 4 R.

10 6 PCF'S °- 10,8
10 8 P1'LN:3 12 9

1181'YNU
11 6!PYNl
lE 81PYN2
146ÍP1'S3

B.C.

v. Dub.
:30, :350 v. B.E.C.

i

Types,

-.,1111481

valves, etc.

GUARANTEED

8 8' PI.62
10 6 PL63

I.

Can

-A

titling.

1381'LSl

v.

9

2

SIULLARD 34 QUALITY AMPLIFIER.
Nest -class Hi -Fi C'onga:Mon Unit to the
Jason
Tuner. H Duty Mains Trans. allows for H.T.
and L.T. Pewee supply. Mallards
Latent. estait,
:I valve, :3 watt.
Frey. response 411 c'sl8 Ke'n
O Put
Trans., Plumbe,l Chassis, all components,

32 6

EF11
9
9 -'EF811
O - EFNt3
9 &alLli
10 61EF111
S 611E:ABI'NO 981 E1.41

:.24

Latent developed circuit giving a higher fidelity
response and -greater output 2-3 watts) using twin
stage valve ECL92 HMI neg. feedback Tone Control.
Complete with knobs aired :eel tested with Bin.
Speaker, etc., ready to fit in above cabinet. Only
63.19.6. Carr. 2 r,.

66.19.6
4--peed

.,

126

65, IT 17 6 11F96
Is :,, 1,1 7 6'11E06
3:1, :11' I - 111,913

etc. Uncut teem)!
player mount ing
14s 13i,,. supplied.

CT.4

12 8

,

I

hoard

RARD

.,

.:3A

NEW
BOXED

tochau gers.

3 -valve

50

JASON F.H. TUNER UNIT 87 -105 Mc s.
Designer Approve,) Kit of parts to build this modern
highly successful Unit, drilled eh:ie :.1,d superior
type dial. Coils, cane. ,m,l all quality components,
etc., for only 5 gnu., pent iree. Set of 4 spec. EF91s
or elluiv. valves. 30 -. post free. Illustrated 117/11,1.
book with full details, 2 - poet free. FREE WITH
KIT. 41S hr. alignment
lignment. service. 7 6 plus li - P. R P.

fitted Iv Rh
all accessories, including speaker

ap

.11A

Il.8V.

Other rehires. i
of prr,.,a;n.
Small are and tag terminated for easy

l

1.3¡

11.11V

B.EU',
I)nh.
Ili 4511 v. T.1'.C.
1.

1

2 3 1r,

450 v, T.C.C.

111

1811
51111

33,5110

"

Price

cabinet/33A.
covered
in
fawn
and
brow 1Willi cream Carr. and
s.:t 8,
interior.

prim.

t.

1 ,1111

3.2'350 v.

All isolation Transforme, nos yllpplie,l will
alternative no hooet plus 35%, and plue lull
h.wt taps, at ne extra charge.
2V.
2A type 12 6 (P. A P. 11i)

Megohms. All long spindles.

RECORD PLAYER CABINETS
content porn Ty Cabinet
esine

Ili
Ili

Isolation Transformers

1.,

450 v. 'I'81'.1'.
8 1511 v. B.E.C.

s
DI

New Improved types-mains
200/250 v. tapped.

Iii

8,,

v.
25 v.. 2 15. v.

11111

N

C.R.T. Heater

n

8,0

511

N

Morganite Midget type. Ilin. diameter. linay
l year. Log. or Lin. Ratios. Less 5w. 3, -. D.P.
Se'. 4,9.

style,

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular Wire Ends 02 ' :32 8380 v. B.E.C. 5

25 25
23 51,

1

VOLUME CONTROLS

-2

DR ET
B V A

SERIES

Brand new and guar. A.C. 21,11 -250 y., 4 pos. W l'
sw. Short-Medium-Long-11 mm. l'.1'. socket. high
Q dust core coila.
Latest circuit technique, delayed
AVC and neg. feedback O P 4 watts.
Chassis
size 131 s 51 a Ylin. Dial NM. a 41in. Hoe. or Veit.
station mules. Walnut or ivory knobs to choice.
Aligned and calibrated ready for a
8resitivity
and Quality at Low Cost. Carr. :nul ins.,e 4 6.
7 Valve De Luse, push -pull EL41 version, 7 watt
output, with R Duty Output Tratntormer, 812.10.0.
arr. R ins.,

CONVERTER ACCESSORIES
Band
Crass -over Unit, 76.
1 -Band
:i
Var.
Attenuotors 6db- 31i111)., 76. BBC Pattern Filter,
8 8. Band 3 Aerials-- outside Single Dipole
iah
4 yds. co -ax., etc., 13 9.
3 Element Bean,, 27'6.
3 Element. 35,' -.
10.000 Ohms

LATEST MI

81111m.-2,19)0

HEATH, SURREY

Thornton Heath Station.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Buses

:

610.

2,'-,1015.2 :9.

(Est. 1946)
(THO 2188)

130A, 133, 159, 166 and 193

I

SUPER- VISEON LIMITED

('O3IPLETI:LY BU11.T
8

WATT AMPLIFIER
PUSH PULL

('oniplele with Crystal
Mike and 8" loudspeaker
A.C. Mains 110;250 v. Size 10f
in. x filin. x 2; in. Incorporat-

351-

and

deposit. plus P.
3

of 251-

P.

&

7

G

monthly payments

ing 6 valves. H.F. pen., 2
triodes. 2 output pens and
rectifier. For use with all
makes and types of pick -up
Negative feedand mike.
back. Two inputs, mike and
gram, and controls for same.
Separate controls for Bass
and Treble lift. For use with
Std. or L.P. records, musical
instruments such £4.19.6
as Guitars, etc.
l'1 u= P. & P. 7:6.

SIGNAL GENERATORS

-tee_

66.19.6 or 25'- deposit and 6
monthly payments of 21/6.
P. & P. 5'- extra. ('overage
100 he-s -100 Mc's on fundamental., and 100 Mcis to 200
Metal
Mc s on harmonies.
case, loin. x 611n. x Olin.. grey
hammer finish. Incorporating
three miniature valves and
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
Internal Modulation
200250.
!1'
of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 309.,
s
modulated or unmodulated
continuously
output
R.F..
milli -volts,
100
variable.
Incorporating
C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output.
magic -eye as output indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2 ",,.

-

-

£4.19.6 or 25'- deposit and 4
monthly payments of 21 6.
P. & P. 51- extra. Coverage
120 Kc s-84 Mc s.
Metal
case loin. x 6 ;in. x Olin.
Size of scale, filin. x 31in., 2
valves and rectifier. A.C.
mains 230 -250 v. Internal
modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a
depth of 30",,, modulated
or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable
1)) milli -volts, C.W. and
mid. switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter.
Greÿ hammer finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or
minus 2 °,..

EVERY ITEM BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED AT

LOW PRICES
Enamelled Copper Wire

12 to 45 SWG from 11 /6 lb. Also available in smaller quantities.
Valve Holders
Int. Octal, 4d. each. B7G, 4d. each. BSA, 6d. each.
CER. B9A with screen, 1/9 each.
Condensers
220-5,000 pF., 7d. each. .01 to .1,
2 to 100 pF., 5d. each.
8d. each.
Coil Formers and Scrccns
I x ¡ x l .3 dia. with iron dust core, 2/- each.
i x á x 21 .3 dia. with two iron dust cores, 3/- each.
I

Resistances

Carbon.
10 to 5 M. ¡ W., 3d. each.
I/- each.

GENERATOR
25/- deposit plus P. & P. 5'and 6 monthly payments of
218. Cash £6.19.6 plus P. &
P.
Coverage 7.6 Mcis -210
Mcis in five bands, all on
fundamentals, slow- motion

s

tuning. audio output, 8
vertical and horizontal bars.
fogging scale. In grey hammer finished case with carrying
Candle. Accuracy i1% A.C. mains 200 -250 v.
_

AC /DC POCKET MULTI -METER

KIT

Comprising Sin. movìn^ oil meter
scale calibrated in AC /DC volts,
Voltage
ohms and milli -amps.
range AC -DC 0 -50. 0 -100 0- 250, 0 -500,
milli -amps 0-10, 0 -100. Ohms range
C- 10,000. Front panel, range switch,
wire -wound pot (for ohms zero
setting!, toggle switch. resistors
Basic movement
and rectifier.
e
2 mA.
In grey hammer finished
ease.
w'.,á^
Built and
Plus
19 /C P.
tested 7/6
& P. l'6.
extra.
Point to point wiring diagram L -, free with kit.
13

U0

CHANNEL TUNER

Mc s. (Please state frequency required.) Complete
PCC84. These have been removed from chassis.
with PCF80

or

34 -38

&

19I

Knobs3 6 per set extra.

HIGH STREET,

I

W., 6d. each.

Wire Wound.

5 M. } W., 1/3 each. 5, 10 and 20 ohms, 10
5, 10, 50 and 100 ohms, 20 W., 3/- each.

2,200

W.,

1/6

each.

Variable T/V type pots

M., 2/6 eac h.
3 K., 5 K., 25 K., and
Egen Slider type
3 K., 5 K. and 25 K., I/9 each.
1

Volume Controls
.5

M., 2/9 each.

.5 M.

with DOS Switch, 4!3 each.

Gfectrolytics

60/100 mfd., 5/6 each, 32 +32+ IS mfd. 350 v., 3/6 each.
40 +40 mfd., 450 v., 3/6 each. Clips 3d. each. 50 mfd. 12 v.
lid. each.

Auto Transformers

W. to 1,000 W. from £I.10.0 to 69.0.0.
Send for list, price 3d.
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SUPER -VISION LIMITED
KINgston
136

HIGH ST., TEDDINGTON, MIDDX.

VAlVES

4393.

S.1 .i/ E D: i 11'
S/3/6I-®('1:

and Boxed
All Guaranteed NewDAF91.
DF91, DK91,

DK92,
1S5, 1T4, 3S4. 3V4,
DL92. DL94 ; ANY-4 for 2718.
8141-PY80
106,EF86
716
DF33
1A7GT 16166V6GT
86
6/9 PY81
7 -' EF91
71- DF91
1D5.
918 6X4
5/- PY82
8ß
8 6 EF92
6/6 DF96
1115GT 1016 6X5GT
86
1619PY83
7 6 EL33
12'6 DH76
I N5GT
10 6 756
18 7 3 E1,38
2218 PZ30
8 -'7137
8,- DH77
111.5
3 6
9/6 SP61
8'- DK32 16 6 EL41
1S4
0 I7C5
15
8- EL42 1116 U25
81- DK91
I7C6
8/9 U50
7 6
S 6 E1.84
8'- DK92
-'7H7
11`i
7 9181352
8 6 EM80
91- DK96
lUs
6 6'7S7
7 6
918 U76
9 - EM81
8'- DL33
iA5
10 6 7Y4
7 13/6 1378
9- D1.35 1416 EM84
3Q4
8 6 12A118
1118UAßC80 9.716 EY51
7 6 12AT7
8-- DL92
354
12/6 UAF42 86
8/6 EY86
7- DL94
8 6 12AU7
3V4
8'6
6/6'E540
719 UBC41
8 - DL96
7 - 12AX7
5U40
9'6
101- UBF80
8 - EABC80 719 EZ41
5V4G
11 - 12ßA6
9'6
818UBF&c+
5'6 EZ80
^,812K7GT 7 6 EAC91
5Y3GT
9/-UCC84 18'9'6'EZ81
5Z4G
91812K6GT 12 6 EAF42
95 6 FW4;50010181JCC85
76 EB91
6AL5
5/6
G7.32
UCI'80
19'6
111-.
6 EBC33
6AM5
5/- 19A6f5
8/6 UCH42 9'9
9 6, 1CT33C
11 6 EBC41
6AM6
619 25A6G
9'6
1418 UC1181
9- EBFB) 8 9 KT41
6AQ5
71- 2514G
618 UCL62 13'S- KT63
9- ECC81
7'3 25Z6G
6AT6
7 - MH4
81- UCL83 14'8
1313A6
°B 85L6GT 10 - ECC82
9/- UF41
86
8- MU14
'6 F)CC83
6BE6
7 -'35Z4GT
15'8/6 UF42
9 6 NIB
613116
9 - 355Z5GT 8 6 ECC84
991- UF89
9 6 PCC84
12 6 ECC85
7 6 43
6BJ6
UL41
l'CF80
9'3
I:CF80
9110 6
10 6 50CD6G 26 9
6BR7
2216
6BW6
9 - 50L6GT 8 6 ECF82 11 - l'CF82 121- UL44
816
6Bg7
7 g AZ31
11 6 ECH35 10 - PCI.82 101- UL84
9/6
916 PCL83 1416 URIC
15 6 ECH42
6CD6G 26 9 1336
1418/6, PENA4 11/- UY21
16 9 ECH81
8.6 CL33
6F6G
6'6
12 6 FCL80 1119, PEN36C 9/6 UY41
6K7G
4 6 CY31
7 6
6/- UY85
5 6 ECL82 1119 PEN46
6K7GT
6- D77
9'6
22/6 VP4B
5'6 l'L38
7 9 DAC32 10 6 EF39
6K8G
VP41
P1.81
615/7
FF41
9'6
6
6Q7GT
8 6 DAF91
21
VP1321
8!8
1116 P1,82
6SL7GT 7 - DAF96 8 6 FF42
10/6
7r8 PL83
6SN7GT "8 UCC90 106'.EF80
W77
56
6U4GT 11'Postage 6d. per valve extra.
Z77
6.9
svsc
rAny Parcel Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra.

RADIO & T.II. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD
23,

W., 4d. each.

midget. IR5,

'

5,

+

'.

2 W.,

1.1 v.

SIGNAL & PATTERN

11 -16

jan'Jary, 1959
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ACTON, LONDON, W.3

All enquiries.S.A.E. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE

C:

K.

24,

II_AD1O
BFADED S STAMFORD
HILL,

COLBERG PLACE,
LONDON, N.16.
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

IMPROVING OLD TV

USEFUL HINTS FOR OWNERS OF AGEING RECEIVERS

AFTER using a television receiver consistently
for several years, the owner may suddenly
realise that the quality of his picture falls
far below the now accepted standard. There may
not be a definite fault which he is able to pinpoint, but a comparison of the performance of
his set with that of a modern one may strikingly'
disclose the shortcomings of his own picture.

Gradual Fall -off
As one would expect, there occurs a gradual
falling off in the efficiency of a television receiver
starting from
the time when
it is first put
into service.
Normal day -toTo
viewing
Picture d a y
does not reveal
Tube
Cathode this ageing.
Vision
Amplifier
It is invariValve
ably the picture
which suffers
first, and when
the
deterioration in quality
is noticed there

is

a g r e a

t

temptation to
replace the set
with a new
model. This is

From
Vision
Detector

sometimes
sound
Chassis

Fig. 1.- Sens'tivity increase of the
Video amplifier can be accomplished
either by increasing the value of
Cc or RL

econo-

mics, especially
if the ailing set
has given in the
region
of five
g

years' good
performance

and to restore it to standard requires the replacement of $he tube and possibly several valves
and smaller parts.

Old Set Remains in Circulation
Experimenters new to television may become
initiated by way of an old model picked up
from either a dealer, who himself acquired it
from a part-exchange deal, or from a friend or
relative who has purchased a new model. It
seems, therefore, that the old set is far from
dead but remains the pet of the enthusiastic
experimenter.
If the tube is in reasonable order it is surprising
how the performance can often be enhanced by
one or two small operations.

Clean the Screen
The picture may appear dull and lacking
sparkle. On sets with plastic implosion guards,
such as the old Ferguson range, this is invariably
caused by a deposit of dust and carbon on the
face of the tube and the inside of the implosion

303

sm.;
By J. Booth

guard. The chassis and tube should be slipped
out of the cabinet and these optical items cleaned
thoroughly with a TV screen cleaner. This can
be obtained from most dealers, and takes the
form of a specially prepared anti -static compound,
which not only removes the dirt and polishes
the screens, but also lessens the tendency for the
tube and screen to exhibit electro-static attraction
to dust particles, which happens soon after
cleaning with other liquids.
If a proper cleaner cannot be obtained and
water is used, both the tube and the mask should
be thoroughly dried in front of a fire before
being returned to the cabinet. If this precaution
is not taken the tube face may develop uneven
electro- static charges and the picture may not fill
the screen immediately on switching on and
warming up, but gradually build up from the
centre, leaving the edges devoid of illumination
and suppressed as is water on a greasy surface.
Ion Trap Magnet and Focus
There is usually no need to extract the tube
from the chassis, and it is just as well to avoid
disturbing the tute mounting fitments when
cleaning as described. After the chassis has been
refitted and the set warmed up properly, attention
should be directed to the setting of the ion -trap
magnet (if used) on the tube neck.
Even though this may be tightly clamped to
the neck. it pays to check that tt is adjusted for
maximum picture brightness. for as a tube wears,
improved brightness often results from resetting
the magnet, possibly owing to alteration in tube
characteristics. The magnet should be gently
rotated on the neck. while also being shifted along
it and a point will be established coinciding with
maximum brightness.
Adjustment should never be made to eliminate
corner shadowing if this results also in a reduction in brightness. Shadowing is invariably
caused by the scanning coils not being pushed
hard against the flare of the tube along the
neck or by incorrect adjustment of the picture
centring screws on the focus unit.
After attending to the ion -trap magnet, the
picture should be properly centred on the screen
by using the test card, and then should be brought
into optimum focus by means of the appropriate
adjustment.
It is surprising how much better the picture
will be, after these very simple adjustments. Then
the linearity of the picture may need balancing,
and this can be accomplished by adjusting the
appropriately labelled controls, bearing in mind
that the height control is somewhat associated
with the vertical linearity control, and likewise
with the horizontal linearity and width controls,
both of which may be cores in inductors adjustable by wire loops.
If the picture lacks width and brightness,
replacing the H.T. rectifier will invariably help
matters, especially so if this component is of the
metal vat. ety, which will almost certainly be
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found to be well below standard after several
years of use.
If the width is reasonable. but the picture is
very dim and turns negative when the brightness
or contrast control is turned up, the tube is down.
Replacement is hardly warranted on the type of
set being considered, but it may pay to boost
the heater voltage. since a far superior picture
may be achieved for the small cost of a booster
transformer or unit.
If the set sensitivity is low, indicated by the
contrast control having to be at maximum, some
of the vision channel valves may be low in
emission. Large scale replacement may not be
economical, but changing over some of the
sound channel valves with the vision channel
valves (assuming they are of the same type)
often gives improved vision gain while hardly
affecting the sound. The sync separator valve
generally lasts longer than the others. and this
can be changed with a vision channel valve in
a lot of sets,
provided t h e
type is t h e
same. without
affecting t h e

January,

1959

degree of video compensation. However. at the
expense of a little definition Cc can often be
increased to 0.1 µF with a terrific rise in gain.
The value is usually in the region of 800 pF,
depending on the circuit. If it is increased too
much, though. black-after -white will become
troublesome and the line sync may be impaired.
Nevertheless, on some models the author has
increased the value to 25 µF to keep an old
set going in a fringe area while maintaining a
definition equal to 2 Mc /s !
Resistor RL is the video load, which itself
tan be increased in value for the same reason.
This is generally about 4.7 k, or less. and may be
increased to IO k. or more with a corresponding
rise in gain and reduction in definition.

Extra R.F. or I.F. Gain

Fig. 2 shows a typical R.F. /I.F. pentode
amplifier in the vision channel. Here also we
have methods of increasing gain. One is to
reduce very slightly the value of R3. The best
way of doing this is to shunt it with another
resistor of about 500 ohms or so. LI and L2

should then be adjusted to give the best results
under the new condition of biasing.
pert ortnance.
Alternatively, Cie damping resistors (if fitted)
subsequent
If the gain is R1 and R2 can be increased in value or
stage
really low, the eliminated if the occasion allows. This will
use of a pre- decrease the definition while greatly increasing
i f the gain.
amplifier.
one is at hand.
will inject new A.G.C. in Negative Modulation Receivers
life into the ail- IT is common practice in positive -modulation
The
ing set.
receivers to utilise the D.C. component of the
From
R.F. and vision
video output signal at the grid of the sync pulse
previous
trimmers
I.
F'.
Howstage
be separator for the A.G.C. bias potential.
also
can
modulated signals this circuit
adjusted care- ever, with negatively
to " lock -out " when a sudden signal
fully first one is susceptible
to overloading of the video
way and then change occurs, due
amplifier which cuts off before the A.G.C.
he other, while
to
observing the potential is able ofdevelop.
A.G.C. circuit suitable for
A novel form
effect on the
receivers is described
Chassis
card, to 625 -line (C.C.I.R. standard)
test
Mollard Technical Comt h e by P.H., Mothersole in
enhance
The article is
Fig. 2.-Improved gain at the expense vision channel munications, September, 1958.
of definition can be secured by sensitivity. based on an earlier paper which appeared in
increasing the value of the damping
Brit. I.R.E. (1958). and a corresponding
a useful Jour,
resistors RI and R2, or by shunting Quite
paper for positive- modulation receivers was pub resistor.
in
gain
ohm
590
increase
a
with
R3
by blished Mullard, December, 1957.
is possible
To obtain a high loop gain from the A.G.C.
the
from
much
too
extracting
this artifice without
circuit, the A.G.C. voltage is derived from the
exercised
be
should
Care
amplifier is used.
definition of the picture.
which are video signal output and a pulsed
not to tamper with the sound rejectors
The problem is to relate the A.G.C. potential to
instruments.
without
effectively
difficult to reset
the black level occurring in the back porch of
The same reasoning applies to the sound
the video signal in the best possible way.
the
usually
is
it
intimated,
already
but, as
the back porch of the
A method of exposing the
Peakuse.
of
years
after
first
vision which faits
is to cancelgthe synchronising pulses
in a video signal
stages
R.F.
(or
stages
I.F.
ing the sound
by the ne alive ppulses at the anode of the sync
gain increase.
T.R.F. set). again gives a useful
pulse separator.
In the circuit described, the video 'signal is
D.C. coupled to the grid of a peak detector and
Increasing Video Amplifier Gain
can be the sync pulses are A.C. coupled to the same grid.
It is surprising how much extra gain
which
stage by a The D.C. cathode potential of the detector,
amplifier
video
the
of
out
squeezed
of the
is shown corresponds to the black level potential
Fig.
In
alterations.
component
few
a pulse
stage. Here video signal. is applied to the grid of
a circuit of a typical video amplifier
Cc the amplifier which operates as a conventional gate
Rc is the cathode bias resistor and value is circuit. being triggered from the line output trans associated by -pass capacitor, whose
certain former.
selected during design to provide a
1
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AT

£14

(P. & P. 10/ -)

Why buy a F.M. Tuner at the same price
Tapped input 200-225 v. and 226 -250 v. A.C. ONLY.
Chassis size 15" x 62" x 52" high. New manufacture.
Dial 14)" x 4" in gold, red and deep brown.
Pick -up, Extension speaker, Ae.. E. and Dipole sockets.
Five " piano " push buttons -OFF, L.W., M.W., F.M.
and
Gram. Aligned and tested. With all valves.
Covers 1,000-1,900 M.
200 -500 M.
88 -99 Mc/s.
Valves EZ80 rect., ECH81, EF89, EABC80, EL84, ECC85.
Speaker & Cabinet to fit, polished, with back, 70/ -.
10" x 6" ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER 20/ -.
Pay
ments of 38, -, or with Cabinet and SpeakerE£6 down+h
carr. and 6 Mon hlyaPayments of £2.lily

HIGH GAIN I.T.A. CONVERTER ONLY £4.7.6
All areas, all sets except
(3'- p. & p.)

Philips' with only twin
feeder input.
internal
power
pack ;
direct
switching I.T.A. ' to B.B.C.;
no
alteration to your
set ;
fitted in 10 mins.
Valves ECCII, metal rectifier ;
fine tuner ;
grey
hammer finish ;
walnut
finish

wood

cabinet

10,'-

WHY PAY MORE?

POST

3%/)

On Fabric -covered Baffle 12)" x 5 ".
Mains and Output Transformers. Metal Rectifier.
ECL82 Valve. Tone and Volume Controls. On -off
switch. Plenty of volume. Fully Guaranteed. Two

Knobs supplied.
extra.

GARRARD AUTOCHANGER RC121/ D Mark 2 ;
GC8 plug -in pick -up. 4- speed. Plays up to 10 records
all sizes and 10" and 12" mixed. Also manual play.
Brown with cream pick -up, £9.17.6, plus 5'- carr.
Co!laro Autochanger CONQUEST with manual play.
4 -speed £8.15.0, 5!- carr.
Collar() Single Player ACI /554, 4 -speed £6.16.6 (3,'6
post).
LOUDSPEAKERS-VERY

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER with 5in. SPEAKER

!-

SPECIAL

OFFER
Rola (10,000 line) (2 -3 ohm), 3)" square 15,1- (I -)
8" x 5" Celestion elliptical 20!- (1 /6) ; 6E" cire. 14 6
I /6) ;
5" cire. 13/- (1/6) ; 51" with trans. 15/- (1, 6)
all 2 -3 ohm (p. & p. in brackets).
'

;

CYLDON 16 Mc /s and 19 Mc /s
TURRET TUNER with two sets
coils (state B.B.C. & I.T.A.
channels).
Extra pairs of coils,
5/- pr. With knobs. ONLY 77/6
(2/6 post).
Valves PCC84 and
PCF80
included,
or
valves
UCC84 and I'CF80.

Ready to play.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR. Converts your Battery
Set to Mains. For 4 Low Consumption Valves (DK96
range). 90 v. 15 mA. and 1.4 v. 250 mA., 42/6 (2/6
post). 200-250 v. A.C. Size 5" x 32' x 2 ".
I.T.A. AERIALS clipping to existing mast -2" dia.
3- element, 27/- 5 -el., 35/- ; 9 -el., 55/- ; Loft
mountg.
3 -el., 20/- ; 5 -el., 27/6 ;
Combined single B.B.C. and
5 -el. I.T.A., 75/- with chimney lashings
;
Co
cable semi -air- spaced, 8d. yd. or 20 yds., 12/6 ; -axial
aerial
1

and cable prices carr. pd.
SEND 6d. FOR CATALOGUE

ANOTHER " READY TO USE "
I.T.A. CONVERTER
I.T.A. high gain converter. ALL 'Il
CHANNELS-ALL
AREAS
ALL SETS.
Direct switching
(4.T.A. to B.B.C.); internal power

-

pack

; valves PCF80 and PCC84
;
moulded cabinet 8)" x 4" x 6 ".
No alteration to your set ; fitted
P 3& P.
in 10 mins. 12 months' guarantee. £5.5.0
For Philips' sets using Twin Feeder Specify " Twin
Feeder."
Standard PLESSEY Frame output transformer suitable for most 16 nie. sets, 12r -, post free.
ARMOUR PLATED GLASS, 16ín. x 14in. x 3 /l6in.,

10,'- p. pd.
Mixed 4 B.A., 6

THE BRAYHEAD TURRET
TUNER, £7.7.0, post free.
Complete with booklet and
fitting instructions. State set

B.A. screws, mostly round and C.H.
but some C.S. 500 for 3/6 (post 11-).
Mixed rivets, alum. and copper, 500 for 3/6 (post 1,-).
4 B.A. Simmonds nuts, 500 for 5/- (post
1/ -).
PERSPEX UNSCRATCHED, post 2/- each size, 6 post
free ; sizes in ins. 14) x 11 x 3/16 clear, 5/- : 12
x 9( x
) clear. 4,'- ; 16 x 14 x 3/16 clear, 7/- ; 15 x 12
x )
tinted or clear, 6/ -.
Ex -W.D. PERISCOPES,
size
10"
x
6"
7/6
(p. & p. 2/6).
ELECTROLYTICS 200- 200 -200 mf. 275 v.. 7/6
(post I,'6). 200 -100 mf. 275 v., 4/6 (post 1 /-) ; many
others.

and model no. when ordering.

INCREMENTAL

TURRET
TUNER by famous manufacturer
for 35 Mc /s only ; with knobs.
Valves PCC84 and PCE80. ONLY
77/6 post free or without valves, 60/or valves UCC84 and UCF80.

BATTERY CHARGER.

1

amp. 6 v. and 12 v., £2,

Paid.

Posted Orders to Worthing, please. Delivery by return. Terms : -One
-third down and balance plus 7/6 in
four equal monthly payments. Postage with down payment.
(C.O.D. 2/- extra.)
These terms are applicable to all items except A.M. -F.M. chassis.
All goods are new unless otherwise stated.

GLADSTOvE
25

Wordsworth Roìd,

'RADIO,

Worthing.

Tel.:

235

:

58a HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY
and

3

Church Road,

www.americanradiohistory.com

Redfield, Bristol.

Tel.

:

51207.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

ALPHA RADIO
SUPPLY CO.

*
6 Transistor Pocket Portable *

*
*

TF.LETRON
I{ANSIDYNE

T

Superhet

*

*

T.C.C. printed circuit.
21,in. P.M. loudspeaker.

#,
,k

Medium and long waves.
All components carded and

*

*
*

*
*

BEFORE DISPATCH
KT33C
10'- 3V4
KT66
15'- 5U4
KTW61
81- 5Y3GT
N78
12/8 5Z4
5/6 6A7
1018 07,4
10/- 6AL5
10/8 PC084
13/6 6AM6
7/8 PCF80
16/- 6F6G
10/- PL81
8/6 6F1
10/8 PL82
12/6 6F13
10/4 PX25
9/- 6F15
9/8 PY80
10'- 6K7G
10/6 PY81
9/- 6K8G
10/6 PY82
1L- PEN9VA 151- 6L6G
51- 6L18
13/6 PEN25
15!- 6Q7G
14'6 PENA4
7/6 SP4I
3/- 6SN7
3'- 6SL7
14/6 SP61
27110 6U4
9/9 TP25
8/6 6V6G
14i- 1.114
15!- 6V6GT
41- U25
8/8 U26
12/6 6X5G
10/6 12AT7
14/6 UCH42
10/- 12AU7
11/- UL41
8/9 12AX7
12/- VU39
15/8 1208
10/6 3178
12/6 25A6
10/6 105
10/6 25L6
13/6 1H5
10/8 25Y5
13/6 1N5

.k

*
*

20/2
12/10'8
10/6

CL33
CY31

TILE LATEST
(''OLLARO " CONQUEST "
Fitted EBC41
Automatic record changer.
studio " 0" cartridge. £7.19.6. P. & P. EBF80

GARRARD

45

Single record 4 -speed unit. Brand new
and guaranteed. Complete with turnover crystal head. £6.19.6. P. & P. 36.
TILE FAMOUS "MONARCH"
B.S.R. UAS 4 -speed automatic record
changer. £8.19.6. P. & P. 3/6.

PICK -UP CARTRIDGE
[HOP 59 -1 : HGP 37 -1 : Studio
All Brand New. complete with

18 6

Post

each.

6d.

TERMS

:

40/- add 2'5

ECC89
ECC85
ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80
ECL83

EF39
EF40
EF41
EF42
EF5:1

"O ".
Styli, EF87
EF86
EL41
EL42

ELM

HENLEY SOLON SOLDERING
IRONS
Full range of irons and spares in
stock. instrument Model 625,
25 watts. 24 - each. Standard Model
968, 65 watts. from 29'-

EM80
EY51
EY-83

EZ40

91-

EZ8)

GZ32
HL23DD

1R5

8/9 1S5
12/- 1T4
8/8 3St

818
716

7as

35L6

9 -

15

-

ACOS MICROPHONE 39-1
['seed -stick crystal hand Mic. Listed
105: -.

Special price 5916. P.

&

P. 1/6.

9 -

MINIATURE AMPLIFIER
PRINTED CIRCUIT
81valve.
14'- Controls, volum., and tone. EL84
7/- Easy to fix, will fit into the smallest
7,6

7/6
7/-

place. 82.15.0 P.

9.'-

P. 2/6.

&

It E('TIFIEILS -MI TAI.
FUI.L. WAVE
1 amp. 413; 12 volt 2 amp.
volt
4 amp.212'6: 312pvoltl6 amp ?15/9.
Order now. We do not expect these
rectifiers to last long at these giveL.T.

81-

9.'-

9/11/6
10/-

12

91-

9'6

volt

away prices.

:

:

TERRACE,

LEEDS

WINTOUN

15 ",

21"

17"

16" and

£12.10

£10.10

£8.10

only Mullard and CRM

123 and

TERMS TO TRADE

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
AND DEFLECTOR COILS

Most types can be supplied. State set, make,
model number and part required. S.A.E. please.
Terms : C.W.O. or PRO -FORMA INVOICE

PRIME ELECTRICS

(Dept. W /2)

QUEENSDALE ROAD, LONDON, W.11
Bush Central Line). Phone PARK 1131

10.30 -3

Mon. -Sat.

FIRST!

:

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON, W.I.
(Close to Warren Street Station)
You will have the same service and obtain all
your requirements in Rad:o Components,
Electrical Goods, Accessories and Television
as

previously.

Instruments in Stock include : AVO,
ADVANCE, COSSOR, MEGGERS and TAYLOR.
Test

Carriage and insurance 10/- each tube.
FULLY GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS

:

7.

125

124 Mazda

£7.10

(Nr. Shepherds

LEEDS,

NOTE NEW ADDRESS

Via BRS (PARCELS) LTD. or BRITISH RAILWAYS
14'

STREET,

-ASK ARTHURS

TO US FOR REBUILDING

Callers

14'5'8'6

8l8/8/6

357.4
42
83

SEND YOUR T.V. TUBES

36,

Es-Sovt. Headphones & Miorophones
CLR low -resistance type 120 ohms 7/6 pr.

3'- set
Throat Microphones ...
High -resistance Phones, 4,003
8!13'6 pair
ohms
11- High
-resistants DLR Phones 16'- pair
13 6 6 ACOS MICROPHONE MIO 33 -1
9'/6 Crystal, hand or table use. Omnidirec14 - tional. brand new in sealed carton,
14- listed 50.: -. 29/6 each. P. & P. 1/6.
9181-

;

TUBES QUALITY REBUILT

-

IIEADPIIONIìS-MICROPHONES

add 1/3 20'- add 119
extra. as follows Order value 10'- cover
Ca.h with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing charges
of our catalogue
full terms of business see inside
'5 add 36. Minimum C.O.D. Fee and Postage 3-. toFor
Personal Shoppers 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday Friday. Saturday 10 a.m. t" I p.m.

103

12"

-

GUARANTEED ALL TESTED

DAF93
DF96
DK96
DL96
EBC33

3!6.

Our 1958 /59 Fully Illustrated
CATALOGUE
of components and accessories
invaluable for enthusiasts and
engineers -is now available. Send
1/- in stamps for your copy to -day.

VALVES

*.

marked with values.
Circuit and plans, 911. Cornplete kit. £11.19.8. P. & P. 2 /-

*
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Closed

Wed.

VALVE MANUALS AVAILABLE
Mullard 10/6, Brimar No. 7 67-, Osram Part I,
2nd Edition 7/6. POST AND PACKING 9d.
EACH EXTRA.
Est.
1919

PROPS'

ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
125, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
EUSton 5802-3 -4
TELEGRAY, WESDO, LONDON."
TELEGRAMS
TELEGRAY," LONDON.
CABLES

-"
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UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE
TELEVISION

PICK -UPS

By Iconos

11%

Ikt::,...

THE pattern of television in
the British Isles is becoming
more complex as the months go
by. with additional transmitters
erected by both BBC and I.T.A.
Indeed, there are already quite
a few districts where it is possible on high ground to receive
good pictures from three or four
television stations. There are
situations in the Leicester-Derby
area which should be able to
pick up BBC transmitters at
Holme Moss and Sutton Coldfield, and I.T.A. transmitters at
Lichfield. Winter Hill and, possibly, Emley Moor.
When
further I.T.A. transmitters are
operating at Mendlesham and
Burnhope, it will be possible for
enthusiasts in f a v o u r a b l c
localities to " collect " quite a
variety of programme companies'
trade marks. That is, if they
fit up a goodly selection of
vertically
and
horizontally
polarised aerials, optimised for
each transmitter they hope to
receive.

Belfast which it might also be
possible to pick up.

first starring show, The Patriotic
Singer, was an immediate success.
The second show in the series,
The Clapper Boy, did not quite
fulfil expectations, though the
basic idea of the show was first
class. In this episode, a story tine traces the rise of a film
clapper -boy into a big movie
star, who enjoys the most
ostentatious
luxuries
t h a t
Hollywood can provide.
His
conversion to " method " acting,
his failure in a costume picture
and his return to the clappers,
was smoothly told with clever

Regional Programmes
THERE

seems
to be an
increase in the amount of

local regional programmes put
out by I.T.A. programme companies. The I.T.A. insist that
at least 15 per cent. of the
programmes provided by each
programme contractor shall be of
local origin, which is equivalent
six or seven programme hours
per week. This compares with an
average of about two hours per
week each of local programmes
in the Midland and North TV
regions of the BBC. according
to the. BBC's report for 1956 -57.
Other BBC regions in Scotland,
Wales and the West averaged
only slightly more than one hour
a week.
However, the trend
both for BBC and I.T.A. is to
increase these local programme
hours.
Networking has been
operated between the major
I.T.A. companies for some time,
programme exchanges being an
obvious means of off-setting the
high costs of the big shows.
Trade Marks
This
put the original " Big
THE I.T.A. have published an Four "hasCompanies
-TV, A -R,
interesting
f o der
in ABC -TV and Granada
a
which all of their programme particularly strong
and proscompanies' trade marks are perous position. However,
reproduced, together with data Robert Fraser is encouraging Sir
the
on transmitting stations and a newer and smaller
to
little map showing regional provide regional companies
programmes
coverage and overlaps.
The and also to make contributions
BBC trade mark is universal to to the I.T.A. network.
Southern
all BBC transmitters, but it Television
already
provides
would be of interest to TV much more than its 15 per
cent.
hams " if each region could of locally originated programmes,
have its own particular variation especially if
locally originated
of the BBC emblem. Carlisle films are taken into account.
used to be the train -spotters' these different programmes All
will
paradise, where the liveries of give the television "
ham " a
seven or eight different railway variety of pictures to
look at,
companies could be seen on apart from the different
trade
different locomotives.
Alas ! marks.
Carlisle is served by one TV
transmitter only at the moment, Charlie Drake
the Sandale relay station. Soon,
BBC television has made quite
however, there will be an I.T.A.
a lot of comics into big
transmitter within a few miles of stars. The latest to make the
the city and another one near grade is Charlie Drake, whose

-A

1

AND REFLECTIONS

continuity of live scenes, film
interpolations, newspaper inserts,
and shots of " Picture Parade,"
with Peter Haigh narrating. The

-

Clapper Boy was put on at the
old Shepherd's Bush Empire
pardon me, the BBC Television
Theatre ! -which carried the
title of the show on the smart
new illuminated canopy at the
front of the house. But it was
the theatre acoustics and the
audience reactions which very
nearly spoiled the enjoyment of

viewers.
Sound pick. -up was
reverberant on many scenes, possibly intensified by loudspeakers
in the auditorium, and audience
laughter and noise was far too
loud. The sooner some of these
live TV audiences are put
behind glass, with their own
microphones and loudspeakers,
the better.
Then they will be

-in

completely under control. Anyway, Charlie Drake is a new' style
of comedian who hands out a
lot of laughs without forcing the
pace, and Ernest Maxin proves
once more that he is a master
of fast- moving comedy shows.
Why not try a Charlie Drake
show in a studio instead of the
Television Theatre ? -say, at the
Riverside Studio, which has
achieved such a high technical
standard.

"You Take Over "

THE

days of film interpolations which stand out like a
bad patch seem to be over. They
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now seem to fit into the general
pattern of the most complicated
TV plays in a way which seemed
impossible a few years ago. In
You Take Over, a series proRiverside
BBC's
at
duced
Studios, the viewer is encouraged
to imagine himself to be a
character in the story. He is,
for instance, the manager of an
hotel or of a motor -racing team.
and the other participants in the
play direct their looks and their
dialogue straight at the TV
him. His point of
camera
view predominates throughout,
and his voice, if not his face.
provides the counterpoint. This
method of production is applied
to both live and filmed scenes.
with equally good results. I
thought that the motor racing
episode was one of the best
television playlets I have seen.
well acted by a large and youthful cast and most expertly
directed. The camera work and
lighting were first rate and the
production did full justice to
what was obviously a very fine
script.

-at

Jingles
SIGNASIGNATURE
TURE tunes have

long
feature of sound
radio for introducing and ending
regular features. They have also
become part and parcel of the
regular television series, from
BBC's Panorama to I.T.A.'s
Dotto. Panel and parlour games
and " give away " -programmes
also have
little interpolated
musical jingles which are faded in to introduce new contestants.
more
mark
a
pause.
or
dramatically, to heighten the
tension at the climax of the
game. Then there arc the musical
jingles of the commercials on
I.T.A.. which play such an
important part in putting over
the '` message " to viewers. The
need for catchy musical jingles
has resulted in quite an important
little Tin - Pan -Alley industry of
composers, lyric writers and
agents who specialise in these
musical cocktails.
Personally,
while I do not object to them
and may even like some of them
quite a lot, I get tired of the
same tune very quickly. Some
of the I.T.A. parlour games
repeat the same jingles ad
nauseate during a single pro gramme, which becomes most
irritating after a few minutes.
The accompanist -who usually
a

-

-

electronic organ
an
should have at least eight
different types of jingle available for a programme. to use
as he thinks fit instead of repeating the same old standard jingle.
plays

Video Tape
MANY of the principal BBC
television
I.T.A.
and

engineers have paid visits to the
U.S.A. during the past few weeks,
the main object of the visits
being to see the Ampex magnetic
video tape machine in full operation in various types of television
station -from the huge network
headquarters to the small town
They have been
transmitters.
astonished at the rate of progress of the new techniques of
magnetic video recording and
the high percentage of shows
which are now pre- recorded as
a matter of course. The greatest
asset of the system in America
if., the ability to delay shows to
suit the various time zones from
the East Coast to the West Coast.
But it has also become a general
purpose piece of equipment.
enabling shows to be prerecorded at times to suit the
artistes, who may be in theatrical
It has not
shows at night.
entirely displaced photographic
telerecording- called over there
" kinescoping." Plenty of 35 mm.
and 16 mm. telerecording is still
carried out in order to get fully
covered all the smaller TV
Photographic telestations.
more
lends itself
recording
readily to editing. though this
problem is also being energetically tackled for video tape. too.

Ampex is already used over
here by Granada. Rediffusion.
ABC and A -TV, and pronow regularly
grammes
are
scheduled for video recording.
Some
The BBC uses Vera.
shows are video taped as well as
photographically.
telerecorded.
This really is taking precautions
kind of " braces and belt "
plan !

-a

"Keep It In The Family"

January, 1959
new ones are not very exciting,
to say the least, and Keep It In
The Family still flags badly, even
after a run of several weeks. To
make the grade, a quiz show
must have sparkle and fun, it
should move at a fast pace under
the firm guidance of the Question
Master, and the stage setting
itself must be pleasing to look
at.

Keep It In The Family has

none of these. Bill Owen, a fine
actor of character parts, is clearly
out of his depth in coping with
the deadly dull answers of competing families in a simple quiz
competition. Chesney Allen was
more at ease in the chair of

Make Me Laugh, but this was
another quiz game which didn't
is
Dotto
quire
succeed.
probably the best of the new
bunch. provided the personalities
of the competitors are bright
All in all. I
and interesting.
think that a quiz game stands
or falls by the personality and
wit of both the Question Master
Tommy
and the competitors.
Trinder and Hughie Green. for
instance. are never at a loss for
words and are always masters
of the situation. The form of
the quiz game itself is almost a
But
secondary consideration.
those games which enable the
producer to make a careful selection of interesting and attractive
competitors are the most likely
to succeed.

The Electron Microscope

IT

was within the last quarter
of a century that the first
electron microscopes were made.
and during that time continuous
improvements have been effected
so that now direct magnification
up to 200,000 diameters is possible with the new R.C.A. " ultra
magnifier."
In use the beam of electrons
from a cathode -ray tube has its
pattern altered by the size and
configuration of the specimen
upon which the beam is concentrated. The enlarged pattern
is viewed on a fluoreseen: screen
and the electron microscope has

THE search for new gimmicks found innumerable applications
for parlour games con- in the hands of biologists in the

tinues, and this winter season
has produced a huge crop of
them. Make Me Laugh, Dotto
and Keep It In The Family
old t he
competed with
established Double Your Money,
Take Your Pick and others. The
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study

of virus particles which

cause disease in the human body,

while

improved

manufacturing

processes have been made possible by using the device in

industrial laboratories.
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MIXER UNIT TYPE

79

Frequency Range
172 to 190 Mc /s.
Includes : VCRI39A tobe, 7 -EF50, 4 -EA50, EF55, 5U4, VUI20,
2-EB9I, EC52.
Standard Mains Input, 200 -250 volt 50 c /s.
£5,10.0. Carriage 5/-.
:

INDICATOR UNIT

BC929A

Includes : 3BPI, Cath. ray tube ; 2-61-160T
2- 6SN7GT
6G6G ; 6X5GT
2X2. Large 24 -volt motor driven switch, etc.
;

;

;

65/-

5 / -.

P.P.

PYE 45 Mc /s STRIP TYPE 3583
Complete with IO-EF50, EB34 and EA50 valves.
ABSOLUTE BARGAIN,
Includes Modification Data. 39/6 Post free.

UNITS

R.F.

TYPE 25. Switched tuning 20 to 30 Mc /s, with 3 -SF6I valves.
10/-. Circuit 9d.
TYPE 26. Variable tuning, 50 to 65 Mc /s, with 2-EF54 and EC52_
25/-. Circuit 9d.
Carriage 2/6 (both types).

IN SAFETY

e

with AVO "PRODCLIPS "
Patent No. 748811

T
HOUSE

S Namur -i®_t E

post free

THE

free.

E3. 19.6.

IIECEIVEllt."

WORLD IN YOUR HOME
10 -60 Mc /s (5 -30 Metres)
RECEPTION SET TYPE 208
!aft
J
U

,

Ill

per pcir
VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

92 -96

247

:-

Post

Cleverly designed for use as insulated prods, they
are invaluable for reaching and holding test points
which are difficult of access.

AVOCET

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE

R.F. Power Wattmeter. Complete with large I MA Meter,
Magic Eye indicator ; 2 EF50 diodes and rectifiers. Inputs
12 v. ; 80 v. D.C. or 100/240 v. A.C.. 50 c
/s.

Safety first every time with these patented
spring- loaded AVO "Prodclips."

LONDON
S.W.1
Telephone : VICtoria 3404 (12 lines)

y'

.

S

P

I.

7

U

REBUILT
TUBES

MULLARD AND
MAZDA

GUARANTEED
delivery time

7 days

SIX
as

I82A INDICATOR

MONTHS

Includes

from receiving order.

12ín.

kin.
17ín.

2lin.
ti

N

Complete with 6 valves, 2 -6K8C, 2-EF39, 6Q7G and 6V6G.
Internal mains power pack and 6 v. vibrator pack. Built -in 6 1in.
speaker. Muirhead slow- motion drive. B.F.O. and R.F. stage.
Provision for 'Phones and Muting and 600 ohms. Input 100/250 v.
A.C. or 6 v. D.C. All sets in new condition and air tested. I.F.
Frequency 2 Mt /s.
£6.19.6. Carr. 15/6

E8
E10

O

EI2
EI4

O

O

0

VCR517C, 35/b.-se, 2/6
3BPI tubes, 35' -.
;

0
0

MARY'S

.:e.sss::t::z:;;t:^:

:

CYIC
DDT4
.4'

s

ELECTRONICS
LONDON, W.2.

STREET,

(Ambassador 9795)
rr.:.:::,::.:tx.:::..;.x..r..::x:::..x;x>:

;

;

transformers,

base, 2/6

;

screen, 10/ -.

screen,

etc.,

10 / -.

NEW BOXED VALVES

3

PRAED

5U4G,
P.P.5 / ;

EQUIVALENT TO FOLLOWING TYPES
AC /SG
AC /SGVM
AC /OPEN
AC /PEN
AC /VPI 5 -pin
AC /VPI 7 -pin
AC /VP2
AC /HLDD

We have a number of good reclaimed Tubes
at E5.0.0 incl. I2in.
All sizes. Guarznteed

18,

4 -2P6I

VCRI39A cube, 35/ -; bases, 2/ -.
VCR97, 40/ ; with cut off, I5 /-

Plus 12/6 P.P. & ins.
AS A RESULT OF PURCHASE TAX REGULATIONS WE CAN ONLY REBUILD YOUR OWN
TUBE. THESE SHOULD BE SENT Via BRITISH
ROAD SERVICES (PARCELS) LTD.

ST.

;

57/6

0
0

months. P.P. & ins. 12/6.
Brayhead Converters E6.10.0 inc.
Call, write or phone.

517C tube

FC4

MS4B

GU50
H30

MX40
PEN4VA
PEN36C

MSPEN 5 -pin
MSPEN 7-pin
MVSPEN 5 -pin
MVSPEN 7 -pin
MVSPENB

MHD4

VP45 5 -pin
VP4 7 -pin
VP4B

VM54
VMP4G

PP36
SP4 5 -pin
SP4 7 -pin
S4VB

W42
IDS
7D5
7D6
4IMFG

TDD4

MKT4
URIC
SEND FOR FREE COMPLETE VALVE LIST.

10/- each

" PRACTICAL WIRELESS " for more Bargains.
OPEN MONDAY TO SAT. 9-6 -THUR.
o'clock.

See

1

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
(DEPT. PTJ),

ïrr.::sr:t::::r.c::::::..

5

HARROW ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
TEL.: PADDINGTON 10E8 -9
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X12

=r. r. COMPONENTS LTD.

TELEVISION
TUBES

JANUARY OFFER!

It E-A
E/-A (°T)tYATED :1N U RE- GETTERED.
PROVIDED 11)1,11 OLD ')'UBI:
50 -.
I1. \-; NO ELECTRODE FAL1.IS ANI)
IL \S NOI' BEEN SEVERELY BOOSTED
'CIIEIIE IS A 70 " CHANCE OF RE-

%SI:S. Beautifully made.
ORD PRLsIS \i'.\ I IU\
Hinged top for easy access
Leatherette covered in various colours.
Strong modern case covered in
fasteners.
clip
Plated
to records.
Quick reference. numbered
hardwearing washable real leatherette.
index. To carry all your records. P. & P. 2'd.
1

141Ú

Size 12" holding 40 records, 46 -.

Size 12" holding 25 records, 32'8.
Size 7" holding 40 records. 32'6.
Size 7- holding 2.3 records, 31 -.

con RECORD PLAYER CABINETS. 43(9. Latest
in two temporary style leatherette covered cab'nets.
Carry
handle.
lid.
clipped
Hinged
scheme.
tone colour
and auto Space available for all modern amplifiers4'6.
changers. etc. Slightly store soiled. P. &. P.
limited
but
oTer,
bargain
8" P.M. SPEAKERS. 5 9. A
tested and
quantity of these modern type speakers. All
Money Back Guarantee." They have a slightP. cone
& P.
the quality.
fault which is repaired not affecting
P.M. SPEAKERS. 8/9.
on one 1, 2'6 on 2, 3 ii. Also IV
Complete. With
An ideal gift, if fitted in small cabinet.
O.P. Transformer fitted. 10 -. P. & P. 23.

1('l'IVATION LASTING l'P TO 12
LION I'll.,. NO RESULT, Ni) CHARGE.
SP1:('IA1. PRICE TO TRADE.
T.Y. TUBES IN STOCK. ALI. MAKES.
MOST SIZES. 9" 33. 10- £3.10.0. OTHERS
£5 EACH plus POSTAGE AND INSURANCE 12/6.
12" MAZDA

:

cable. P. &. P. 1'3.
79. Fitted with 9' of Co -ax
TELEVISION 1)0011 ROD AERIAL.TO
9'9. 17- Brand New. Grey or White plastid.
-l'E,.KVlSlON MASKS' REDUCED
2'
J.
P. & P.
magnet type. Salvage. Plessey. P. &. P. 1/9.
FO(' (S MAGNET. 3.9. 35 mm. Permanent
mm. Permanent magnet. Salvage. P. & P. 1,9.
EI.AI' FOCUS MAGNET. 519. 35-38
Brand New. P. & P. 1/9.
ELA(' FOCUS MAGNET, 12'9. 35-38 mm.
3/9. To match low imp. cells. P. & P. 1'3.
FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMER.
requiring a trap. Post Free.
tube
of
type
any
and
all
ION TRAPS, 51-. For
6.3 v. tubes as isolation
E1'S1 TRANSFORMER, 519. (Heaters). 1 -1 ratio. Suitable
trans. P. & P. 1/9.
and
0.1 -7 KV. working. P.
KV.
working
12.3
uF.
0.031
5
9.
CONDENSERS.
V'ISCONAI.
& P. 6d.
Full or Half 1 STATE).
(PLEAS
103
mA.
v.
230
RECTIFIERS. 219. Westinghouse.
wave. Salvage guaranteed. P. & P. 1'3.
60.40. P. Sr P. 4d.
SOLDER REELS, 16. 20 ft. 3 core ERSIN solder.
& P.
INSULATING TAPE. 16. Finest quality tape. 75ft. x lin. wide. In Sealed tin. P.
on one tin 90., on 6 tin: 21 -.
'TRIMMERS,
doz. 3Assortediparcel of volume and tone contols taken from
I NI E CONTROLS.
+I
chassis. P. & P. 119.
Stang) for Free Catalogue. Regret U.K. only.
Phone: ILF. 0295.
(Dealt. T1), 219 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX.
I

LINE
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
Most types available. State
Make and Model Number
of Receiver when ordering.

/! 11/OIF

A must for all handymen and model makers.
Rapid constant heat.
Fully guaranteed.
DERBYSHIRE
CREDIT SERVIC23 LTD.

91

PRICE

22'6
Yeuate 9d
W,

Jon.

Walford House, Matlo:k Street, Bakewall.

11.13.('.- I.T.V. -F.11. AERIALS
(RAND 1). Telescopic loft. 196. External
S./ D.. 26/3.
1.T.\'. (BAND 3). 3 Element loft array. 24' -.
Wall
5 Element. 301.
mounting, 3 Element. 33/9.
Also
5 Element. 41,3.
5
and
available double
11.11.C.

POLLARD LANE,
BRADFORD, 2, YORKS
51

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
We operate a prompt and offic`ent MAIL ORDER Service. 3d. stamp (only) for
Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE,
ULVERSTON, LANCS.

doz.

-

10,:\('OS CRYSTAL MIKES, 33'1. LIST,
our price. 29/6.
3.5
and
2.5
v.
Ready
Ever
TORCH BULBS.
v.. 16- ter 100, 9'- per 50.
impedlow
iron,
Moving
HEADPHONES.
ance. 6 -. High. 9' -. Balanced armature.
low. 10--. high. 15' -. Moving coil, low only.
10'- per pair.
SISTOELEX type insulated sleeving. 1-3
mm., 3ft. lengths. 216 doz.
80 m!amp.
MAINS POWER PACKS. 250 v.with
6.3 v.
or stabilised 150 v. 80 mlamp.
winding. 30' -.
RELAYS. High speed. 1,000 +1,000 ohms.
plat. cont., 76.
All valves tested before
VALVES.
despatch on MULLARDS latest EI.ECTRONIC 'TESTER.
ECH42
9'6SK7
5'618
1T4
7'- EF36
6SL7
3A4
61316
6SN7
76 EF50
9/6
514
EF50
5'7'6
401
4'- 6U5
64.731
68 EF37A 916AG5
5516
7- EF39
6AL5
5,6 6X4
EFBn
81G
GAMS
7'6 6X5
EF91
T4'6
7/6 8D2
8AQ5
8i9D2
5- EEN
BAIN
8I5'12A6
76 ELM
GBE6
71EL91
5/6
8i12ÁT7
76 EY51
6BW6
6/6
6D2

6'6'7i6

12AU7
12AX7
12BH7

635
639

6i-

12SJ7

SOLDERING

HOWORTH
Tel. 37030

48

6F1

P.T.1

S.A.E. please with all enquiries.

3
I.T.A. AERIALS. New and Boxed.
element. 22'6, 5 element, 27/6. ('(1 -AX
CABLE, 6d. per yd. Alit SPACED. 9d.
NICE ('ELLS. 3 x 21 x 1 ". Unused. 5!- ea.,

6C4

TYPE

Element stacked arrays
for loft, mast or chimney
mounting.
.
Lof5 1 +3
11.1I.C.
Element. 41'3. 1 +5 Element, 481. Wall mounting,
+3 Element, 561. 1I-5 Element, 63,9.
EM. (NAND 2). Loft " H," 28, -. 3 Element, 5218. External S.'D.. 26'3. STATE
C.W.O. or
CHANNEL when ordering.
('.0.1). P. dk P. 2'6. Co -axial cable, 8d.
yd. Go -ax. plugs. 1,3. Send 6d. stamps
for illustrated lieta.
K.S.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. T.P.).
311, I:oilstone )toad, Kenley, Surrey
8

1
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GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS.
WEEKS DELIVERY.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE

LIGHTWEIGHT ELECTRIC

IRON

6

81-

6K7

61416

6537

48
6-

641

8í8

6L6
6SA7
6SC7

12SK7
15132

5005

786
106716

6'-

6'10

18
76

EB91

5 8

4-

Pen46

7 -

VR1650130

5,-

DK96
DL96

9 9 9 -

DAF96
DF96

-

E841

EA5O

EY51
P61

V R138

9.5 -

VR139A 75 VCR97 15 -

HUGGETT'S LIMITED
2 -4

PAWSONS ROAD,
CROYDON

WEST

RES /CAP. BRIDGE p3&!

,.

Checks all types of resistors, condensers
6 RANGES

Built in

Direct reading
hour.
alt
READY CALIBRATED
I

-

>tamp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL (Dept. VI)
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street. Nottingham
- t -- m
-

-awe
TRANSFORMERS
CONTACT

jrorre5I

?

FIRST!

Rew' /.ndint and manufacture of all types
for Television, Rad o and Electronic

Application.
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.,

Shirley, Solihull. Warwickshire.
Est. 34 years
Phone: SHI. 2483.

January, 1955'
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News IFr®m the Trade
Pocket Voltmeter

THIS

small unit is in the shape of a pen, its
total length is only 5; in. long, and it weighs

l

ioz.

It is ideal for the home constructor. It is
supplied in two types. A and B, the former with
measuring ranges of 0 -12 and 0 -250 volts, and
the latter with ranges of 0 -24 and 0 -400 volts.
Incorporated are two different coloured scales
and pointers for reading free from parallax.
All the parts are easily interchangeable and can
be repaired at little expense.
A Swiss product, both types costing 77s. 6d.
Harden Melvill and Co., Highgate House, 163,
High Street. Guildford, Surrey, are the sole
distributors in Great Britain.

C.R.T. Booster Transformer
ONE of the most commonly occurring faults in
cathode ray tubes is low cathode emission.
As tubes age the picture tends to grow dimmer
and dimmer until the viewer comes to the conclusion that he must buy a new tube. The picture
cannot be brightened by altering the contrast or
brilliance controls and the only cure is to
increase, by some means, the emissivity of the
cathode. One way of doing this is to overrun
considerably the heater of the tube for a short
period: just long enough to melt the surface
of the cathode and thus produce a new emissive
layer. This method is liable to produce heater-

to- cathode short circuits and is not recommended.
One of the best ways to increase the emission
of electrons from the cathode and one which has
been used for many years is to increase the heater
voltage by 20 per cent. to 50 per cent. or more.
The cathode is then hotter and more electrons are

emitted than before.
This method, which can only be used with
receivers operating on A.C. mains, involves feeding the tube heater from a separate mains transformer known as a C.R.T. booster transformer
which has tappings in its secondary winding
which enable the heater to be overrun by the
required amount.
Recently, a boosting device, of registered
design and on which patents are pending, has
been marketed. No soldering or wiring are
necessary. It consists of a small canister with a
duodecal tube base at one end and a duodecal
tube holder attached by some 6in. of wire leads
to the other.
The plug of the booster is inserted into the
tube holder of the receiver and the tube socket
of the booster is fitted on the tube base. The
heater supply to the tube is then boosted.
The booster is made by Sinclair Electronics.
63. Old Compton Street, London, W.I. and
suitable for use in A.C. receivers and in A.C. /D.C.is
receivers operating on A.C. mains.
It is not
suitable for D.C. mains. Types for 12.6 v. and
6.3 v. heaters are made at present and it is hoped
to market others.
Co -axial Cable

AERIALITE LTD., Castle Works, Stalybridge,

Cheshire. inform us that the price of Super
Aeraxial Cable. Cat. 499, is now Is. 71d. per yard.
retail.

New Germanium Diode
ONSIDERABLE time has elapsed since E.E.V.

('.R.T. booster tr!nsrormer,

News No. 502 announced the. E.E.V.
germanium diode, type VA713. Since then this
cell has found many applications in various
industries. where it has given faultless service
and demonstrated superior qualities of reliability,
long life, and high efficiency.
To enlarge the range, E.E.V. now offer the
VA7I9, which is dimensionally the same as the
VA713 (except for a slightly larger negative connection). but has an increased current rating of
20A at 35'C. It is available either as a single
unit, or in multiple units fitted with fins and
assembled into a stack.
As a result of this new development. E.E.V.
germanium rectifier stacks can now be supplied
having maximum outputs as high as 130 amperes,
at any output voltage up to 223 V.D.C. Enquiries
for higher ratings will be welcome. By using
various circuits it is possible to make economical
use of the diodes, so that the range of stacks
in production covers both current and voltage
outputs in quite small steps. Further information
is obtainable from English Electric Vah'e Co.
Ltd., Chelmsford.
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edcessahis agree onhis
the opinions expressed
dents. All letters must be accompanied by
the sender
of
address
and
the acme

the opinions

////.

(not necessarily for publication).

R.F. plug into this socket. this set has separate
I.F. amplifiers for sound and vision, fed from
on
me
helped
have
SIR.- -Since your columns
frequency changer. The R.F. valve which should
the
to
-print
you
ask
numerous occasions, I
have been removed is the first valve on the right
others.
to
following which may be of assistance
looking in rear of set. If. perhaps. he had
rectifiers
H.T.
The
The fault was blown fuses.
looked in " Newnes Television Servicing " for
which
heater
blown
a
were suspected and one had
this model I feel this is where he went wrong. as in
watt
4712.
5
The
was shorted to the cathode.
the top view of the R.F. strip these valves are
I
replaced
so
faulty
anode resistors did not appear
shown incorrectly, although correct on the under
The
on.
switched
the rectifier and the fuses and
chassis view.
EHT.
no
was
there
line timebase was faint and
I agree with your answer that little trouble is
had no
I replaced the line oscillator valve which
with the conversion of these sets by
experienced
feed
capasync
mica
effect; then the 7 pF silver
method. although definition is
Brayhead
the
switched
I
change.
citor, and there was still no
impaired.
slightly
and
(U329)
diode
off and removed the booster
Hoping that it's not too late to help E. G.
casually connected an ohm -meter between the
Sullivan (Leeds, 16) and
help
heater and the cathode
may
it
that
and to my surprise the i
FULLARTON
others. -L.
NOTE
SPECIAL
reading was dead short.
(Coventry).
Will readers please note that we are unable
¡
I still do not know
exof
or
Circuits
Sheets
to supply Service
why the fuses were not
SERVICE DATA
government apparatus, or of proprietary
blown.
Further to the
SIR,regret
We
receivers.
makes of commercial
I replaced the valve
of F. T.
experience
from
letters
publish
to
unable
also
we
are
that
and the line timebase
in the NovemC.
such
and
W.
of
supply
of
source
a
I
seeking
readers
correctly.
worked
ber. 1958, issue of the
apparatus.
noticed that the upper
PRACTICAL TELEVISION it
half of the raster (there
seems to be a common
was no modulation) was
to deal so with
manufacturers
of
suspractice
I
-black.
was
grey
half
white and the lower
he who buys a TV set
Of
course
` customers."
at
not
was
this
but
capacitor,
pected the boost
not the manufacturer's customer but is the
fault. The culprit proved to be the 100 pT elec- is
of the retailer. But when the retailer is
customer
bulb.
tube
the
under
trolytic in the sub -chassis
for staff and hence unable to deal with
so
pressed
frame
the
to
H.T.
the
This capacitor smooths
required (even though the purchaser
the
servicing
(Hednesford).
timebase.--F. MALI>ASS
has paid for such servicing as a separate item
from the cost of the set) the system is subject
ULTRA 815
However, these things right themof a to criticism.
SIR.- Readers may be interested toinknow
in my own case with a portable
because
selves
the Ultra seven months in service I am far from satisfied
peculiar fault I recently found
model V.815.
with the results and treatment. but realise I am
The picture broke up and appeared like the flogging a dead horse so put up with what I
On examination have. But there is always the rented service and
fine grain on polished oak
be
under the chassis, R30 (8.2 K) was found toThis
as soon as I get sufficiently " nettled " -which
shall get rid of my set
extremely hot and ready to disintegrate. same won't be long now
was replaced by a ceramic type of the
and let the renter do the worrying.
one
and
rent
value. The trouble was cured for a short time. then This is a prevalent view of many I know.
the picture again broke up and assumed the GEO. H. SHELLEY (Coventry).
appearance of cathode heater short on the C.R.T.
Examination under chassis revealed nothing
A SATISFIED READER
the
running excessively hot -the leads from were
your le :ter and followed all of
SIR.
received
separate filament winding for the C.R.T.
your instructions to cure my trouble. I tried
A sharp
0.K-cathode lead was also satisfactory.
a separate heater 6.3 transformer without success,
gleam and glint was then noticed between the and then I tried wiring the base for triode
body of R33 (vision int. limiter) and the chassis. working and the trouble of erratic brilliance is
This turned out to be a piece of fuse wire. trapped completely gone. I wish to thank you for your
between the two and earthing intermittently the help. This hint may be of help to other readers.
network C36, R42. R32! This wire was snipped -JOHN HOLMES (Dublin).
out and the set has given no trouble since. -Noel
S. MORTON (Sheffield, 10).

UNCOMMON FAULT

it

!

-I

-

-I

THE BRAYHEAD CONVERTER

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
3/6, or 3/9 by post

and Philips 1748V.
I suggest that he has inadvertently removed the
first vision I.F. valve and plugged in the Brayhead

From George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

-I would like to help the reader who sent
QIR,in a problem regarding Brayhead Converter

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Pre-Cleaning with the VICTOR
Soldering Tool

Price
£2. 2s.

Covered by British & World Patents

-it

The VICTOR is revolutionary
heats the work direct by
gripping it with the twin arms of the tool. Simply press
the button, the work instantly heats up and the solder runs.
No pre - cleaning -even of oil-is required except where the
metal has been oxidised previously. Operation is from a
6 VOLT supply.
For heavier materials and work the 6 -12 volt VENUM
Soldering Tool is available. Price £4 4s.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Please supply VICTOR/VENUM (quantity
soldering tool/s or send me free illustrated
literature.

*

Speed in

*.

Versatility

*

Low- voltage safety and economy

operation

I enclose P.O.!cheque salue

£

NAME
ADDRESS
P.T.201.

1_

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION LTD. 13/17 Rathbone St., London, W.I.
Museum
NEW-MAX ELECTRONICS
Edgware Road, London, W.2.
PAD 5807
For London's Finest Bargains in
electronics, television and radio
equipment.
220

LARGE SELECTION OF TAPE
RECORDERS
ALL

GUARANTEED.

T.V. TUBES
BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED
í41n. *M.W. 36-24 tubes, £18.10.0.
17in. M.W. 43-54 tubes, £17.10.0.
21ín. M.W. 53-80 tubes, £20.0.0.
REVACUUMED
&
GUARANTEED
loin. and 12in., 28 ; 14in., £5 ; 15in.
and 17in., £7.10.0.
P.P. & Insurance on all tubes. 15' -.
T.a /3 -31n.

Ferranti Tube,

volt filament
the
transformer,
this
willf
Brimar, Mazda.
G.E.C. 9in. tube,replace
price
85.0.0
inclusive.
A full range of F.M. and
A.M. Tuners,
Hi -Fi and
stereophonic amplifiers,
FM
chassis.
a
All types
and makes of test Instruments,
shavers,
typewriters, radios (battery and
transistors).
All Prices below include Package &
Postage.
AM -FM 3 -speed Table
Radiogram
medium -lon Twave & VHF.
Made to
sell at 43 gus. Our price £26.0.0.
6 Valve Suoerhet AM /FM Radiochassis
complete with 2-'11n. speakers & Tweeter.

adoaí
aRlrco

4

yand

£17.10.0.
Twin Channel Stereo Amplifier including 2 speakers. 11 ans.
AM /FM all wave Stereo
Chassis including 3 speakers.Radiogram
£29.10.0.
Special Offer. German " 3 -D " Radiogram Chassis. Med., long, short and
F /M, 3- speakers. Only £36. or complete
1, beautiful cabinet. £38.

',TELEVISION SERVICING
0
HANDBOOK
'A

practical guide to television receiver
fault -tracing, alignment, adjustment and
repair, for the service engineer, amateur
and student, with chapters on aerials
and Band Ill conversion.
By Gordon J. King.

TELEVISION ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK. By E. Molloy.
A

Television Aerials. Band III 3- element
24/6: 5- element, 37/6 8- element. 57/6.
B.B.C. Single Dipole, 32/6: H. 74/6 :
X " 74/6. We carry large
of good
aerials. Send S.A.E. with yourstocks
and we will reply by return. requirements
Air-Spaced Coaxial Cable. 83. per yd.
60/- per 100 yds. Crossover Boxes, 12' -.
:

Coaxial Plugs, 1/ -. Coaxial Sockets, 1 /-,
ion -Trap Magnets, 5/ -. Television Tables,
67/6. Electrolytic Condensers. 64 +120
mfd..
mfd..

10/6. 100

3/-. 8+08 mfd.
Sin.. 12/6. 6ín.,
Postage. 1/3. Speakers,
121n 28/6. 7 x 4ín.,

30/-.

Postage 6d.
FIRST COURSE IN
By Decibel. 15
8d.
12/6.

/,

VISION.

TELEPostage

AN ELECTRONIC ORGAN FOR
THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR.
By A.

Douglas.

15 /-,

Postage 9d.

OSCILLOSCOPE TECHNIQUES.
By A. Haas.

23/ -. Postage 9d.

5411

8 mfd., 1/9.
16/6. Rin., 21i6.

6.

181 -. 9 x 5in., 22/6.
Guaranteed Brand New
Stock. Electric
Blankets, Single Size, 67/6.
Double Size,
87/6. B.S.R. 4-speed Record Changers.
87.12.6, plus 3/6 carriage.
Guaranteed Valves

AZ1 12/6 PCL83
UCL83
3C4
AZ31
18.6
15I- 5Y3
PL33
UCC8415t- 5U4
C BL31QL8
22i6 UCC8515.'- 5V4
19/6 PY31 17/6
5Z4
CL33 14/6 FY32 17/6 UL94 2218 6A7
CY31 12/6 PZ30 17/8 UL46 18/8 6AQ5
DDT4 18/6 PCF80
UL84 11r- 6BA6
E131.31

126

10'6
1016

10/6
1016
17 6

1716 UF89 12/8 6BG6G
UY85

CORRECTING TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS. By J. Cura and EBC3318/8 PY82 1 818
14/6 PY83 1018
L. Stanley. 3/6. Postage 4d.
EF85 918 PL81 17/6
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELE- EF86 1118

1A5
1N5

1H5

13f6

8 6
818

6CD6Gn

1318 6F6

6
8.6

13/8 6V6GT 9 6
VISION. By F. J. Camm. 7/6.
i7'6
15/6 PCC8418i6 1LN5 13/6
Postage 6d.
15/3/6 8QBG
GZ32 15.'MUI412/8
2A3
RADIO VALVE DATA. Compiled ECL82
15/- 6SN7 8 UBC41
8/6 2A5 16/6 25Z4 10 6
by ' WW.' 6th Ed. 5
Postage 9d.
2B7
2556 10 6
EL33 22/6 UBF80 8I8 2X2 16/6
3'635Z4 10 6
PCL82
1018 3A4
15/- 807
6u
UCL8215115/3A5
18/61625
5.THE MODERN BOOK CO. MAIL ORDER ONLY -NO CALLERS
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. Minimum C.O.D.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books charge 3/6. Postage and packing per valve,
6d. Other items, under £2, 1/9 ; £5, 2' -.
Aerials 3:- carriage.
19 -23
PRAED STREET,
ElmEL

/,

LONDON, W.2.

Complete catalogue 6d.
Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.
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AERIALS
TURRET-TUNERS
CONVERTERS

1

EDDY'S (Nottm.) LTD.

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

DEPT. P.T.

ALFRETON ROAD,

172,

NOTTINGHAM.

GET A CERTIFICATE!

MONARCH 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER. ComB.S.R.

plete with High Fidelity turnover head type
HGP37-I, capacity of 10 records. Plays 12ín.,
IOin., 7in. intermixed in any order 79, 45,
33 and 16 r.p.m. For A.C. mains 100 -250
volts. £6.19.6. Brand New. Post, etc., 51-

MIDGET BATTERY ELIMINATORS.

To convert all types portable to mains
operation, 57/6, 2/6 post, etc. Size 3.7in.
x 2.5in. x I.Sin. Smaller chan H.T. battery
alone. (Please state make and model no.).
Brand New and Boxed.

ACOS CRYSTAL MIKE INSERTS,

4/11

High quality. Can be used for Tape
Recorders, Baby Alarms, Musical Instruments, etc. Post 6d. Brand New.
THROAT MIKES, If- each, post 6d. Can
be used for electrifying musical instruments, etc.
Plated contacts.
MORSE TAPPERS.
Adjustable gap, heavy duty, good quality.
9d.
etc.,
Special Price, 3/6, post,
GERMANIUM DIODES, 1/- each 10/dozen. Post 4d.
JACK PLUGS. Standard Type, I /11 each,
post 4d.
each.

MAINS

NEON

DRIVERS, 4/6

TESTER /SCREWPost 6d.

each.

.

SUB -MINIATURE TRANSISTOR

After brief, intensely interesting study

in your spare
time-YOU can secure your prolearn
Servicing
or
fessional qualification
and Theory. Let us show you how !

-undertaken at home

FREE

GUIDE

Our I.T.V. service offers a complete belo, e
and after sales advice.
Your problems settled by return mail.
Whether novice or expert, let our extensive
I.T.V. experience ensure your success.

AERIALS
39/6
5 ELEMENT add -on I.T.V. aerial at
complete with universal clamp bracket and
arm.
cranked stand-off

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications

8 ELEMENT, as

as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

STATE YOUR NEEDS or ASK OUR
can supply any accessories
from wall nails to chimney lashings.

ADVICE. We

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept: 462), 148, HOLBORN,

TURRET -TU N ERS

LONDON, E.C.I.

The famous BRAYHEAD Turret tuner,
LS.19.6. Plug -in adaptor to suit your
particular T.V., 7/6.

and Guaranteed.

Yellow/Green

Spot,

6/11.

TRANSISTORS.
13/II. Post 4d.
CONDENSERS.

Yellow /Red Spot,

R.F.

Tubular wire end.
Brand New (not ex- Govt.). B mfd. 450 v.,
mfd. 450 v., 2/6 ;16 mfd. 450 v.,
mfd. 450 v., 5/6 ; 32 -32 mfd.
350 v., 6/6 ; 50 -50 mfd. 400 v., 6/11. Post 6d.
1/9

;

2/9

;

8 -8

16 -16

CHARGER RECTIFIERS

12 v. 1.5 amp., 8/9
12 v. I amp, 7/6
2 amp., 10 /- ; 12 v. 3 amp., 14/9 ;
12 v. 5 amp.. 17/9 ;
amp., 16/6
6 amp., 19/9. Brand New. Post 9d.
;

;

;

12

v.

12 v. 4
12 v.

GUARANTEED NEW AND
SURPLUS VALVES

D
1

10/7/6

IRS
1S5

7/-

1T4

5/6
4/9
6/6

3D6
5U4G
6B8G
6C4

9/6

2/11

1/6

L63

5 /I1

MÚ14

8/6
16/8/6
8/6
8/9

12/6

3524

7/6

807(B)

3/9

807(USA)
954
955

956

AZI
AZ3I
CY31

3/II

2/11
12/6
12/6
I 2 / 11
7/11

PL81

PY80
PY81

PY82

9/UF4I
All tested before despatch.
on Delivery or Cash with Order only.

6X5GT
Cash

13/6

EF41

5/6

7/6
6SN7GT 5/9
S /11
6V6G
6V6GT 6/6
6F13

ECL80

13/11

4/9

6K7G
6K8G

EBF80

5/II
9/II

EB9I

3/6
EF50
EF50(R) 4/11
8/EF80
14/6
EF86
13/6
EY86

2/11

6F1

7/6
12AH7
25A6G 12/11
10/6
35A5
35W4 7/11
13/6
35Z3

616

DM70

Postage and Packing 6d. per valve extra.
Over E3 post free. S.A.E. with all enquiries.

All parcels insured against damage in transit
for only 6d. extra per order. All uninsured
parcels at customer's risk.
Send / -for56 -page Illustrated Catalogue

per

:

It may well
invaluable publication.
prove to be the turning point in your

1.6 mfd., 5 mfd., 10 mfd.,
mfd., 32 mfd., 2/6 each. Post 4d. New

TRANSISTORS.

necessary.

High grade low -loss cable,
(Any length supplied.)
yard.
DIPLEXERS (filter boxes). Skirting board
type, 10/3. Outdoor type, 13/-.
Outdoor type is essential if
NOTE
downlead for BBC /ITV.
using existing
Indoor type is optional with separate
downleads -often used to avoid changing
over aerial leads.
a separate
IF IN DOUBT : -We advise using
downlead for best results on I.T.V.

CONDENSERS.
16

found

CO-AX.

8d.

Write now for your copy of this

1885

if

ACCESSORIES

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
cur remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

career.

double arrays

to

A.M.I.P.E.,

FOUNDED

above, 51/6.

All aerials pre -assembled and
collapsed for transit.
All aerials can be modified
EASIMOD.
EASIFIX.

COVENTRY RADIO

®

Audio & Component Specialists Est. 1925
1E9 -191, Dunstable Rd., Luton, Beds.
HI -FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS IN

by

STOCK
Record Housing : Nordik Range in
Oak. Walnut, Mahogany.
Speaker Enclosure

...

...

15.17.6

£5.19.6
..
Equipment Cabinet
14.17.6
Record Cabinet (150 records)
£4.17.6
...
...
Continental tench
L19,19.0
...
Cabinet
Polonaise Hi -Fi
111.11.0
Cabinet
Speaker
Prelude
W.B.
W.B. Prelude Equipment Cabinet
11113.0
W.B. Prelude Corner Speaker
¿10.10.0
Cabinet
19.19.6
W.B. Table Equipment Cabim_t
W.B. Senior Hi -fi Console ... £16.16.O
£12.12.0
...
W.B. Junior HFi Console
L9. 9.0
...
W.B. junior Base Reflex
W.B. Standard Base Reflex ... 110.10.0
W.B. Senior Base Reflex Corner 111.11.0
B.K. AUDIO PLAN
... 415.19.6
B.K. Speaker Cabinet ...
... ¿17.19.6
B.K. Equipment Cabinet
... ¿16,16.0
Cabinet
Record
B.K.
C. 7.0
B.K. Continental Bench 48ín....
B.K. Continental Bench 72in.... £13.13.0
£2. 2.0
B.K. Set 4 Legs tilt & glide feet
19.6

B.K. Set 4 Legs Plain Ebonised

SOUTHDOWN

Hi -Fi Cabinet

...
R.C.A. Lowboy Cabinet
HEALS Chairside for Quad ...

f2910.0
118.10.0
£29.15.0

£37. 0.0
HEALS Chairside
BREARCLIFFE Equip. Cab. 130. 9.0
E22. 1.0
Cab.
Equip.
BREARCLiFFE
ARMSTRONG Equipment Cabinet

£34.19.0

Leaflets available on request.

1
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EASIFIX. Over 600 models can be altered
up -to -date turret tuning and I.T.V.

simple

plug-in

technique.

GUARANTEE. If you are unable
reason to obtain successful I.T.V.

for any
with a

credit
turret tuner we will allow full below)
against an external converter (see
on return of the tuner undamaged.

External CONVERTERS
No external converter can equal the
performance of a turret tuner, BUT OUR
EXTERNAL CONVERTER tomes very
near to it.
Handsome appearance.
Place
fact, dead easifix !
Easifix
No
on top of T.V. and connect up.
Alterations to T.V. necessary.
-the
best
2 valve circuit
Efficient.
external converter on the market for
the money. Not junk, giving re- radiation,
etc., but a first -class job. £6.19.6.
Accessories, 7/5.

-in

VALVES AND COMPONENTS
have useful stocks of these, suitable
for Radio or T.V. constructors, AT VERY
FAVOURABLE prices. Write us for advice
or quotations. We can save you POUNDS.
PLEASE STATE SET MAKE AND MODEL
NO. AND CHANNELS REQUIRED WHEN
ORDERING EQUIPMENT.

® We

WILSON
48,

CATHAY, BRISTOL, I.

(Tel. : 57819 or 26242.)
Mail Order Only. Terms C.W.O.

fostaLe 1/6.

Above £2 Free Except Aerials
2/6.
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AVAI EN'
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES

OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 321
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

ALBA T324 17m.
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screen. All valve heaters are alight, also the
tube. The line whistle is heard after about a 90
seconds time lapse and can be varied by the line
hold control. The EY51 has also been replaced
and a large spark can be got from its anode, also
the tube anode gives off a good spark, this anode
giving off a sizzling sound. Also the ion magnet
fibre strap broke and I fixed this with a brass
rivet and replaced magnet more or less in the
same position. I have tried the tube as a triode,
connected as given on page 165, November, 1956,
but still no sign of a raster. Sound is quite loud
and is varied by the contrast control.-L. R.
Whittaker (Mansfield -Woodhouse).
We note that you have replaced the ion trap
magnet
in more or less the same position."
The setting of this magnet is absolutely critical
upon its initial setting up. We must assume,
therefore, that you have not found the correct
position for this. If there is a line on the tube
neck align the magnet to this slightly in front of
the base with the arrow pointing forward.
If there is no line, one may be imagined which
would come into line with the position reserved
for pin 3 on the base (this is not actually fitted).

-"

When the brilliance is advanced the picture FERRANTI 17K3
reaches a certain brightness (not very) then begins
I had the EY51 changed and both the PY81
to go dark again.
and PL81 tested, but were found to be perfect.
I have had the usual fiddle with the noise
On switching on I get the
whistle, but it
limiter and contrast and manage to get a rather fades away before the picture line
builds up.
dark but stable picture. The picture then gets
If I take the top cap off the PY81 I get a very
darker until it is hardly visible an hour or so good spark and brilliance, but the picture has
no
later.
fine or horizontal hold. On replacing the cap of
I have a good meter (Taylor 77A), but 1 am
PY81 the line transformer immediately goes dead.
unable to make high voltage tests.
-G. Metcalf (Halifax).
I feel it probably is the brightness control itself,
It is very strange that the act of removing the
but I am rather loath to make a move without
PY81 top cap can restore working of the line
expert advice.-E. Williams (Widnes).
timebase. Normally this would stop it as the
This symptom is probably caused by a low circuit would then be broken. In view of this
emission tube, the emission of which deteriorates you should suspect the .5 RE capacitor (C68) wired
even more as the receiver is left on. However, from the H.T. line to the boosted H.T. line.
before contemplating replacement, it would be
as well to check the setting of the ion trap PHILIPS 563A
magnet on the tube neck (adjust for maximum
Flutter on frame on switching on which gradupicture brightness) and the emission of the EHT
ally turns into frame slip downwards which
rectifier.
gradually increases to downward roll. Frame
hold is hard over on maximum resistance.
COSSOR 938
My trouble is loss of EHT. I get a spark from ECH35, oscillator, EL33 frame O/P, EB91 sync
and EF50 sync amplifier have been changed
the anode of the EY51, but not from the cathode. sep,
as well as frame hold control. 1 have no circuit
I tested the voltage across the heater of the EY51
diagram for this receiver and would be very glad
and found it to be only .2 volts. The line output of
assistance in this matter. -C. Gavin
valve has been tested and found to be O.K.(Hounslow).
R. T. Pike (Cwmbran).
There is a 390 KS2 resistor wired in series with
We advise you to check the EY51 heater with
frame hold control to the ECH35 triode conthe EHT lead disconnected from the tube. A the
visual check is better than a meter which might trol grid. This has probably increased in value
read anything. The filament stfould glow a cherry and should be replaced.
red.
If removing the EHT lead does, in fact, INVICTA 126
The picture tends to have wavy verticals. This
restore EHT suspect the tube for heater -cathode
and grid- cathode shorts and see that the ion trouble occurred when the picture lacked width.
Replacement of the metal rectifier remedied the
trap magnet has not become displaced.
width, but still the wavy verticals were present.
REGENTONE 14T
Could you please help me to locate this fault ?
After a burnt out PL81 and R56 have been -G. Fryer (Newcastle).
replaced, also a low valve four, 1 have a blank
We have found the wavy verticals are caused
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by the improper contact between a chassis tag and
the chassis. This tag is riveted and carries the
heater return lead as well as the cathode corn ponent chassis connections of the PCF80 (line
oscillator) valve. The tag should be well soldered
to chassis or a thick lead taken to another chassis
tag. The waviness is due to hum being induced
into the PCF80 circuit by the poor contact.

BUSH TV24C

Picture width is slowly decreasing, also adjustment of volume control is accompanied by distortion.- George T. Singleton (Preston).
You should replace. or at least clean. the volume
PY82
control and also have the PL81, PY81 and
valves tested.

WESTMINSTER T1455

PHILIPS 1229UI15

The picture keeps flicking over and over in an
upward direction, rapidly when the set is first
switched on, then slowing down after about an
hour to about one " flick " per second. The
vertical hold control is as far over as it will go,
also the height control, and the picture just fills
the mask. I have had the frame on and output
valve ECL80, and the sync separator valve ECL80,
tested, and both are O.K.-D. Stewart (Moulton).
You should check the 2.2 Mtt (red -red -green)
resistor which is associated with the frame hold
control. actually situated at the rear of the connecting socket of the left side timebase chassis.
If this is in order. check the 5.6 MU resistor
green, blue, green wired to the limiter control on
the right side chassis, on a tag strip under the
rear (rather hidden).

-

The fault appears to be in the frame timebase.
The picture rolls round from top to bottom ofI K.B. LVT50
control
the screen. If I adjust the frame hold have
When I switch to Channel 10 I receive no
two
can stop the picture rolling, but I then
or vision. By applying pressure in an antisound
top
the
at
one
only,
pictures, head and shoulders
clockwise direction the set becomes normal. Havblack
a
with
screen,
the
of
and one at the bottom
the ing secured the channel change switch in position
line across the middle, then, by reducing only
by a wedge I can view till around 8 o'clock in the
is
which
picture
one
height, I can get
evening then the sound and vision slowly fade
2 -3in. in height.
and disappear for about two hours, then it will
if
say
you
could
set
for
this
As 1 have no data
slowly come back to normal.
could
which
transformer
output
there is a frame
The set is perfect on Channel 2.-T. Pugh
location
the
give
please
could
you
be a fault, if so
(Do,rcaster).
of sane ?
tuner unit cover should be removed and
Also, is there a converter made for this mach] theThe
springs and studs cleaned with a reliswitch
would
or
same)
for
price
give
(if so could you
cleaner and lightly smeared with M54
able
switch
Mabbott
C.
E.
fit.
-d.
tuner
turret
any make of
silicone grease. If necessary retune the Channel
(Newark).
10 oscillator coil core by removing the tuner
You should check the ECL80 frame timebase knobs and inserting a suitably shaped knitting
centre
into the hole provided.
valve and the resistors associated with the
to needle (as a screwdriver)
tag of the frame hold control (trace wiring
be found that the core is set well back.
It
will
is
suittuner unit
resistors). The Brayhead 16S
as
able. fitting instructions are provided; proceed
Quote channels
for Sobel) T143 -T144. etc.
required when ordering.

Also suspect the tuner unit valve 7ÁN7 (PCC84),
this may be the reason for the fading of the
signals mentioned.

PILOT CV87
A neighbour's Pilot CV87 tuned to Wenvoe
Recently the picture disappeared overnight and
all appears to be interfering with several other nearby
the screen is blank, but the sound is quitesince
tuned to North Ilessory Tor. Would you
right. I suspected the 1125 rectifier at first,replac- sets
me how to retune this set to Channel 2,
there was no glow from the heater, but on I also inform
I would
is the oscillator coil, etc.?
i.e.,
which
result.
same
the
ing it with a spare, got
The also like to know the I.F.s of this set and also
replaced the 20P1 and U801 without result. please
tell me the LF.s of the Ecko 217. I
line timebase whistle is absent. Could you take would you
are 16 and 19.5 Mc /s, but which is
they
believe
I
can
steps
further
help me by indicating
Thomas (Port Talbot).
Howard
?
-F.
further
which
A
right.
it
to trace the fault and put
its
Three coils are required to be adjusted. The
point I would like help on is that prior to the
oscillator (the adjustment is on the right side
breakdown, a black band at the bottom of
of the chassis and is marked OSC trimmer).
rear
to
Zin.
for
about
up
picture tended to creep
and the R.F. coils. These are on either
aerial
the
Trent).
-on-Eric B. Hardy (Burton
the front valve on the right side as viewed
side
of
The 20P1 is self oscillating under conditions from the rear, adjust top and bottom cores. No
If, however, the other adjustments are necessary. The I.F. of the
of normal signal reception.
BAIRD 167

vision signal is not present. the essential triggering
of the timebase will not take place. The 20P1
can be artificially stimulated by momentarily
shorting the screen of the 20P1 to chassis. If
this action commences timebase operation. check
etc.,
the vision signal stages, valves and resistors,

to ascertain where the signal is lost.
If. however, the H.T. voltage is very low, check
the 100 µF reservoir capacitor and the surge
resistors of the U801.

CV87 is sound 9.8 Mc /s, vision 13.3 Mc /s, Ekco
T217. vision 16 Mc /s. sound 19.5 Mc /s.

ULTRA 1815
A back band creeps up from the bottom of the

picture, and it extends for abotft lin., but the
rest of the picture is perfect except sometimes
there is very thin lines about Qin. apart which
(Continued on page 321)
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& COMPONENTS

LINE

TUBES. Reclaimed from £3 all types.
Reconditioned from £6, all guaranteed.
T.V. SETS. B.B.C. five channels from £8.
I.T.A. from £15.
VALVES. 5,000 reclaimed types tested and
guaranteed high emission factor from as
low

DIRECT REPLACEMENTS for 500
sets. State make and model No. (3d.

as 2/8 each.

stamp).

SPARES. Everything you can think of,
trany's. Scan coils. I.F.'s chassis yokes,

BRAY HEAD TURRET TUNER for
ANY AREA.
The best converter
State Channels, set make, model No.
£6.I5.0, post ins. 2/6.

condensers. hundreds of speakers.

!

Fast reliable service in our own vans covers
the British Isles.
3d. stamp brings extensive lists.

D.H.P. & ASSOCIATES,

Westward Way, Harrow,
Middx.

5

Save 30% on all outdoor aerials and fittings
Extntple : Double Five Array costs only
70/.. Self -contained Band Ill Pre- amplifiers only 60/ -. Converters 80'- complete.
Fringe Area Super Low -loss Co-axial,
1/4 yard. Reconditioned T.V. Tubes. 6
months' guarantee, 12" 12 0 -. 14" 110 / -,
17' 150' 21' 210/ -. C.N.O., carriage 10 /extra. Tubes delivered in 24 hours all
parts U.K. S.A.E. FOR FULL LISTS.

full guarantee. Mul:ard and Mazda
or equivalent types, 14in. and 17in.
at £4/10/ -, plus 12/6 carr. and ins.;
also other sizes and types available
on application to: BHP DISTRIBUTORS
(LONDON)
LTD.,
379,
Staines Rd.. Hounslow,
Middx.
G. A. STRANGE
(Phone: HOU 5144.)
North SV,'axall, Nr. ('hlppenham, 99111e.
Tel.: Marshfield 236.

,

Reconditioned and Guaranteed 6 months.
14" round Mazdas- 65.0.0.
IS" round Mazdas -£6.0,0.
17" rect. Mandas -26.0.0.

Carriage and Insurance, 10/ -.
Cash with orders to "TELESPEED,"
Dept. 2/B, 6, Clements Street, Coventry,
Tel. 41062,

TELEVISIONS,
Reconditioned and
in perfect order, 12in. from £10,
14in. from £15, 17in. from £24.
CCW, 12, Dockhead, S.E.1.
(BER
3756.1

immediate despatch.
Sets
£20;
demonstrated. Call 1070, Harrow Rd..
London, N.W.10. (Phone: LADbroke
1734.)

TELEVISION BARGAINS, 12in. from
£9, 14in. from £18, 17in. from £25.
TYLER TELEVISION, 63. Lee High
Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. (Lee 5979.)

TELEVISIONS. 9in. models, £71101.;
12in. models, £131101 -; 12in. 5 -Chan-

COMPONENTS, Valves, Tubes, etc.
Write or phone for free list. ARION
TELEVISION, 4, Maxted Rd., Peckham, S.E.15, (New Cross 7152.)

net models, £191101- each; all working; carriage paid.
Send for list.
TOMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest
Hill, S.E.28.
(FOR 5497.)

FACTORY Reconditioned
12in. MW types

:

L

s.

4

0

d.

0
8
IO IS

C. EDWARDS

-

LONDON, N.W.10
LADBROKE 1734

AC /DC radios, televisions, tape
recorders, etc., from 12v. car battery,
continuous duty, perfect, cost £25,
80/-; s.a.e. full details. SCIENTIFIC
PRODUCTS, Cleveleys, Lancs.
250

Offers

13

0

0

7

10

0

I

:

MW types at
7 I5
0
MW types at
9 15
0
ALL tubes guaranteed SIX months, carriage,
14ín.
17ín.

ins., 10/-.
UA8 Monarch four -speed record changers
at
7 S 0

CATHODE -RAY TUBE SERVICE
35

Broomwood Road, St. Paul's Cray
Orpington 21285

TRANSFORMERS, Input: 230v. Outputs: 250- 0-250v., 30 mA., 6.3v. 5 A.,
5v. 2 A 10/.. Input: 230v. Outputs:
560- 0- 560v.. 120 mA., 6v. 7A., 5v. 3 A.,
15/, Input: 110/240v.
Outputs:
HW 325v. 20 mA. and 6.5v. 1 A., 9/6.
Input: 110/240v. Output: 6.3v. 3 A.
,

and 6 3v.
A., 8 /6.
Input: 230v.
Outputs: 0-4-5-6.3v., twice: 38 watts,
8/6. Indicators. Type 196, with one
each, 61in. and lin. C.R.T.'s, etc.,
50/- (rail, 10/ -1. Drives, slow- motion,
Admiralty 200:1 ratio, scaled 0 -100,
4/6. R1155 S.M. Drives, ' N " type,
new, 10/6. Rotary Converters, 24v.
D.C. to 50v. A.C., 50 c. 4 amps.
(rail 7/6). 40/ -. Meters, contain 2
separate micro -amp. movements and
2 neons, new, 8/6.
Cross -over needle
(L/RI 100pA each section; new, 12/6;
or
mA x 2, 8/6.
5 mA., scaled
3 kV., 31in. flush, 816.
Morse Training Boards with buzzer and key,
wired for 41v. battery operation, new,
8/6. Metal Rectifiers H.W. 270v., 80
mA.. 5/6; 350v., 80 nsA., 6/8; 600v..
30 mA.. 6 / -;
kV., 30 mA., 7/6;
240v., 100 mA., 4/ -; Bridge: 12v., 4 A.,
2/8; 12v., 1.5 A., 7/6; meter type.
5 mA., 5/6; 120v., 1 A., 30/ -; H.W
500v., 30 mA., 4/6; 135v., 400 mA.,
7/8; 270v., 200 mA., 7/6. List and
enquiries: s.a.e., please! Terms:
c.w.o.; postage extra;
immediate
despatch. W. A. BENSON (P.T.),
136, Rathbone Rd., Liverpool, 15.
1

1

CHANNEL

11

OFFER. -5

Element

folded Dipole array with mast and
universal clip for fixing to any size

Band I aerial mast, 39/6.
Trade
rates 6 or more. Post paid. All
types of Aerials and Machined Parts
available. Send 1/- P.O. only for
details and technical data for " Do
It Yourself."
SKYLINE WORKS,
Burnsall Rd.. Coventry.

TV TUBES. revacuumed, as new,
14in. £51101 -, 17in. £7/10/ -, 213n.
£10 /10 / -; carriage free: guaranteed

months. ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT (ERITH) CO. (Phone: Erith
4095.)
6

S/H T.V. in
First -class

Condition

T.V. TUBES

'BULLARD

36/24. 25.10.0
36/44, 25.10.0
93/64. 27.10.0
43/69, 27.10.0

MAZDA

CRM141, £5.10.0
CRM142, 25,10.0
CRM153, 26.10.0
CRM171, £7.10.0
Carriage and insurance I0, -. Cash with order,
please, to:

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
37, George St., Manchester, 1. Central 0432

12ín. 010.10.0.

14ín.214. 0.0.
17in. 220. 0.0.
(all 5 channel)
[Of- carriage

+
In

stock

:

PYE, FERGUSON, EKCO

CASH ONLY.
10/- Carriage.
Trade Enquiries Welcome.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IO

I

HARROW ROAD

1070

MAINS FROM 12v. CAR BATTERY.
American Dynamotor Unit, runs 200/

0

0
0

1

T.V.
BARGAINS. -12in.
5- channel
T.V., £12/10/ -; 14in., £17/10 / -; 17in..

QUANTITY 12ín. Televisions needing
attention, 30/. each; also Working
Models of all types.
WILKINSONS.
146, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds Bush
4379.

NEW TV tubes tax PAID
9in. triodes from
12ín. triodes from
12in. MW types at
14in. MW types at
17ín. MW types at

WESTWAY RADIO

11, Stanhope Mace, London, W.2.

TELEVISION
CATHODE RAY TUBES

TELEVISION TUBES

OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS

.
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SETS & COMPONENTS continued

RATES:
4/- per line or part
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines, Box No. L- extra.
Advertisements must be )repaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, "Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

RECLAIMED TUBES, 12in., 14in.,
17ín., all at AS each, guaranteed;
100
(5 channel)
T.V. Ekco 161,
Ferguson
988,
£15
each.
C.
EDWARDS,
1070.
Harrow
Rd.
(Phone: LADbroke 1734.)

CATHODE RAY TUBES, used but in
good working order, with 3 months'

Classified Advertisements

Y.V. TUBES -17;ñ:

tyypes,

£s:°o:ó:

Picture tested and guaranteed for 3 months.
A few 14in. and 17in. for testing or boosting
at 25!- each. All carriage paid.
One or two 9in, types with good emission at
22.0.0 while stocks last.
S.A.E. all
enquiries please.

S. BRADLEY
6, Sweden Avenue, Waterloo. Huddersfield.

320

SITUATIONS VACANT
SERVICEMAN required in
Nigeria to service domestic radio
receivers and tape recorders sold by
a large retail organisation. Must be
capable cf controlling a workshop
and supervising and training local
mechanics. Contract of 24 months
al a salary of £1,250 p.a. with possibility of further contracts. Free
furnished
fully
free
passages:
accommodation and family allow ances with gratuity on satisfactory
completion of contract. Reply stating age, qualifications and experience,
RADIO

No.

Box

to:

c/o

15,

PRACTICAL

TELEVISON.

WANTED
ALL TYPES OF VALVES WANTED,
PL81. ECL80. EY51, U25. PCF80.
PZ30, U801, etc.. etc. Best cash price
STAN WILLETTS. 43.
by return.

FOR SALE
AMAZING OFFER, -- Originally £40í
H.M.V.,
Pye.
£100 each, Ekco,

Murphy, etc..
Marconi. Philips.
9110ín. Televisions. complete, not
working, 50/- each; carriage paid;
immediate dispatch. 12in., £5 /5 / -;
15in.. £9; Philips 17in. Projection
Televisions. £91151 -. TOMLINS, 127,
Brockley Rise, London, S.E.23.
CO -AXIAL CABLE, unbeatable offer.
8d. a yard air spaced.
TELEVISION TABLES cancelled
order. 20" x 20 ", IB" legs, 4- quartered

veneering, veneered both sides, in medium
oak, walnut and supele mahogany. Unrepeatable offer while stocks last. 32/6,
carriage 2'6.

MARSHALLS

Span Lane. West Bromwich. Staffs.
(Tel.: WES 2392.1
NEW
PL81,

WANTED.
VALVES
similar
ECL80. and

FOR

TELEVISION

ANN'S ROAD,
TOTTENHAM, N.U.

131,

EY51.

types.

R.H.S.. 155. Swan Arcade. Bradford,
1. Yorks.

ST.

Phone: STAmrord

Hill

3267.

MAINS RADIO IN YOUR CAR, complete unit runs 200 /250 AC /DC radio.

EDUCATIONAL
MATHEMATICS Course 21/for Radio /T.V. Write: TUTORIALS,
200. Buchanan St., Glasgow. C.1.

television. tape recorders. etc., from
12v battery, perfect, cost £35, 80/ -'
SCIENTIFIC
stamp full details.
PRODUCTS, Cleveleys, Lancs.

STUDY RADIO, TELEVISION AND
with the world's
ELECTRONICS

VALVE

EASY

-

largest home study organisation
Courses for the enthusiast
I.C.S.
and for those seeking examination
qualification. Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds. R.T.E.B.. etc. Build your
own equipment with Practical Radio
Course. Write to -day for free book.
CORRESPONINTERNATIONAL
Kingsway
71,
DENCE
SCHOOLS,
Dept. 5161, London. W.C.2.

CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1'- for samples and list. J. IQ A.
Godwin
St..
75a.
BOXMAKERS.
Bradford. 1.

12in.,
BARGAINS.
£101 14in. and 17in. cheap for
cash. New sets at bargain price.
T.V. SUPPLIES. 1. High St., Chalvey. (Te!.: Slough 21660.)

TELEVISION
O.K

January, 19.59

Classified Advertisements

Practical Television

,

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
Satistaction or Money Back Guarantee. If returned
unused within 7 days.
GUARANTEED P.M. SPEAKERS.
ohms,
ex- equipment- tested. all top
Standard 3
n,o1 Atit
9 -;
makes, performance guaranteed
In . 0.-14 -1
ti!.in., 9' -: 7 x 4, 12 -; m.. 9 n6n., 14 -.

TV SETS
12ín. UNTESTED TABLE MODELS
Note ,nie <' the:., sets

o -Ill

Channel, f r Ill. Most ,make,. mailable. hart
please stale nn alterative. These sets (eucept for
a few Pye types) all contain miniature valves and
Are nearly all latest
.C. 11.1', types.
c,rr. & parking Jn -.
T.V. SETS, less only valves, speakers and tubes,
12in., 15, -.
9 and tolu.. 10 - :
Cur,. & packing ti,..
Table
models, tested pire tires
T.VS.
5 CHANNEL
before dispatch, all goal tubes, tuneable all
slat ion,. all top make... £8.
Carr. & packing 111 -.
13 CHANNEL T.VS. Consisting of a i -clr :noel
11.11.1'. T,l'. set together nilh separate 1113111,Iriser Rand III converter (new, Ussel E71. £11.
Carr. & packing Ir
,

t£á/15

TV TUBES
FACTORY REVACUUMED. ALL GUARANTEED
6 MONTHS. Carriage and insurance 1.26.
hue to the increasing demand for our superior

television tubes and the small nlmher of retort,
we are now able to effect a substantial reduction in
their pr
prices. Nearly all types of MnlL,nl. Moab,,
Emi h on.

h:u,ir eope.

Cossor,

Bri net r,

l'athodion, ti.E.('., available ex-slid:.
All gin. and loin. Types, £215 -.
All 12in., 14ín., 15in., 16in.

Except

tided ,rd, r.

those

CRAI122.
('11M 1:7.

1i t1' : :1

I'errumt i,

I

1.

In, Moms 71.:'.

All Milliard Itin,
All 17ín, Tsres, 14.15 -,
Slim. Types, 17 10, -.

'I

.2. C'1111143,

£4,10 -.

.

I'i' IA.. 5' -:
RECTIFIERS. ism releniniPractical Radio 100 BAYS of brand new adjustable 109. 0511
1:1
..
Engineers home study courses of steel Shelving. 72in. high x 34in. wide Son,s-.;6:
r,'-radio and T.V. engineering are x 12ín, deep, stove enamelled dark
recognised by the trade as outstand- green; sent unassembled, 6 -shelf bay.
im; and authoritative. Moderate fees £3/15/ -; sample delivered free; quanGUARANTEED TV VALVES
to a limited number of students only. tity discounts. N. C. BROWN LTD..
Syllabus of Instructional Text free. Eagle Steelworks, Heywood, Lancs.
24-HOUR SERVICE
" The Practical Radio Engineer." (Tel.: 69018.1
EL::`I
5t'4,
6 b 1-IAt 91
6
11 journal, sample copy 2/ -, 6,000 Align 3'AMC,
8- E.U'42 9- 171.41 9 - ttP61
nient Peaks for Superhets. 5'9.
7/6
Elill
9;8 1721
8
7 - Ia,4
Conditions
and
Membership and Entry
SERVICE SHEETS; also Current
12;8
ESsI 1013 024
iBAd
5
6 6 I:B91
JOHN iBEtl
booklet 1/ -. all post free from the Obsolete Valves for sale.
9'8,6 ESk6 12;- I131
6 6 IS1T('tls
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield GILBERT RADIO, 20, Extension.
916
Si- 6:7.40
81- U33
C4
4 9 EB(41
Road, London. N.8.
EZ4I
9 6
Shepherds Bush Market, London. All
10/- ('35
9 8 EBF6a 9
98
i('Hr, 11.- I711I'99 9;- OZ:i2
10'- U:LI
W.12.
(Phone: SHE 3052.)
list
94'6 RSR-!A 5 -Uire2
5-ECPI
SHEETS
7.8
SERVICE
41'12.
6 6 EcCSL ':8 ET::°1'
7,8 C2lli
7:6
11 - U2n1
9 8 1C('2 6'6 E'r,öi
HOW TO USE EX -GOVT. LENSES IEIa
78
9 6 1'41t4
11:- 6:l'1'":: 7 6 1(T61
SERVICE SHEETS for sale. Radio and Prisms
Nos. 1 and 2. 2/6 ea. 1E14
Onbl
I.NI52
118
;FIS
96
11;-E13'84
913
makes. Vertical Enlarger Plans for 35mm. to
All
Te'evisidn 4/ -.
3/ -,
17:CCn:,
L'/,::IU
I.
APJo_
9
8 8
4.8
9PT) 23b, Albert 24in. sq., 3/6 ea. Optical Condensers L10
SULTAN RADIO
9 10 - l',(
2 6 C1141
St., Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
and Achromatic Lens to suit. 33/ -. Mis 99 6- ECI'sn
I111(11 8,6
l'1'Cs
E('u42
99Lists. S.A.E. H. W. ENGLISH. Ray- t1.11'26 9 6 E('I,>a 1? - iv( 11 6 t'CI142. 9 Essex,
T.V..
Radio,
leigh
Rd..
Hutton,
l't'l'sn
CI'4"
9 SHEETS,
49SERVICE
i1 la
11 - EF:ni
Lists 1/ -. S.A.E.
7,6
:95711T 6 8 EFau
5 -,rrF9s.! 11 - ('t41
5,000 models.
88
0E4
11 - C1,41
8- 19Fiu 12
enquiries. TELRAY, 11, Maudland TELEVISIONS.
5
12in.
£7/101;
I'1,44
11,3,1
1:F4I
9/6
aFl
8
6
15
9
6
Bk., Preston.
chan.. £10; 13 chan., £16. 14in,: u('1:: 11 - EF42 11 6 I'I.an 1 - 1-1.46 9;6
17in.
9;8
5 chan.. £15: 13 chan., £20.
ol'll 12 - EF-,ata: 3 6 1'I.nl 1 - 1.7
SERVICE SHEETS for sale and hire, from £22. Non -workers. etc.. cheap. 201)1
6 1' l'n
11 9 6 I:F.,m lb 4 if l'Lw!
s.a.e. enquiries. J. Callers only.
Radio /T.V.
4- t' I, n s 1- t' 41 8TELEGRAM ELEC- Mira
9 8 E F:,
N.W.10.
Neasden
Lane.
'20l'1
l'l':'.I
ï6
8 1
ti
PALMER. 32.
8 6
11 - EFnn
TRICAL. 68, Kings Ave., Clapham,
Nï1
5.2/.4t1
:Y
7
el
9'- Eh'nc
S.W.4. (Phone: TUT. 6971.)
12 6
SOLI
8 6 EFnu
13 8 l'1.01
6 Z66
9 0152
8 9 6 1'1'92
AUCTIONS
1136
11 - t:FS!t
/719
17F91
P1'CS
8 9
6
7 EAno
1
T.V. AERIALS, 258. For all I.T.A. chan- EMI( 'su866:1,:13 11-1'/::u 1 -41,15v2 89
EVERT TIIIRSDAT AT
nels. Outdoor or loft. 3 elements. P. & P. 2'6.
For fn details semi 80. in sln, ,ps far
B.R.C. indoor type.
AERIALS.
15/9.
Sales by private treaty.
INCORPORATED

_

111.A

C

1

.

1

,

-

E

;

M

A

_

E

1

DAILY

9

till

6

including SATS.

Over 500 TVs from E3 working, 101- not.

Radios, grams, washing machines, fridges.
vacuum cleaners, typewriters.

EASTERN AUCTION MART
Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London, E.1

Folded dipole with 12ft. Co -ax cable fitted.
Postage 119.
For all channels
T.V. AERIALS. 7/9.
complete with Co -ax cable. For use indoors
or in the loft. Postage 12.

DUKE & CO.

(Dept. E.1). '
621/3, Monitord Itoarl, Manor Park.
Tel. ILF 6001/3

I2-PAGE
P,-t

LIST
£I.

.SIPn

I

OF 750 SNIPS
Min. 9d. No C.O.D.
FOR

CALLERS.

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
350352, FRATTON ROAD

15,12

\ I®
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think is flyback lines. I would very much
appreciate it if you could enlighten me on these
points. -G. Hathway (Bristol).
You should suspect the right side 20P3 frame
output valve. If the valve is not at fault, it is
possible that an associated component is at fault,
but we are more inclined to suspect the valve.
I

MARCONIPHONE MODEL VT151
A black band creeps down the picture for about
4in. and up from the bottom for about lin., which
has the effect of squeezing the picture. -H. H.
Pearce (Truro).
This symptom is probably caused by an alteration in the characteristics of the frame amplifier
valve as it warms up. The trouble is sometimes
aggravated, however, by low mains voltage. and
shows up more during the winter months if the
mains selector on the receiver is not adjusted
accurately to suit the applied mains voltage.

McNIICHAEL TM317
I have just acquired secondhand the above,
together with a converter by the same manufacturer. When the brilliance was advanced the
picture went out of focus, swelled and disappeared. This appeared to be a failing EHT
rectifier and I have changed the EYSI. This has
made some improvement, but I cannot now get a
really sharp focus even with low brilliance settings. When the brilliance is advanced the picture
still goes further out of focus and enlarges, particularly in height. If the aerial is disconnected,
the raster brightens up to a certain setting as the
brilliance is advanced and then reduces slightly.
If left at the maximum setting, the raster gradually fades away. The picture tube, a MW 43-69,
so I am informed, was renewed about nine months
ago and should be all right.
Advancing the contrast control from minimum
turns the picture negative, and so does the control
marked " spotter," when switched to BBC, but
this contrast control makes no marked change on
Channel 9. The aerial is in the position marked
"Dist," the next lowest position produces a very
poor picture.
I notice that the lower left -hand valve in the
" cage " conta' ' g the timebase valves has been
running so warm that the type number can na
longer be read. Could you tell me the type
number of this valve, please ? -R. Steer (Woking).
You s hould have the valves in the " cage "
tested.
oud are a
and a Phe
Also
check the ECL80 line oscillator and the condition
of the H.T. metal rectifier. Also check both
I
KS- resistors wired in series to the PL81 pin
number 8.
Ensure that the ion trap magnet on the tube
neck is correctly adjusted for maximum brilliance.

FERGUSON 968T

321

If necessary, also check V12 (ECL80 to the
right of the deflector coils) and related parts. The
triode section of this valve forms part of the
frame multivibrator.

FERGUSON 953T
Can this set be converted to receive the new
station shortly be he opened here ?
If so, the firm who would supply the converter.
Shall I have to alter my aerial? This is now
vertical.
The make and type of tube in this set.-R.
Brewer (Peterboro').
¡his is a T.R.F. model fixed tuned to Channel
4. It cannot be retuned easily and without altering all the coils and realigning, and it is not
suitable for use with a multi-channel converter.
It uses a Mullard MW31 -18 or MW31 -16 picture
tube.

pEFIANT 1252TR/TA
The set is six years old, converted to Band 3
with a " Cyldon."
The fault consists of a cramping down the left
side of the picture which comes on with the circle
of test card C flat on one side like the letter D.
but
When set has warmed up centre fills
first row of squares on left drawn out
around edge of tube.
intermittently, set refuses to come on; when
this happens half the valves do not light up, these
arc 2ther
2tIP1 /Id, w125.
Further symptoms noticed, when advancing
Band I sensitivity on tuner, the 10F1 in centre of
chassis glows red all over.
The set also makes a whining noise like warm ing up which turns to a roar if volume is turned
LIP_
Nearly all valves have been changed. -G. T.
Williams (Caerphilly).
First check the condition of the metal H.T.
rectifier. as the symptom described is often caused
by low H.T. voltage. Ti this is in order, check
the emission of the line amplifier valve and
replace if low.

I ani troubled by a black line appearing at the
bottom of the screen after the set is warmed up,
I have replaced ECL80 for the frame fault, but
a new valve has not cleared the trouble. I have
also had tested valves PZ30, PL31, PY31 and all
have been passed O.K. -S. Bradley (Beeston).
Make sure that the ECL80 in the far left -hand
corner of the chassis, when viewing from the rear
of the chassis, has been checked by substitution.
This is V13 on the maker's circuit. If this valve
is definitely in good order (a fault in this is
usually responsible for the trouble), check that
the mains selector on the set is adjusted to suit
the mains voltage. If this is correct, then a variation in value of a resistor associated with V13
should be suspected.
I_
I
I

I

QUERIES I'OITP0%
This coupon

is available until JANUARY 21st, 1959, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the
notice on page 317.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JANUARY, 1959.

I

i

'

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. and
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GOWCH
LTD. South AfriccaHand Rhodesia: CENT
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CHASSIS, TUBE POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER, 29/6.
R.F. E.H.T. Not TESTED. Amplifier stage 6V6 with O.P. trans& SPEAKER,
350 volt at 250 m.a.

I7in. TV

former.

3

ohms matching.

Smoothed H.T.

£19.19.6.
6.3 v. at 5 amp., 22 v. at 3 amp., 6.3 v. at 4 amp., and 4 v. centre
I7in. Rectangular Tube tapped. Size 141 x 8 x 7in. Less valves. Drawings free with
chassis.
order. Ins. carr. 5/6.
modified
on
as
Supplied
AND AMPLIFIER, 19/6.
single channel
chassis coverB. B. C.
ing
channels I -5,

POWER PACK

Tested. Output stage 6V6 with O.P. trans. (3 ohms) choke
Smoothed H.T. 350 v. at 250 m.a., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 22 v. at 3 amp..
Ins. carr.,
6.3 v. at 4 amp. and 4 v. centre tapped. Less valves.
or incorpor- 5/6.
ating Turret POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER, 19/6.
Tuner which
Output stage PEN45. O.P. trans. choke. Smoothed H.T. 325 v.
can be added as an extra, at our special price to chassis
at 250 m.a. 4 v. at 5 amp., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 4 v. at 5 amp. centre
purchasers of 50/ -, giving choice of any 2 channels (B.B.C. and tapped. Valve base for rectifier, octal or 4 pin. Output is taken
I.T.A.). Extra channels can be supplied at 7/6 each. Chassis size from standard plugs. Less valves. Ins. & carr. 5/6.
well
by
used
are
chassis
12 x 14/ x I1in. less valves. Similar
known companies because of their stability and reliability. With
Tube and Speaker, £19.19.6.With all valves, £25.19.6. Complete
REGETTERED IMPROVED
and working with Turret Tuner, £28.9.6. 12 months guarantee
VACUUM TV TUBES
on the Tubes. 3 months guarantee on the valves and chassis.
Ins. carr (incl. Tube), 25/ -.
... £7.10.0.
...

17in. rect.
14in. rect.

TV CHASSIS, TUBE AND SPEAKER,

14/n.

£15.19.6.

12

with 14ín. Rectangular Tube. 12 months guarantee on
Tube, 3 months guarantee on chassis and valves. Chassis with
With all valves,
Tube and Speaker (less valves), £15.19.6.
£21.19.6. Complete and working with Turret Tuner, £24.9.6.
Ins. carr. (incl. Tube) 25/-.

... £5.10.0.

...

MONTHS

GUARANTEE

As above

months guarantee (6 months full replacement. 6 months
the
progressive) illustrates our wholehearted confidence in the
Tubes we offer. We sell many hundreds a week throughout
go
them
of
country and have done so for the past 7 years. Many
to the Trade, i.e., Insurance Companies, Renters and Retailers
they
25/6.
Remember
SOUND /VISION AND I.F. STRIP,
who are thoroughly satisfied with our supplies.
back guarantee.
Plessey. Tested. I.F.s 10.5 Mc /s sound, 14 Mc /s vision. 8 valve also hold a 10 days money 16in. Round Tubes. Our special
Tuner
The
Circuit
incl.
x
4in.
x
5
9in., IOin., 14ín., 15in., &
Size
81
valves.
Less
holders.
T.V. Tubes £6. Three months
12in.
E5.
sizes
P.
2/6.
these
offer of
unit plugs directly into this chassis. P. &
guarantee on Round Tubes. Ins. carr. 15/6.
10/6.
STRIP,
I.F.
AND
30/-. Ideal
SOUND /VISION
14ín. RECTANGULAR T.V. TUBES with burns
Carriage .0 / -.
Salvaged. Complete sound and vision strip. 8 valve holders. as a standby or for testing purposes.
Less valves. I.F.s 16 -19.5 Mc /s. Size 8/ x 41 x 4 /in. Drawings EXPRESS DESPATCH SERVICE. Pleas_ 'phone to confirm
free with order. P. & P. 2/6.
Tube in stock. Send Telegraph Money Order. Tube despatched
AND I.F. STRIP, 10/6. Passenger Train same day.

Our

12

SOUND /VISION

Superhet. 8 valve holders. Less valves. I.F.s 7.25 Mc /s
sound, 10.75 Mc /s vision. Vision complete from input up to
video output. Sound complete from input to A.F. Amplifier.
P. & P. 2/6.

Salvaged.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS,
Polished wood cabinet of attractive
Fitted with Bin. P.M.
appearance.
Speaker W.B. or Goedmans of the
Standard matching
highest quality.
to any receiver (2 -5 ohms). Switch
and flax included. Ins. carr. 3/6.

Ili

-

19 9.

-

Ins. carr. 5/6.

SOLO SOLDERING

8in. P.M.
FOR STEREOPHONIC SOUND.
/ -. 6 /in. Speakers,
Speakers, 8/9. With O.P. Transformer fitted, 10
12/6. Postage 2/9.

CONVECTOR

valve superbe[ chassis including

Bin. P.M. speaker and valves. Four
volume,
knobs (tone,
control

Four
tuning w /change switch).
w/bands with position for gram
p.u. and extension speaker. A C.

IDEAL

ELECTRIC

SUPER CHASSIS, 99/6.
5

HEATER,

99/6.

your local council have not yet
taken action don't be a SMOG offender.
With our Electric Convector Heaters you
will make neither your home nor the
air dirty. And they are so economical to
run, too!
or 2 kW.
A.C. /D.C. switched for
Illuminated grille. Size 26 x 18 x 7in.
Even if

I

deep. Ins. carr. 10/6.

TOOL,

12/6.

(Special
v. 6 v.. or 12 v.
adaptor for 200/240 v. I0 /- extra.)
Automatic solder feed including
a 20ít. reel or Ersir. 60.40 solder
and spare parts. It is a tool for
electronic soldering or car
wiring. Revolutionary in design. Instantly ready for use and cannot
with
instructions for use. Post 2/9.
full
case
light
metal
burn. In
110

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
DROP THROUGH TYPE, 12;'9.
350 -0 -350 volts at 250 m.a. 6.3 volt at 4 amp., 6.3 volt et 4 amp.,
.5 amp.
4 volt at 3 amp., 22 volt at .3 amp.. 4 volt centre tapped at
Primary 200 -250 volt. 50 cycles P. & P. 3/9.
I

TIMEBASE, 4/9.

Containing scanning coils, focus unit. line transformer, etc.
Less valves. Drawings free with order. P. & P. 2/6.

FROM

DUKE

flr

CO.

DROP THROUGH TYPE, 12/9.
353 -0 -350 volts at 250 m.a. 6 3 volt at 5 amp., 4 volt at 4 amp.,
Primary
4 volt at 7 amp., 4 volt centre tapped at I amp.
203 -250 volt, 50 cycles. P. & P. 3,'9.

UPRIGHT TYPE,

3/9.

volt at 80 m.a., 12 volt at 1.5 amp.,
Primary 100 -120- 200 -250 volt. Fully shrouded.
350-0 -350

auto transformers.

www.americanradiohistory.com

P. & P.

2/9.

4

volt at 2 amp.
for mains

Ideal

i
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Record Player Cabinets
39/6

Collaro
4-Speed
Autochangers
£7/19/6

Latest contemporary style irexine covered cabinet in two
-tone
colour scheme. Hinged chipped lid, carrying handle. Space
available for all modern amplifiers and auto changers,
etc.
' ze
x 151 x 9in, Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

I9

49/6
A
practical
cabinet,
nicely
designed, cloth covered twotone (brown and coffee). Size
15 x 17 x 8in.
deep. Takes
B.S.R. 4 -speed aucochanger and
61in. round or elliptical speaker.
Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

Incorporating auto and manual control complete with studio
crystal p.u. and sapphire stylus. Also other makes at similar
prices. P.P. & Ins. 5/6.

MONARCH
4 -SPEED
CHANGERS L6.19.6

B.S.R.

AUTO -

Incorporating auto and manual control. complete with turnover
crystal p.u.
and sapphire stylus. P.P. & Ins. 5/6.

well-designed cabinet in
brown leatherette. Strong
clip fasteners, easy carrying
A

AMPLIFIERS

handle.
Takes
B.S.R.
Monarch and space for a
4 x 7in. elliptical speaker.

12

Can be made up into an
ideal Record Player. Size
16 x
144
x 8:1in. deep
Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

PORTABLE

79/6

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER

delightful-looking cabinet 142 x
x Ellin. deep, in two -tone
leatherette. Will take a B.S.R.
Monarch 4-speed autochanger and
61in. round speaker. Carr. & Ins.
4/6.

D.I.

59/6

MARK D.2. 79/6

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.3. 89/6

De luxe model. Printed circuit. Latest design.
Dimensions
7 x 2} a Sin. A.C. only. Mains isolated 3 -4 watts
output. Incorporating the latest ECL82 triode pentode output valve
giving higher

79/6

undistorted output. Volume, treble and
3/6 extra. P. & P. 3/6.

famous manuCloth covered in contrastby

facturer.
ing colours (red & grey). Grilled
front controls panel. Size 15 x 19 x
82in. deep.
Beautifully made. A
cabinet you can really be proud of.
Takes 4 -speed B.S.R. autochanger.
61in. round or elliptical speaker.
Room for any amplifier of your own
choice. Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

bass

control. Knobs.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
MARK D.4 69/6
Brand new. By famous manufacturer.
Especially built for portable record
players. Dimensions 41 x 31 x 4in. A.C.
anly. 2 valves-EL84 as high gain output
valve, EZBO as rectifier. Volume and cone
controls. Knobs 2.'6 extra. P, & P. 3/6.

69/6

Televox
Telephone
Amplifier
89/6

A beautifully styled cabinet.
Made by a famous manufacturer.

In polka dot grey cloth with
clipped lid and carrying handle.
Size 16 x 141 x 81in. deep.
Will take a B.S.R. Monarch 4speed autochanger and 4 x 7in.
elliptical speaker and most of the
modern portable amplifiers. Carr.
& Ins. 4/6.

Invaluable in a noisy office or workshop. 3 valves
ÚF41,
UL4I. Sin, speaker and a suction type vibration UY41,
microphone.
A C. /D.C. Size of amplifier 7x I I x Sin. Fits any
type of G.P.O.
telephone, P.P. & Ins., 4/6.

Many other types of beautifully
designed cabinets in stock at
similar prices td the above.

TERMS AVAILABLE

DU

MARK

Printed circuit. Latest design. Dimensions 7 x
2f x Sin. A.C.
only. Mains isolated 3 -4 watts output. Incorporating
the latest
ECL82 triode pentode output valve giving
undistorted
output. Volume and tone controls. Knobs, 2/6higher
extra. P. & P. 3/6.

172

cabinet

AMPLIFIER

Brand new.
Latest design with printed circuit.
Dimensions
7 x 2j a Sin.
A.C. only. Mains isolated.
-3 watts output.
Incorporating EL84 as high gain output valve. 2Volume
and tone
controls. Knobs, 2/6 extra, P. & P. 3/6.

A

Stylish

months' guarantee

O.

Send
621 3,

for

FREE

Catalogue.

(Dept. E.I.)
Romford Road, Manor Park, E.I2
Telephone

:

ILFORD 6001 -3

www.americanradiohistory.com

Open all day
Sat.
Closed I p.m.

Thurs.
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

(LEEDS) LTD., Dept. N, 5/7 COUNTY
ARCADE, BRIGGATE, LEEDS, 1

under £1. Postage 19 extra under £2.
Post Terms ('.1t .0. or t'.0.0. NO C.O.D.
5.30 0.m. It edne.d:u. until 1 p.m. S.A.E.
under £5. ()lien to callers 9 a.m. to Full
list 6d. i rade supplied.
please.
ilh
enquiries,
w
KIT
BATTERY SET CONVERTER
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
All parts for converting any normal type
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v
Fulls Guaranteed
50 c /s. Supplies 120 v, 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
Interleaved and Impregnated.
fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
Primaries 200 -230-250 v. 50 els screened
of 2 it at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including cirTOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
cuit 49/9. Or ready for use, 9/9 extra.
26) -0-260 v 70 ma, 6,3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a ... 1819
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
/9
2
a
...
18
350 -9 -350 v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v
ELIMINATOR KIT. -All parts for the
250 -0-250 v 100 ma. 63 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 23!9
construction of a unit (metal-case
353-9 -310 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 23/9
51- 41 -2in.) to supply Battery Portable
33)-1 -351 v 152 ma, 6.'3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 2919
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 V. Fully
FULLY' SHROUDED UPR[Gf[
smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 c/s mains.
350-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
Price. inc. point-to -point wiring dia.a 1719
..
,
.3 y
Midget type 21-3-31n.
39/9. Or ready for use. 46/9.
grams.SUPPLY
...
26!9
8;0-0-250 v 130 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a
KIT.- Suitable for ElecD.C.
300 -9-300 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 2319
Consists of mains trans.
trio
Trains
350-3-350 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 23/9
200 -250 v 50.c .ps. A.C. 12 v 1 a Selenium
lders, 2
351- 0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 3319
2
Bridge
F.W.
125 -3 -425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. C.T. 6.:3 v
Fuses, Change Direction Switch, Variable
4g,,g
Partially
4 a. C.T. 5 v 3 a ...
Speed Regulator.
29/9
drilled Steel Case. and Circuit.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
EX-GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated,
All with 200-250 v 50 cis Primaries 6.3 v
black crackle finished, undrilled cover.
1.5 a. 5'9 : 63 v 2 a. 7/8 ' 0 -4.6.3 v 2 a. 7/9:

2/9

:

11 v

t a.

7011: 6.3 v 3 a. 8/11

:

6.3 v 6 a. 17/9-

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
210-2-51v 0-9 -15 v 11 a.
1

-i -15 v

5

a. 19'9

:

0 -9 -15 v 3 a. 18/9:
0-9 -15 v 6 a, 22.9.

11'9:

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms
Small Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms
SMOOTHING', CHOKES
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms
80 ma 10 h 350 ohms
ohms
81

...

...

ma10h41

...
...

...
...

419

...
...

89
56

.

TELEVISION RECTIFIERS
ma. Size 3 x 11ín. Brand

250 v 200
New, 619.

3'9

E X -GOVT. VALVES

:

49

riK8G

89

6SJ7G3'
6V60
6U5G

ßd. >d.
11d. sd.

OPPORTUNITIES

6J5G

5U4G

1411: 6119v10a.15'9:612v15a.359.

I

5Z40

'19
8'9
-!9
9.9

3S4
5Y3G

120 y 40 ma. 3 9 :
25) v 50 ma. 4 11
24 9 6a. 35'9: 9'12 v t a F.W.. 411:
12 v
1 12v 2 a F.W.. 73: 612 v 3 a. 9'9: 6
4 a. 1311: 6.12 y. 5a. 1418: 612v6a F.W.,
...
...

7Ì9

iS5

:

IN

(N

6

1T

411

SELENIUM METAI. RECTIFIERS
250 v R9 ma. 7'9 :
2,9 v 250 ms, 11'9

Crt- AXIAL. CABLE tin.
...
..
7i ohms 14:36
-Pal n -screened Feeder ...

Size 14 x 10 x 811n. high. IDEAL FOR
BATTERY CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT
CASE, OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFER. Only 9/A, talus 2/9 sostare.

9 9
69

'9

3 9

MH4

319

6AT6

79

EB91

807

"9

.F91
EL32

12A6
25Z4G
3554

7 9

6K7G
6Q7G
6X4
6}i5G9'

9'11 DF96
8'9 EBC33

6SN7GT 8 9
6L6G
11'9
99

R'9

CECM

419

7,9
8/9
6i9
8/9
4/6

EL91

FW4>n,
SP61

8 9
3 9
5 9

89
2'9

148 pages

450-0-450 v 250 ma, 6.3 v

5v'Ga

EINE

...

3

a, 0.3 v

...
...

...

1

22 /
275-0

... 11/9
... 16(9

... 27/9

... 1819

a,
a,

28/9

...4919

...12/9
..
...
EX- GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES-

12.5v3a,5v3a

...
...
60 ma 5-10 h. 250 ohms
...
...
80 ma 10 h 150 ohms
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicallsed
Parmeko
100
ohms
ma
6
-10
h
100
...
..
120 ma 12h103 ohms
150 ma 6 -10 h 150 ohms Trap. ...
..
...
150 ma 10h 150 ohms
'100 ma3-5h 100 ohms Parmeko
250 ma 20 h 200 ohms

... 2/11

..

6/9

...

6 "9

... 3/11
... 6/9
... 9'9

...119
.. 99

... 19,9

ELECTROLYTICS (NEW)
Can Type

Tubular

mfd 450 v
1/9
16 mfd 450v
2/9
8-16 mfd 500 v 4/11
25 mfd 25 v
1/3
50 mfd 12v
1/3
50 mfd 50v
1/9
2/3
100 mfd 25 v
3,000 mfd 6 v
3/9
6,000 mfd 6 v 3111
B

6-8 mfd 450 v 2/11
8 -16 mfd 450 v 3/11
16-16 mfd 450 v4/11
32-32 mfd 350 v 419
32-32 mfd 450 v 5/9
150 mfd 450 v 5/9
106.100 mfd 350v 519
100 -200 mid 775

BATTERY CHARGER.:
For 200/250 v 50 as A.0
months
12
mains.
guarantee. Attractive.
well ventilated, hammer
finished cases. 6 v or 12 y
4
amp. with meter
and variable charge
rate selector, as illus -

trated.
care. 4/6.

75/_

or 12 v 1 amp type.
Also sultat)le for electric
train power supply. Only
2719. post 2/9.
6

v

59

I

TELEVISION

V'I'. ,MAINS 'FR ANSI,.
All 201 -250 v 50 c/s input.
Removed from New ex -Govt. units.
-275 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 7 a, 5 v 3 e
230 -0-230 v 80 ma. 12.6v 1.5 a, 5v 2 a
...
259-3-250 v 150 ma, 5 v 3 a
319 -3-350 v. 160 ma, 6.3 v 5 a, 5 v 3 a
400 -0-400 v 250 ma, 5 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a
450-0-450 v 150 ma, 6.3 y 5 a, 6.3 v 1

1.:N4

Gns.-4 17'

OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
easiest way to study for

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds.
Television
Television,
Servicing, Sound Film
R a dio
Projection,
Diploma Courses, etc..
are given in our 148 -page
Handbook ` ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

replacement or
Send
rewind.
us your faulty
one and we will
be pleased to
quote and save

which also explains the
benefits of our Appointments Dept.

We Guarantee

" NO PASS -NO FEE "
If you are earning less than
£20 a week you must read
this enlightening book.
Send for your copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TO -DAY

!

British Institute of Engineering Techaologe
College Hoare.
Wright's Lase.
Kensington. W.B.

237.

29 -31.

IET

you money.

A full specification I7in. Television Receiver to Spencer West standards now available
Remarkable
at your Dealers.
performance and priced at 59

Gns. only, complete.
For Leaflet apply to

V
allas

AUDIO LTD.
Tower Road, London, N.W.10

A.- .A.oA. s0®®® A
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SPENCER - WEST LTD.
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth

Norfolk
Phones: Works 4794 Sales 3009
Grams. Spencer -We;t, Great Yarmouth

January. 1959
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Build your own Aerials...

ATyaMF

I

4ERIAI FITTINGS
_
S FOR
I
RADIO BAND
useful
F
formule
constructing
hints for
your
111,

w

`

I

quick)

and cheaply,
o
our increasedCatalogue
Fittings, range
Band III
inclding
Reflector to Band I Mast Co
and
Holders,
Director upl
illusillustrating
t

rating
Alloy

Insulators

and

Thoth

Rods

..
H
types).
ine
tings.
Mas(head FrtMasts and Elements,
FitBrackets, etc.
Chimney
Send
for the above
in stamps
1

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

YOUR OWN

Phone

:

657/8

TELEVISION TUBE

RE -BUILT

THE FOLLOWING TYPES AND SIZES ONLY

MULLARD

.

I2in.

.

OR EQUIVALENTS
COSSOR -EMITRON -CATHODEON

48

£7-I0-0.

17i n. £10-10-0.

I4in.

£8-10-0.

21m. £12-10-0.

Hr. SERVICE

All Tubes plus

ICY-

carriage and insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to

i

he Trade.

OWING TO PURCHASE TAX REGULATIONS WE CAN ONLY RE -BUILD
YOUR OWN TUBE. THESE CAN BE SENT TO US BY BRITISH ROAD
SERVICES (Parcels) LTD., CARRIAGE FORWARD.
TERMS,

81,

WITH ORDER or C.O.D.

CASH

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

(LONDON) LTD.

Telephone

MERTON

:

.
.
CHERRYWOOD 3255

www.americanradiohistory.com
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iv
TRANSFORMER

ISOLATION

C.R.T.

GARRARD

FINEST VALUE

Optional
t 'nv leakage Ni 0I bugs.
and 40% hnst ,, i.ationdary.
or 6.5 r. or I''.' V. or 13.1 v.
a
... 12,6.
...
w lth mn m primaries
Type B. t Mains input. Multi Output 2,4, 6.3.
In and 13 volts. Roost 24" and 50 1'

Type A.

.-\ (

Lou- rapacity transformer for 2 colt
with falling emission. Mains Primary.
output 2-21-21.21-1 colts at 2 amps., 17 6.
ram pf..
311, 70 Pf_. 9d.:
TRIMMERS, Ceramic.
pf -, 1 6 ; .- u, pi.. 7 5u pf.. 1:9.
c u pt.. 1 3
RESISTORS, Preferred values. inn ohms to to meg.,

w., 84.

1

I

;

w., Bd,

2

:

watt

:..111111

h,,-/..,000 tam,

_4

(

ohm,-

ohuas,

0"

30

5

1 9

m.-

12.6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 lt. on standard 7- Metal reels.
Spare Reels 7- plastic, 4 - : 7' metal. 2 3.
SUPERIOR 1,200 It. Plastic Tape on 7' Plastic
Reels. Quality Guaranteed, 21'-.
" Instant " Bulk Tape Eraser, 200 250 v. A.C..
for ally wake or

A.I'.

14 -math guarantee,
2011,250 Y. 4 -Way dw-itch : ShortMediurn-

A. \'.t', and Nega1ive feedhark

Lm4g- (iram.

li

2tis. I:Iass dial
Chassis 131 s
z 41 in.
121 in. c r 1 in. horizontal or vertical
2 Pilot lamps, Four Knobs, Walnut or Ivory.
4.2 watts.

Aligned

of tape, 27 6.

lea

Isolated Chassis,

calibrate,'.

:mil

211111V.

oil.

SMALL. 2211 -n.2211,
STANDARD.

to

N. 2 a

d

\..

3

65

v

..

..,

1...

111

1

amp...
6.3 v.,
1

tn. tapped sec. !, 4,
Oil t o. sec. 6.:1 v. 3 amp....
Ri1

...

...

1

10

:

485 Kc

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES

6

£6 . 19

OUR PRICE
TERM,

.

:

'.

U pr.. 3 8.
dielertri, Inn, :;
SPEAKER FRET. Es lacteal M,'lal Oil Ver, 151in.
'.,lin.. 2- each.
GOLD CLOTH. 17iu. t 25in., 5 - 'Iíi11. x 33ín., 10 -.
wide. 10'. ft.: 2ft. Sin. wide, 5'- ft.
Tygan Oft.
All Boxed VALVES 90 -day Guarantee.
d ol

:

;'.

I

6

61:,

66

0:1.0:

6
6

,'s tt
"tí ,

",07

11.\111011

6 8 Ii A11rr11

12 8

8
66 1:11,'
10 61':Ní'-.::
710

610

6

11\ R2:\

8 0 M

i

l

l

76

10 6

6;8
76 FAOr11 1061',61
6'11..17M 106 EGI'yn 106 Pro'O 1216
8 8 EFI''t 12 6 l'r F.O 11 6
6 o;s,7
6

1

'

I

I

op:

60íS4

1

6" \ ;.

,µs

Ilf:,i
INUI
a

II"'.

,.10.
1F,.

H
,I..

,;tau

7 8 El

l's

7817('1112
7 8

6('1"

612.40- 1061:1'.!,
7,6I12A'l'7
10 6- 1'AI.7
10 6 12.417
7
7

13I121tE6

8,12E7

3812V;

6 6 :::slat
7

6:''',Z1

8 6 so

981:1'41
9,8

1ì1'1U

918 EFO0
1018 EFOI

81 EFtr!
58 11132
9 6 E1O4

961:M51
íO 8 KZ U

O

Pro.:'

11 8
11 8
10 8 111y'L'
10 8
12 6 1'l

'I

86

76 PVl'l 106
1081'0.1 106
10 8
5 8 1'S 1
10 6 '1.61

5 6
8 6 I'tI171 10 8
5 6 1.1'H41 10 8

561'1'41
10 6

126

Mil

i

VOI
10 6 1'12

106
10,6

108
10 6

,

,

,

'

.

.

.

'

hly of £1.

"O"

-.peed

I Ilarn "

Juni,or' ''nit
171

515

1,plac

ish,

I:c,,.l+l,',il,
too +also -.

wn

III
,

.

a

24 12

6

£2

5

0

£3 12

6

I::1

1

record,

n,,pl'irr

and loud.pooker,._

£9.15.0

complete kit post tree.
£3.5.0 ,,4r, with asa rrarl 4 Op.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. I, _.+ g. nn,irnl, "I
nnf lattice boll,
11 ith 1 sides. riveted n
p

hol es, 2
I

I

l5

1

in

, 7ito.
s

I

.

13

lin..

sides, 7 ,
9: 1i ,
12 6: Is s

lu 4 6: 9
.. 8 8: 14
l; s .1,11., 16

.. 5 9,

s I

10 6.

I {111,

8.

TRANSISTORS, GENUINE PYE GOLTOP.
cí0 15a, Audio, 15 -. vp: 152 11.1 ". 1:1 Mc
average), 24 -. ('o ,pleb' ,la,., once,, supplied.
HANDY VOLT METERS.

U.t'. osth

beach and

,

i

..0ud

leas hor ,0 C.

11=250

96.

v..

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by :Vos, prevision
only Ills c 3 I6in., 6 8.
Oi24
engineeered

E -GAIN BAND 3 PRE -AMP KIT. , =co, le
:cuit with Sal n Il i 'SI4. Price 298. With
Power Pack, 49 6. flans only 6d.
venin, .a,n prices.
{Sand
TELETRON "TRANSIDYNE"
1

I

MIDGET SUPERHET PORTABLE 8- s 4- x
mil, ferrite ',rial.
6 transistors, printed
All parts land cabinet. 512.19.6.
m
LnLspeaker.
We include 8 Pye Goltop Transistors for
maximum performance. Plans 9d.
,

3_-

213 Suu

3

12
.o

:,

2;_,:02

30

4-

2

4'-

Inn 27n

5 8

4-

48.' -6.111,111;

450

38 0 ±5 ;On
4'- a 16'450
g -. g
u; 5110
16; 161:,0
L9
2,- 32.1 31 350

4511

pick-up

REPRODUCER
THIS
BUILD
BARGAIN SINGLE PLAYER KIT
Ready for immediate assembly.
Hunt<o,uc case.

i

TYPES

CAN

r-

21- 250 2:,

2;9 r.:

a m

58

a.

In,27,

161011
2 6 '32 35

32 500

BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S BOXES
OUR PRICE £8,5.0 Post free.

4

o
I

4- SPEEDS -10 RECORDS

With Studio

y 150

In

HIGH- FIDELITY AUTOCHANGER

n

:

-

Ora,

a

COLLARO Miser Model RC456

1

1

.

Hep. £3.10.0 and lout

:

61 :I:m

I

6

.

TUBULAR

TUBULAR
rr
2
245o
2

World's Finest 4-Speed Autochanger

UA8

,

.

Slug Tuning Miniature Can, 2tin. z

High Q and good bandwidth.
z lin.
By Pye Radio. Data Sheet supplied.
Wearite M800 I.F. 465 Kc s., 12 6 per pair.
Wearite 550 I.F. 465 Kc s., 12 6 per pair.

lin.

,

I

a

pair.

7/6

TRANSFORMERS

I.F.

I

,

p

I

ALADDIN FORMERS and core. lin., 84.: Ain_ 10d.
1,. FORMERS 5937 8 amt Cans TV1 2. Ill. sp. c
''o :gal 'i , .,I. c lin., 2 - ea.. with cores.
' "1 _ n y. or
TYANA- -Y1 iges dnbleriug
250 v., 16 9. Solon Instrument Iron, 24 -.
Ilis.. Atli. Sliders.
MAINS DROPPERS.
oho., 4 3.
amp..
Limo
mi. 7.- ohms. 4 3. lis11.2
amp.. 611 "hots per foot, ._ amp.. lam
LINE CORD
oho, per fool. 2-war, 8d. per font. 3 -w117. 7d. Per D.
LOUDSPEAKER P.M. 3 OHM. '', in. .t : i n.. 17 6.
n,dnmus, 21 -.
in I'f's -, c. 19 8. 7in. s Olin
Win. C. K A., 30 -.
,... i nun,. 18 6.
v in
2I, Plessey. 30 -.
.01475 8 6.
15 obi. 99 6.
HF1012, loin.. lo ws..
0hn,'. or 15 ohms. 105 -.
Baker 15 watt
GEX34, 4' -.
CRYSTAL DIODE t:.i:.1'., 2
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4.000 ohms 16 6 pl'.
MIKE TRANSF. :.o I.3 9 ea.: P," : I. Potted. 106
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid s,pnr' -pont.. 43 tin.
365 Id.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.
¡i, 10 - .00415 StandarStandard
s
lia
t l'.
gosh tritium.,
., 9 - i' h ss vimmero, 8 - midget. 7 6.
1511 pl'.. 8 6.
i'.. 2 8 11110 p l'.. 7 SINGLE, 511 pie_

..

yd.

511 ^n

Fringe Quality
Aie Spaced.

:

86

anw..

11

.

Losses cut

So.
4 9

:

:

17 6

c.
HEATER TRANS. 5-1o.

COAX

.

:

10 6
15 8
17 6

..

Meg.

t

1

MINIATURE. 20" v
MIDGET. 2211 c. 44

Midget
2

:,t'L

,

air spared 1'1ythene insulated. lin., lia.
Standen eon'. am
Semi

:narrer

;

Parr. 1, Tile. 4'6.
'lep. £5.5.0 and live monthly 0f £1.
Tu 12Mo
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS.
m.. 178: loin., 25,- 12 in.. 30

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 200 250 v. A.C.
. 3.5 a
STANDARD, 2511. 0n2511, Su ,11.4..6
gypped 4 y. 4 a. Rectifier 6.3 v. a. 5 v.
228
or 41. 2a.,linn, 350- 0 -:::,0
s. I a.

I O N

n

loin

£9.10.0

O.P. TRANSFORMERS. Hcavy Duty 30 niA., 4 :8.
4'8.
Mnitirati, push pull, 7,6. Miniature, 304, etc.,
L.F. CHOKES 15'In H. 611 65 m:(., 5: -; Ll H.
Ill H. 130 n.A., 14' -.
., to 0., 10.6 ;

n

l'

('

F' F:

1 V
6 ydLinear or Log Tacks.
DOUBLE SOCKET .13
1COAX PLUGS ...
... 48
BOXES
OUTLET
1SOCKETS
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. 8d. On ne 500 ohms.
un ohms only.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1 8.
Pre-set Min,
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT.
TY i ,', All caba-a 25 ohms to 311 K., 3:- to.
:Al K.. 4 -.
ICarb,'n mi K., to 2 m., 3: -).
Pots 2iin. Opindle
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT.
Valle., inn ohms to 5O K., 5 6 100 K., 8,8.
New Stock.
.1/01 Rita. 7 kV.
CONDENSERS.
to 51u Pf.
ois to 211 kV., 9,6 : 100
5 6
Tubular :paso v..001 to .01 mail., 9d.
Micas, ed,
-. .I.1 -: .'3, 18: .5133"v.,1/9; .11310 v.,9d,;
101 .,gnu v., 1 9
.I mad., 2,01M colts, 3;6.
pf. to .nl old., 104.
CERAMIC CORDS. 500 v.,
Inv :, pi. to 5110
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.
PL. 1; -: 6011 pf. Inn :t.0nn pf.. 1 3. ('lose tole_nnre
tiFA 1.3 Id'. to 47 pl'.. 1 6. Ditto 1 °,, 50 pF.
:,.nu,
pl'.. 2'-.
1.11 "n pl'. to
to .1:, /IF., 1'9

1.A11511' 511'1.1,ÁR1/
m.
M. M'. 200 m. 5511 m. 101142, 17F41, 1:111741,
E1.41, EZ40.
2,Il00 In.
L.W. 800

1. w.. 2,3.

:

in-40

8.\t'. in

I

O. I'.

S0. s

3-

FIVE VALVES

THREE WAVEBANDS

1'8

\o

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

1959

2

...,

boue spindles.
tee,i I year.
5K ohm
to

w.,1;-

1

In aatt

It

,

f
I
HIGH STABILITY. u., 1 ^;,. 2 -. Preferred values.
pall to to mcg. Ditto, 5".,, mull to 5 'neg. D, Bd.
` 113
watt
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
1

l':

Volume Controls 80

:

4d.:

l'

PLAYER

SINGLE

4 -SP.

O

£8.0.0

.

Type C.

w..

1

Designed to play 16, 33, 45, 79 e.o.m. Retards
Lightweight Xtal pick -up.
Ito. 10in., 12in.
áC2 turnover head, two separate sapphire styli.
Post Free.
each.
OUR PRICE
oplitter and 61 io.
Or Igor ..hinet with
sprakrr. £8.15.0 ,n omldete kit. £14.10.0.

1

u.. 4d.:

1)

'

5 .
5
5 6

58

1

7,-

50 35"
64,1211 275
511

_

418'64.,

78
11 8
12 8

1211 :1111

7,81100 -200

5511

5 4 8

2 a-

..

3k151

E.H.T. TYPE FLYSENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
KO 40 5.2
KO 2!5 2 kV.. 5 BACK VOLTAGE.
kV., 7 K3 4 :,. 3.6 kV., 7 8 ; K:i ¡511 4 k \'., 8;- ;
K:1 Ina s kV.. 14 6 : :,O e.p..s' voltage 3a^ of above.
MAINS TYPE SELENIUM :tau v. 85 usA., 7 8.
CONTACT COOLED 2 5 0 V. 5 ) A., 7 6 66 IAA., 8 8;
mint., 9 6. I4RAl=1.8-:I, 278.
COILS Wearite " i " type. 3'- each. (i'ln'e Midget
" Q " type adj. d,lst core from 4 -. All range+.
TELETRON. I,..0' Med. T.H.F.. with reaction, 3 6.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.5V.. 8 9: M. T., 12 6
:

1

T.R.F. COILS .4 Ht', ,
FERRITE ROD, 7i11.s

3

1

;

1 1

pair.

ILF. c 110K I:", 2 6.

Sin. dia.. 2 6.

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET, 26 -. H.F.
oit,
,nl ,,,i 1, Oscillator coil, two l.'l'. tra0..
107 Mt 0
Ratio Detector anti heater ohnks.
mit hooka ing four 61.516. 2 COMPLETE JASON F.M. KIT WITH VALVES,
£8.15.0, Fringe area kit. 22 6 esta.
MULLARD 3 -3 AMPLIFIER READY BUILT.
Spare Power for 'Finer, etc.. £7.17.6.

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

I!

V.

11 ,1116,., 8 9

:

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS.

for rhargi"g at _'. 4; r p1
1 atop -.. 22 6.
um,., 17 5

2.,11 v

.

:

.. 11 3

:

4

a.. 17 6

Tapped
s

.

.

amps..

I

158.

Circuit included.

VALVE and T.V. TUBE equivalent t not,.. 5 TOGGLE SWITCHES. S.P. 2 -. 11.1'.3 6. U.l'.H.T.4
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES
ing .PhnIL
... 86
vafer
5 p. 4 -way L
b

or `1 p. 2 wa' Whorl spindle
2 to 2
2 p. 'loac.4 no h.ny i y,-IM1I3 -nay ton¢ -ph
p. 1" -way long.pin.Ils
.. p. 4-wap. nr
,

_

_.

2 8

tie...
..

3 5
38

VALVEHOLDERS. P:4,. 11,1. Urs., 4d. EV50, (ills.
Od. Bill. COT, 1 3. Eng. and Amer. 1. 3, 6. 7 and
in pin. 1 -.
MOULDED MAZDA and Int. Oct., 8d.
117O with can.. 1'6.
1171;, BOA. 1íO(;, B9A. 94.
CERAMIC I:FSn 11711, R9:(.
119A o ith Con, 2 6.
Ins. Oct.. 1 -. 97O with can.. 1 9.
I

96Ve115 88
161:2.0
88
1.6 V1í1511
1 8 ía 11.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL READERS OF " PRACTICAL TELEVISION."
Please post Christmas orders by 18th December.
EVERY PURCHASE.
WITH
GUARANTEE
OUR WRITTEN
prao

669,1

..KC

5 6

11\. -,0

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Tel. TH O

1665. Buses 137

or

68 pass

door.

48 -hour

postal service.

P.

&

P

3PÉ
1/

WHITEDHORSE

RD., WEST CROYDON

over, L2. POst free. (Export Extra) C.O.D. Service
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